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is the official publication of the
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
and appears 6 times per year as a service
to members. For non-members living in
Australia the yearly subscription fee
is A$55. Overseas subscription sent
by Airmail A$90. Cheques should be
made payable to and sent to the HGFA.
Contributions are always needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all
welcome although the editor and the
HGFA Board reserve the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will not be
published. All contributions should be
accompanied by the contributor's name,
address and HGFA number for verification
purposes. Neither the HGFA nor the editor
assume responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect of their contribution.
Skysailor Contributions
Please send all articles, photos and ads to:
Skysailor - Suzy Gneist
RMB 5362 Mawleys Rd, Cobains VIC 3851
Phone & fax (OJ) 51498326 (9am-5pm only!)
Email: skysail@ozemail.com.au
hnp://www.ozemail.com.aurskysail/
All photos and materials will be returned
after publication if a stamped, selfaddressed envelope is supplied.
DEADLINE FOR DECEMBER ISSUE
Deadline for articles is 21 September 98,
6 weeks prior to publication. Deadline
for classifieds, news, display ads is
1 Nov 98, 4 weeks prior to publication.
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Missing Magazines
Please contactthe HGFA office in Tumut
on (02) 69472888 for changes of address
and mailing of missing magazines.
Classifieds and Advertising
Classified ads are to be mailed, faxed
or emailed to the editor and are free to
financial members - please quote your
membership number. Advertising rates
and mechanical specifications are
available on request. All ads to be paid
prior to publication. Special typesetting
incurs an extra cost.
Please use classifieds form for bookings.
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is a member of Federation Aeronautique
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The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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The Skysailor editor is on the move!
There will be a disruption of services between 1-30 September 1998 as our family is receiving a new addition and we are
moving to SE Gippsland during thattime. The new postal address for Skysailor, starting on the 1 September 1998, is as follows
(mail will be redirected from the old address for 3 months):

Skysailor
RMB 5362, Mawleys Road
Cobains VIC 3851
ph/fax (9am-5pm only!): 03 51498326
Please use this number during office hours only as this is our private number after hours.

email: skysail@ozemail.com.au
Should you be unable to contact me during this time, please leave a message
with Margaret or Ian at the HGFA office on:

ph: 02 69472888 or fax: 02 69474328
Thank you for your co-operation.
Well, by the time this issue arrives in your
letterbox, I should have had a baby and
moved to SE Gippsland.
If anyone missed out on getting their
contribution into this issue, I apologise,
but I had to strictly keep to the published
deadlines this time. Hopefully our new family
will settle into a routine by the time the next
issue is due out and all will fall back into
place. Please bear with us - we're new at
this parenthood business.
If you are having any trouble contacting me,
please call the HGFA office on 02 69472888 or
fax 02 69474328 and leave your message with
Ian or Margaret.
Take note of the new postal address and
telephone/fax number for Skysailor (above).
as I will be residing in Victoria from midSeptember on. The email address remains
the same.
Mail will be forwarded from the old address
for a couple of months, so, hopefully, nothing
should be lost in transit.
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Please do not expect me to return calls in
September, as we'll still be busy moving and
setting up shop. My new home office will use
my private phone number (the constraints of
Telstra services in the country!) so please
only call or fax during office hours (gam to
5pm) or you will have to come over to put the
baby back to sleep!
I do hope your magazine content is not
suffering from the upheaval in my life since
many pilots from around the country have
contributed their stories to this issue and I'm
hoping to receive even more, including the
triking adventure down the Murray, in time for
the next one. In response to those who wrote
in this month and would like to see thicker
issues of Skysailor: Feel free to send in your
articles and I'll quite happily increase the size
of the mag!
Enjoy yooc m'g!

~

~

James Freeman's letter regarding the
holding of the Australian Open Hang Gliding
Championships in WA in January 1999 provides
us with an excellent opportunity to address
issues and clear up misconceptions which
may be negatively influencing other potential
competitors from the eastern states.
Condensing his objections to point form, we
will deal with them as we go:
7. Wyalkatchem town is unsuitable because
of a lack of facilities and accommodation.
While the town is small, it boasts an Olympic
sized swimming pool and an excellent airconditioned recreation centre which will serve as
HQ for the event.
The town is organising both breakfast and late
meal services for pilots at the rec centre, where
briefing and pinning in happens each day. There
are ample showering facilities at the centre.
A meals and drink truck will serve competitors
at the launch paddock, situated only 5km from
town . We aim to provide an environment
where the only thing competing pilots have
to worry about is flying.

Accommodation will be provided by the hotel,
which boasts an airconditioned motel annex.
The pub has an excellent chef. Alternatively,
farm stays can be arranged in the immediate
vicinity of the town. A caravan park/camp
ground and camping on the oval adjacent to
the rec centre are also available.
This part of the world also hosts the world
famous Oowerin Field Days over a 3-day period
when the local population is swelled by an
additional 18,000 visitors. An event attracting
250 people shouldn't be too much of a strain.
We're recruiting drivers locally who'll be
trained to tow at our expense and who'll make
their services available to visiting pilots. In
many cases these drivers will supply their
own vehicles for towing and retrieve at a
much lower rate than standard hire charges.
The local community is very welcoming and
very much behind the whole event.
2. Flatlands camps are equipment intensive,

a disincentive to recreational pilots.
As Mr Freeman admits, flatland events provide
a more level playing field (figuratively and
literally). allowing the bulk of the field to launch
simultaneously. The terrain also provides more
numerous and safer outlanding opportunities,
allowing pilots to concentrate on getting to
goal without constantly keeping an eye on
the nearest viable landing area.
The area for a wide radius around Wyalkatchem
is also free of airspace restrictions, removing
another impediment to enjoyable flying which
recreational pilots might find more onerous
than their more "serious" brethren.
As a further incentive for recreational pilots,
we have introduced a Racing class to include
only king -posted gliders and an Open Crossbar
class for skyfloaters. As the guns will mostly
be flying topless gliders, this will give the "nonguns" a good chance to excel in a class of
their own.

3. WA is a long way away.
You've got us there and there's not a lot we can
do about it! Australia is a big country after all.
The organisers are endeavouring to arrange
bulk glider transport . Failing that, we will notify
all intending eastern states competitors of the
best deals available on glider freight. We also
expect to be able to offer significant airfare
discounts to competitors and their families.
The WA State Championships immediately
follow the national event, providing further
competition flying opportunities to visiting
pilots to help make the long trip even more
worthwhile.

It is worth pointing out that the Australian Open
is a national event after all. Is it too much to
ask that it be held next year - for the first time
ever and no doubt not again for many years to
come - in Western Australia, whose keen
pilots yearly make the pilgrimage to the east to
compete in national and world class events?
In conclusion, we invite all potential competitors
to consider the prospect of attending the Nats
in WA as an opportunity to experience some
fantastic flying in a unique setting which will
no doubt hold unexpected pleasures. For those
who decide the journey is worth it, we look
forward to seeing you.
Sam Blight, Nav Brennan, Gordon Marshall
Organisers, 1999 Australian Open
~ In further response to James Freeman's
letter: Western Australia is fortunate enough
to have an atmosphere and climate capable of
supporting life forms similar to those found in
other less remote parts of the world. We have
evolved at a rate that parallels most other homo
sapiens and although we may still seem primitive, our hand/eye co-ordination skills allow us
to do many things such as drive cars and read
maps (though we're still not able to do both at
the same time).
Amazingly, we even speak the same language!
On a more serious note though, Wyalkatchem
is a small town with limited facilities (only one
swimming complex), but the road network is
great, the hospitality is second to none and the
flying is AWESOME.
We all hope that those who come over will
have a great time .
Gordon Marshall, Co-ordinator
~

When the proposal of a possible merger
with GFA was first raised about 2 years ago,
I was somewhat sceptical. I guess I felt it
might be like the many bank mergers over the
years - a lot is promised, but at the end of the
day, service actually goes down and costs go
up. Also, there was the question of whether
we would lose our identity, i.e. name, logo,
magazine, etc.
As the various progress reports have been
published in "[JO ", I have gradually formed a
firm view that the merger is simply the logical
continuation of a process that started in the
early to mid-70's with the formation of "The
Australian Self-Soar Association" (TASSA),
initially NSW-based, and State Associations in
Victoria and South Australia.
When hang gliding emerged as an accessible
form of sports aviation, I recall the GFA having

about 4,500 members and mostly I
their noses at hang gliders as little mnr"-:1,a':l:~~Y
big toy kites. I'm proud of the fact that apart
from a bit of early antipathy, the hang gliding
community welcomed paragliding and microlighting (trikes) into the HGFA. Similarly, we
embraced different launching methods to
maximise everyone's opportunity for quality
and quantity airtime.
It is somewhat ironic to note that the present
HGFA membership exceeds that of the GFA,
which is now a little over 3,000. However, we
should not hold grudges for past conservatism
on the part of the GFA. Our acceptance of new
forms of soaring (or soaring related) flight in
the past should continue into the future, until
we have one organisation responsible for all
forms of soaring flight, from $150,000, 150 knot
sailplanes to coastal soaring paragliders.
Given the extensive resources and knowledge
the GFA clubs have in tow-launching, i.e. clubhouses, airfields, etc, I look eagerly forward to
increasing my airtime during the late autumn to
early spring months by towing in a more "familyfriendly" environment - thereby earning
brownie points with the wife to be redeemed
when thermals are booming in more remote
mountain regions!
Two final points: I would love to keep the name
"Skysailor" for the unified magazine; it's a lot
more romantic and evocative than "Australian
Gliding", although I don't have a problem with
"Gliding Australia " as the name of the
organisation. Also, the various executives and
committee members who put the last report (in
particular) together, should be highly praised especially Ian Jarman. It is a very readable
and well thought-out document which has
obviously involved a lot of hard work and
dedication to our shared aspirations.
Martyn Yeomans
~

I was disappointed that the only comments
AJ made about the Australian team in her
article in June/July Skysailor, was their supposed "missing form".
I attended the Worlds, and as a novice and
first timer at a comp was totally overawed at
the commitment and flying skills the Aussies
displayed. Not only were they utterly professional, they never lost their sense of humour
and remained generous hosts to overseas competitors throughout. The camaraderie and team
spirit seemed to me not to be matched by any
other country's team and I was proud to be able
to watch our top pilots fly so extraordinarily ~
Skysailor 3
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well. They beat the American and the British
teams to place 4th in the World Championships.
It was a humbling and exhilarating experience
for me. Maybe I'm being presumptuous, but
the Aussie team are an inspiration and should
be congratulated by all of us.
Rachelle Guy
~

In the June/July edition of Skysailor a piece
by Andy Kennedy "The Canungra Classic A beginners perspective" appeared.
From personal experience I know that Andy is
a genuinely nice bloke, very helpful to less
experienced pilots and would have had the
best intentions in writing the story. However,
he has been flying for about 20 years, which
hardly makes him a beginner!
Tony Gates

~

I wrote this poem a few years ago, in the
hope that one day, I'd be able to hang with the
best of them. I finally did my first soaring flight
in 1997 and have clocked up 14.5 hours since.

Stage Flight
Well, I've never done a glidin'
or down a hill a slid in'
tryin'to get me liftin' off the ground,
but I've always had this feelin'
of soarin' or a wheelin'
like pidgeons round a silo in some town .

And I've always had this wonder
why clouds and rain and thunder
seem to dominate the vastness overhead,
I've also loved the theory,
but flyin's kind of eerie
coz as a kid I used to try it off the shed.
But now I'm growin' older
and me keenness gettin' bolder;
I'm itchin' for the day that I can fly,
coz I'm gettin' sick a watchin'
and me days are now a notchin'
so me coars'li help me movements in the sky
Well, now I just can't help a waitin'
to get further from old satan
and soar up there with angels in the sky,
while me mates are all in wonder
how clouds and rain and thunder
can encourage me to run off hills and fly.
But I know my heart's a yearnin'
for flyin' I'm a learnin'
should stimulate this feelin' in my heart,
so no further shall I dither
for flyin' I'll consider
so skyward I'm a lookin' forward to start.
John Norton
~

I am writing to add my voice to that of
Andrew Medew (Aug/Sep 98 issue). At the
June and July Eastern Hang Gliding Club
4 Skysailor

meetings a majority of hands indicated a
preference for Skysailor reverting to a monthly
magazine. It was proposed to contact other
clubs with a view to sending petitions to the
HGFA; hopefully this will be done before the
end of this year. I don't believe that a majority
of HGFA members prefer the bi-monthly
editions over the monthly ones.
Further, I am confused over Rohan Grant's
response to Andrew's letter. Rohan argues
against the reinstatement of Skysailor as a
monthly magazine on economic grounds.
Rohan states that the production plus
distribution costs less advertising revenues
result in a net cost of $66k p.a. for the bimonthly editions. As far as I can see, this is
exactly what Andrew is also saying. Rohan
also states that production costs are not linear.
I gather that he means that going back to
monthly editions would cost the HGFA membership less than 2 x $fi6k p.a. If this is the case,
and the rest of Andrew's figures are right,
then there is really no economic justification
for Skysailor remaining bi-monthly.
I hope that another look at the economics and
the receipt of the above mentioned petitions will
persuade the HGFA Board to change their mind.
Steve Donehue
~ What is happening to free flying? Is it getting
swamped by bureaucracy and economic
rationalism? When I was flying rogallos, with
LJDs not too different from a brick, back in the
70s, everyone knew that it was dangerous, but
it was the ultimate freedom. You'd buy a kite half
the weight of current hang gliders and if you
were lucky you even found someone with a bit
more experience than none to give you a few
lessons. If not you'd have to pick it up yourself
(This is why there were more accidents then,
not because the gliders were more dangerous).
The interesting thing was that it was popular,
even though no one told you it was relatively
safe, no organisation spent tens of thousands
of dollars trying to promote the sport and no
one held your hand and spoonfed you .
Yet it was fun and the gliders were easy to fly
and land. How often do you look at a landing
as fun these days? Then, you could even stall
and parachute your glider vertically if you'd
overshot your landing.
Nowthe HGFA is into marketing and economics.
Anyone would think the HGFA was a for profit
business, rather than a service organisation for
the free-flying community. Is it losing touch
with its roots, with the pilots that pay the fees?
If it does, then it wouldn't be hard for people to
stop paying, but continue flying, as very few
pilots are interested in being policemen. For
pilots who only fly a few times a year, the fees

can seem pretty high. Skysailor is the biggest
carrot to keep them financial.
Skysailor is the most obvious and desirable
thing that pilots get for their money, the only
decent thing people get in their hot little hand.
Consequently it should be much more important than making promotional videos, paying
for grandiose schemes or even putting money
into someone else's sites, etc.
Now Skysailor has gone bi-monthly, we end up
with issues that are not twice as informative,
not as useful to clubs, news a month older and
they come only half as often (not Suzy's fault). Of
course you can't put dollar values to satisfaction
and most pilots want to fly, not kick up a stink.
So the accountants win . The tail wags the dog.
It seems accountants are taking over the world.
Just look at how the IMF can dictate to governments in ways the UN can only dream of. Let's
all get down and worship the mighty dollar!
I'm sure it's accountants that prevent Suzy from
putting the occasional lift-out centrefold in Skysailor when she gets a hold of an exceptional
photo like the one on the June/July cover. I
would sure like a poster of that on my wall.
Now there's talk of amalgamating with the GFA
to add another layer of bureaucracy. I hear
glider pilots (gross generalisation coming up)
tend to be a bunch of old fuddy duddies. They
are certainly more into rules and regulations
and you can't call it "free-flying" . I've got nothing
against them and when I'm too old to handle
the odd bad landing I'll probably join their ranks.
How would ten pin bowlers react to the idea of
amalgamating with the lawn bowls geriatrics?
Why not? It would give them the economies of
scale. They would save heaps of money. They
would be a bigger lobby group. Besides, they
all roll big black balls at a target. Their leaders
would promise that the white uniform brigade
wouldn't be involved in decisionmaking for the
ten pin bowlers, but current leaders can't dictate what future leaders will decide! Future
administrations will make their own decisions.
I know that unification with the GFA promises
us more clout with governments and savings
on operating costs. Those are the pros but the
cons could be sad for free-flyers.
I just want the exhilaration and challenge of
flying free.. The purpose of the HGFA must be
to help us do that. More bureaucracy, putting
money before people, grandiose schemes and
the influence of a more regulated sport will not
help. Let's keep the HGFA simple and directly
serving its members.
Graham Sutherland
The June/July cover is now available as a
poster. See "News" page 22 for ordering details.

~

Skysailor in bi-monthly format
has failed to provide current information for its readers. The classifieds section is next to useless for
buying and especially selling equipment. However, the quality of the
magazine is not in doubt. On your
figures, the HGFA has saved around
$5 per member per year by reducing the magazine to bi-monthly.
The figures:
• 12 issues p.a. cost $88,000
• 6 issues p.a. cost $66,000
(projected)
This represents:
• Cost saving 25% (approx.)
• Size increase 30% (approx.)
• No. of magazines down 50%
• Information service greatly
diminished
• Increased colour content apart
from cover is all advertising
These calculations are gained from
figures printed in Skysailor and LJD.
You claim to offer a better service
for a reduced price. Instead we receive a reduced service for what
appears to be a minimal saving to
the HGFA.
If you haven't heard the grumblings
about Skysailor, then you haven't
been listening! Rohan Grant and
Ian Jarman can make excuses forever, but instead should move to
rectify this problem without delay.
Kevin Grosser
Thanks for your feedback on Skysailor. I have been talking with other
members of the Eastern Club and I
have placed the future of Skysailor
on the agenda for the Board meeting and AGM 26/27 September 98.
The Board will look at the whole
issue of member communications
with a view to what roles Skysailor,
lJO, the internet, clubs and state
associafjons should all play in communication both to and from members.
Please try not to get personal and
vitriolic in expressing your views
as opinion is simply that, just your
personal views. It does not necessarily represent facts, truth or reality
as your perspective or basis for
argument may not be as complete
or from the same perspective of
others. Whilst others in your circle
of contacts may share your perspective, you cannot make a claim that

this is a nationally shared VieW.
However, I am willing to accept
that this view may be widely
shared, but unless the Board is
informed via clubs and associations
who represent significant numbers
of members, it only sounds like a
couple of whingers with nothing
positive to add to the running of
the organisation. As you are probably aware, whingers are often dismissed as they never provide a
well researched and casted alternative .. . ala Ms Hanson.
Skysailor is contracted out after a
tender process where only basic
parameters and policy are provided
by the Board. The current editor
submitted by far and away the most
professional and well casted tender of the 5 or 6 we received. The
editor is not an employee of the
HGFA, but a sub-contractor where
Skysailor/HGFA would represent
only one of several clients.
Rest assured that the Board will
revisit the whole "communications
issue", including Skysailor.1 cannot
guarantee that I or you or all the
other members will agree with
the direction the Board takes. It is
their decision to set this policy as
those elected to manage the sport
for us. Obviously they need to listen
to what the members want and
balance that against their fiduciary
responsibilities as directors of the
association as required under the
Incorporated Associations Act.
At the end of the day nothing is
quite as simple as it seems. It
would be good to know what you
actually want to see in terms of
magazine format, i.e. 12 issue, 2
colour covers per year, 28 pages
per issue, lower grade paper,
cheaper production, more or less
editorialljournalistic involvement,
more club news, less technical
articles, cat cartoons, etc.
This is the sort of feedback we
really need... not just that the Board
are a bunch of faceless bureaucrats who never listen. Send me
an outline of the sort of format
you would like to see and what
you feel the members would be
willing to payor sacrifice.
Regards, Ian Jarman

Based at lIIawarra Regional Airport, we are the
closest full time trike school to Sydney.
We stock:
• New and second hand Airborne and Pegasus trikes.
• The full range of Comunica intercom systems including
the super-lightweight Kevlar "Beta" helmet.
• High-gain all stainless kingpost aerials.
• The ultimate lightweight fully galvanised trailers.
• Plus just about everything a trike pilot needs.

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)

(02) 42941 031 (office) 0418 603009 (airfield)

The First Australian
Skyfloating Championships
Wtll be held at Laurieton by the Mid North Coast
HG association on the 27th of Dec 1998 and will
finish on 31st Dec 1998.
You must have a certified open crossbar glider to
enter (e.g. Mars, Buzz, Ventura, Mission, Sting,
and XT). There will also be a Paragliding section.
Entry fee is $50.00 and there will be up to
$5,000.00 in cash and prizes to be won.
Requirements: Minimum intermediate rating and
aero tow endorsement for hangies might
needed.
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Gaggle over the Aravis mountains during the French P'WC.

GO DFRE Y WENNES S

One and a half hours south of Salzburg, the small
Austrian 'twin' alpine villages of Neukirchen and
Bramberg played host to this year's Paragliding
Pre-Worlds. The villages are nestled towards one
end of the wide picture postcard Pinzgau valley
which XC pilots from all disciplines affectionately
call 'Race Valley'. The valley is bounded in the south
by the highest mountains in Austria (3,OOOm+)
and to the north by a complicated alpine valley
region centred around Kitzbuhel and Zell am See
with stony peaks rising to 2600m+. Looking
forward to epic racing in this 'safe' XC area, a huge
field of 169 punters from around the world made
the trip to compete for national pride, personal
prestige and ... the massive prize money, of courseover A$13,OOO!
6 Skysailor
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ust 3 days before the comp, the place was deserted. Had we got the
wrong dates out of Skysailor? No one was flying, no idea where the
launch is or what the weather is doing and no sign of life or other
pilots. After finding the organisers we found out that the 1,200m agl
Wild Kogel launch was only accessible by road, using their bus only
at a cost of $12.50 - making Borah and Mystic look positively cheap!
Someone forgot to tell the cablecar operator that some pilots may
well want to get some practice flights in before the comp started.
"Hmm, vee viII ficks ziss for next year".
Over a few days, the Aussie team slowly gathered with Fred
Gungl (what goes down on tour, stays on tout), Enda Murphy
(seriously just here for the comp), Ron McKenzie (''Actually chaps,
I'm on my honeymoon!"), Gavin Hanlon (doin' the french thing)
and myself (flyin' the alps in summer for the first time) . I got the
team leader's job by default as no one else wanted to get up early for
the briefings and the organisation had me doing the German-English
weather briefing translations, "You speak very guut English so you
viII do ziss for us, yes!" - "Sure, no worries mate!" Our traditional
team score rivals, the South Africans, were also there with a full
crew and ready to do battle. Notably the Swiss, French, Pommies
and Italians didn't send full strength teams and only a few of their
top guns were present. On the other hand, the Austrians were there
in plague proportions.
The first day (30 May) saw bad weather and gave everyone the
opportunity to grab some cash in a spot landing comp via a touch
and go. Ah yes, those fleeting moments of glory as your name gets
announced over the PA in ftont of a huge, cheering, beer swilling
Austrian crowd: "Yes, soupuur, Murphy, Enda from Oztrayleeah!" for a full 15 minutes Enda thought he was the hottest thing since
sliced 'leberkas' as he landed just 1m from the spot while a heap of
top pilots missed by a long way. Reality hit soon after when half a
dozen others made it. Cowboy Ron on his brand new 'outta the
wrapper' Sector TX4 misjudged the glide totally and overshot the
T&G by a few k's - ''I'm not into alpine spot landings, just towing

J
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and big Xc. .. " That night, the organisation put on a huge welcome
party in the goal beer tent with muzak 'til late. Needless to say, most
participants were shot ducks by the end of the night.
Next morning, at the way toO early team leaders briefing, everyone noted that the organisation was trying to re-invent the wheel
with its host of new concepts and rules, start modes, tasks by colours,
small glider numbers leading to low max. heights over goal, bizarre
landing forms and retrieves, "Zere is a guut bus and a luvli little train
zervice or you can auto stop (hitch), if zis doesn't verk, zen vee vill get
you." That's reassuring. Better fIX zis all for next year too.
The task for the day was a 69.2km sprint up and down the valley
via 4 turnpoints. The window was secretly opened with a sub-audible
whistle and a few pilots who had their pet K9's with them started to
launch. Oops, forgot to use the hooter didn't we - another thing to
add to tomorrow's briefing complaints session! The first 20km were
slow going, then things picked up, becoming more consistent with
lift to 5m/s and base at 2,700m. For the lucky ones who made it over
Pass Thurn with enough height, the Pinzgau showed glimpses of
what could be in store, with the lead gaggle flying really fast. The key
for this and other days was to not get below the treeline height,
othelwise a time consuming, dedicated and frustrating scratch was
needed to get up again. Final glide from the last turnpoint into the
unpredictable valley wind was difficult, particularly due to the over
clouding. The day was won by Chris Muller (Can), but didn't score
big points because the field was far spread. Best Aussie was yours
truly - I missed goal by just 400m and made = 15th place with 2
others. Enda was a couple of k's back in 27th place. Fred flew 27km
and Ron 18.7km. Both got decked around the infan10us pass and
were in 49th and 68th place respectively. Gavin did a BIO along
with 36 other pilots.
The 1st of June dawned with the ptomise of good instability and
light general winds. A classic day for the Pinzgau to show its stuff At
the team leaders briefing, one pilot out of 169 was singled out for
cloud flying by the organisation - pilot No.4. "Oh, that's an Aussie,"
I thought to myself, (we had pilot No's 1-5). Luckily, it was only a
warning and the Gungl-ster was in shock, "Me? No!"
The 81.4km task via 4 turnpoints was just what the doctor
ordered. A race from one end of the valley to the other and back.
After the amazing 169 glider mega gaggle over launch, tl1e going was
mediocre umil just beyond the pass when the day boomed. Ballistic
thermals to waiting OD'd streeting Cu's is the on ly
way to describe it. Apart from that, it was damn
cold and rough as guts. Proto's and hot ships
were falling out of the sky everywhere as their
jockeys pushed the speed on. The reserve
chute throws were mounting. I lost
count of how many Cults,
XXX's and Experts were
going down rather tl1an

Looking down "Race Valley", Pinzgau, Austria.

Photo: Godfrey Wenne55

up. The lead gaggle was flying incredibly fast - PWC style - and it
seemed to almost create its own thermals on cue and at the right time
to move on. Enda and I were just behind in the 2nd group, watching
the steam train in action with no way to catch up - quite frustrating
really. After 3hrs 15mins of racing I was again first Aussie and 32nd
pilot into goal, 27mins after the winner Daniel Crepso (Esp) . Enda
was 4mins behind and came 42nd. Ron and Fred arrived 1O-15mins
later, 46th and 47th. Ron had his new baby worked out, after she had
spat the dummy with a big nasty over launch, and was quickly
getting up to speed with the big alpine conditions. Fred was wishing
for a new baby with more speed and better glide. Gavin flew 36km
and came 107th - the big gaggle experience did him well. The South
Africans were impressed (read: peeved) that 4 of us made it.
After 2 tasks the Aussie standings were: Godfrey 21st overall with
1,273 poims, Enda 28th on 1,240 poims, Fred 47th, 976 points,
Ron 49th, 950 points, and Gavin wanted to start all over again in
121st with 342 points.
Enda just couldn't believe that I was al1ead of him, having never
flown in a big comp or in the Alps before. His advice: "Don't change
whatever you're doing, grasshopper, keep flying your own XC around
the course, stay out 'til4am and drink lots of red wine!", was exactly
what I needed, veteran. Logically, the Music Bar in Neukirchen didn't
get a solid work out that night and no one fell in love with Andrea,
the extremely luscious, dark haired Austrian barmaid.
A light foehn forecast for the 3rd day didn't worry the tasksetters
and a 100.7km FA! triangle was called. The locals shook their heads:
It was blue and convection was going to be minimal- an impossible
day. They were wrong. 37 pilots made goal. The fastest, Chris Muller,
in just under 4hrs. Epic it wasn't, but makeable and challenging
nevertheless, with an adrenaline pumping leeside 2nd TP at 2,051m
in a saddle on the meanest
mother rocky peak you've
ever seen. Most pilots ended
up flying a classic alpine
XC in strung out
groups or alone. Enda

Symbolising the
pure pleasure of
flying ... L4
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SIGMA4
The all new
ADVANCE SIGMA 4
represents a synthesis
of the accumulation of
10 years of experience.
It is a refined sports wing
par excellence: precision ,
handling, and character
are just some of its assets.
Where security now meets
real performance.
When thermal flying holds
no more secrets, the
moment has come to
discover all the assets
~
of the !i:>NE SIGMA 4.
Available in 3 sizes: 25, 27 & 29 m 2.
For al/ up weights from 65- 120 kg
Certification: Afnor 'Perf' and DHV 2
For more information contact:

Godfrey Wenness -

PARAFUNALIA
"The Mountain" Manilla NSW 2346

Ph: 02 67856545
Fax: 02 67 85 65 46
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was best Aussie screaming into goal with full
speedbar and big ears on his Omega 4c in
14th place, just 20mins behind the winner.
Ron blew away the cobwebs on his Sector
TX4 and snapped up 18th place just 3mins
later. I arrived 15mins after Ron in 24rh
place. Fred and his Vertex fell prey to the
TP2 monster and he came =56th with Nova
legend Walter Holzmiiller - they must have
had a nice chat. Meanwhile, Gavin had
decked it early wirh 50 or so others and
spent a leisurely arvo driving Fred's hire car
around rhe course.
The next day's foehn conditions only saw
the most daring taking to the air and no task
was called. Enda couldn't handle the great
Austrian cuisine any longer and was
desperate for a Macca's fix. That's what bad
weather days are for, so off we went in a
frantic search for rhe golden arches while
everyone else lounged around and relaxed.
The 2nd last day had the bad smell of
OD with embedded CuNims forecast - not
pretty for alpine flying. The organisers
decided to run a task anyway. Nice one fellas!
Flying up to the start gate with 165 pilots,
the threatening darkness loomed nearby.
Everyone had the same rhing in mind and
when a few pulled on the ears and aimed for
the paddock, it was enough for most to
consent - let's get the flock outta here! A few
minutes later, the task was officially
cancelled. Seeing over 150 big eared gliders
coming in to land within 10 minutes was
impressive. Most were happy to make a
standard approach in the super crowded air,
but some jokers needed to show off, didn't
they, wingovers, loops, asymmetric spirals
and, right in the middle, a reserve throw there's one goose in every pack!
The last day was canned before it began
due to foehn, though a spot landing comp
with big prize money was set up in the valley
for rhe spectators. So with 3/4 of the pilots
making tracks for home, a few hardy souls
decided rhe money looked good and went
for the spot. Now you would think that after
launching in crosswind, flying through low
level foehn turbulence and hitting rhe spot
the said prize would be awarded, but: "No,
vee did not haf enuff pilots flying so vee
can't giff zee money away." I think the
other 2 guys that hit the spot wirh me
were spewing too.
The final placings from the 3 valid
tasks showed rhat we had 2 pilots in the

Enda lands afte r a cancelled day. Photo: Godfrey Wen ness

top 20 and our teanl came 4th. We also had
the 2 highest placed certified wings with my
Omega 4 and Ron's Sector TX4 achieving
great results without comp trimming or thin
lines. The team was extremely grateful for
the HGFA funding and rhe NSW members
particularly were helped very nicely by the
additional financial assistance organised by
Steve Hocking and Mike Eggleton from
the NSW Association. They are also doing
great things to support state pilot
training initiatives.
Results
Austria

X-Pert

2,533

2 Chris Muller

Canada

1Igra

2,461

3 Chris Dawes

UK

XXX

2,372

Chris Heinrich

Women
19 Louise Crand all

Denmark Vertex

1,901

NSW

The Aussies
Omega 4c

2,094

16 Godfrey We nness NSW

Omega 4

2,067

28 Ron McKenzie

NSW

Sector TX4 1,797

52 Fred Gungl

VI C

Vertex c

130 Gavin Hanlon

NSW

Vertex

13 Enda Murphy

1,411
500

Teams
Austria

7,364

2 Germany

6,842

3 Norway

6,002

4 Australia

5,997

5 South Africa

5,772

Photo: Gerry Charlesvois

JOEL L ET O UZE Y

've been a hang glider pilot since 1979. Having endured long
drives to mountain sites or towing bases for long enough, it
occurred to me that a motorised harness might offer me the
liberty to search the thermals "in my own backyard': After serious
inquiries, it seemed that the Swedish Aetosports Mosquito was
the best available design on the market.
Here we are, 20 years after the invention of the infamous Soarmaster
motor unit for hang gliders ("Mixmaster" for those pilots whose toes
were chewed up in the prop and who experienced the sometimes
violent adverse stall characteristics of the pioneering design). Bolting
the engine to the wing was not the greatest solution. Then came the
Schwartz Minimum, a rather inelegant design which normally could
not be foot launched in most conditions. It needed steerable wheels
on the control bar and the motor unit was not entirely liberated from
the wing. The design Ropulcin was an improvement on the Minimum,
but still needed wheels and the total weight added to your wing, including your pod harness, was well over 35kg. Not good for soaring.
It took the genius of the Swedish Aerosporrs ro incorporate all
into a lightweight, aerodynamically clean motor harness in the late
1980's. They have been producing the Mosquito since 1989 and
have succeeded in introducing truly easy foot launch capability with
this harness, folding up into a slightly oversized pod harness bag,
all for less than 23kg.
The original Mosquito used a Radne-Raket 100cc 2-stroke engine,
which developed 10hp at 8,800RPM. It was fan cooled, clutch
equipped and had a decompressor for easy pull starts. Using a 4: 1 cog
belt reduction and highly efficient kevlar/carbon/fibreglass propeller of
135cm diameter, this original configuration produced 38kg of static
thrust. The largest pilot to fly with this system is 1.98m tall and weighs
1 10 kg naked. In their promotional video, a 75kg pilot takes off with
a very light headwind in (count them!) less than 10 steps, with the
original 100cc engine and climbs out at better than 1mls.

I

Since 1996, the Mosquito is equipped witl1 the Radne-Raket
120cc engine. 15hp at 8,800 RPM, with a 3.5: 1 reduction and, using
the san1e propeller, produces 50kg of static thrust. This is the unit I
have and at nearly 80kg naked weight, I have no problem climbing
out to 700m agl in about 10 minutes on any calm morning or to
1,500m agl in 20-25 minutes from launch.
I have tested it on a number of gliders, including the Twist 17,
Ellipse, Funfex, Topfex Finsterwalder and my favourite Sensor 61 OE.
What's great is it can be attached to any hang glider by the regular
hangstrap. 23kg is, after all, only about 13kg more weight than your
current standard pod harness for free flying. You can see that the
glider does not suffer from too much added wing loading. The sink
rate of my Sensor remains practically the same, whether soaring with
my ordinary hang gliding harness or with the Mosquito, engine at
rest, landing gear retracted, propeller blocked. What is just as
interesting is that flying the glider (stability in rums, ease of handling,
the wonderful sensation of free-flight) is not at all compromised by
the addition of t11e Mosquito.
If you think a propeller shaft sticking out the back of your harness
looks bizarre, think again. The lightweight motor is supported on the
ground by the two retractable landing gear rubes, making for no extra
weight for the pilot to carry apart from the 4 litre gas tank attached to
the top of the control bar frame. Easily manoeuvred on the ground
into take off position with the pilot buckled into the harness and
ready to pull start the unit by himself.
The motor weight is supported by the landing gear as its nylon
skids slide over the (preferred) grass take-off area up to the moment
of take off. The classic Keller/Airstrean1 type harness is specially built
with its hang point designed to compensate for the extra weight of
the motor, for comfortable and efficient inflight performance. After
all, soaring performance was what they were looking for. Although
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THE MOSQ!)ITO
HAN G

GLIDER

POWER

PAC K

4 litres will give you an hour of nearly full throttle engine run, I have
personally flown for over 2 hours at a time, engine on, for the 4 litres
on a calm no lift day, just by nursing the motor along at efficient
cruise. To say nothing of the hours I spend at cloudbase on those
great thermal days after climbing out and shutting off the engine.

LAUNCHING THE MOSQVlTO
If you have any foot launch towing or trike foot launch rowing
experience, all the better. After all, the thrust line is basically the same.
Even with no towing experience, we all know what it's like to run in
tlle landing zone with our hang gliders. There comes a speed when
the glider wants to fly and lift you off. All you need is thrust. For
many pilots the addition of thrust (whether in the form of a towline
in front, or a moror behind) poses a psychological barrier, a fear to
overcome. The extreme ease of launching a Mosquito equipped hang
glider quickly helps the pilot overcome this fear. Also, once airborne
you are not directionally restrained by any tow rope: you are free ro
turn in the first thermals you encounter. I often find lift areas right
after launch and start my climbing turns at 20m agl!
Get in the harness and start the motor; let it warm up for about
a minute. The centrifugal clutch is handy as the prop only spins at
a certain RPM. Lift your glider as usual. When ready, give it full gas
with the between-the-teeth clamp type accelerator (this throttle may
seem funky, but it works well, freeing your hands). I've rigged up a
second and parallel accelerator onto the harness for use after getting
airborne. Once in the air, I switch to this more precise throttle.
Run as usual, with even longer steps, until airborne. In nil wind
this will be about 10m; with a lO-15km headwind about 3m. Resist
the temptation to push out the control bar. The bar will already be
about lOcm behind where it is in free-flight. Let the wing seek its
own best trim, best glide. Remember this is not a high powered trike!
You've got to be sensitive to the light climb rate.
Look for lift! Use light thermals once you get to a safe altitude.
You can work them up with the motor still on; best to leave it on,
even at idle, until you find excellent soaring conditions. When you
zip closed the harness the landing gear retracts automatically.

IN-FLIGHT RESTARTS
No problem! Release the propeller brake (which keeps the prop in
a safe, low-drag position; no need for a foldable prop, really!), pull
decompressor and choke and in 2-3 pulls a cold engine starts. No
need for choke if it's still warm.

motor harness. Obviously, we need to keep the propeller from ,
swinging too much and cutting the sail.
From harness bag unzipped to full installation, ready to fly
configuration, takes less than 3 minutes, not even hurrying.

fREEDOM
The Mosquito has given me the freedom to search for thermals in
areas where it's impossible or very inconvenient to tow. Even at my
traditional mountain flying sites like Laragne or Aspres, I've had great
fun taking off from the LZ while other pilots were still trucking up
the long turnarounds or sitting on launch waiting for the wind to
pick up. Naturally, all this invites comparison with paramotoring.
For me the advantages of the Mosquito are far more interesting.
I fly in conditions when a paramotor would not even be setting up
and at speeds where a paraglider would collapse. Imagine a race to a
point lOkm away and 1,OOOm above the landscape. Which machine
would arrive first? It's obvious. One of the most important differences
I would like to emphasise: the ease of adaptation. Most paraglider
pilots have a fairly difficult and delicate time adapting to the launch
phase of a paramotor. Not so with the Mosquito. The hang glider
remains rigid and flyable right up to the running speed of take off,
after which the pilot flies like he is used to.

WHAT ABOUT THE NOlSE LEVEL?
I asked lohan Ahling about the tests done for the Swedish Aviation
Authorities: "They went very well. We are quite a bit under the
68dB(A) limit of the weight class. I think we came up to a maximwn
of 57dB(A). It is important that these microlights are quiet in order
to keep them popular in the public's eye."
I personally thank them for giving me nearly a year
n
of fun , independent flying!
a.l
Technical Data
Motor:

Fan cooled 2-stroke
120ccm

LANDING
Maybe you worry about landing with the extra weight behind. Think
again! A typical landing approach, feet our of harness, engine off:
The landing gear touches first and you flare like usual. It's that simple!
The landing gear actually acts like a braking system; slowing that last
instant of flight while supporting the harness weight, allowing you to
make a precision spot landing, full flare. You can always add control
bar wheels for security, bur they are not necessary.

INSTALLING THE MOSQlJlTO
There are two modifications to be made to your hang glider:
Cut the keel at about l20cm from your hang point.
Where the side flying wires join the leading edge, add deeper loops
(cable or good cord) to attach the side to side limiting wires of the
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Radne Raket 120

11kW(15hp)
8,800 rpm
Reduction:

3.5:1

Propeller:

Diameter 1,350mm
Pitch 530mm
Weight 750g
Material carbon/kevlar/epoxy

Fuel cap:

41itres (mixes to 4%)

Performance:

Climb 2m/s

Assembly time:

5min

Cruising speed:

65·80km/h

Maximum speed:

80·105km/h

Stall speed:

27·30km/h

The Linknife is a main release
that works by cutting the weaklink
It is also a backup re lease which
can be placed almost anywhere
in the system . The two stainless
steel blades form a V which will
quickly and cleanly cut anything
that fits into the 6mm slots,
including perlon , webbing , towline
and , of course, weaklink string of
any strength .
Only $24.50 plus p&h

•

•

Light weight inflatable wheels
Designed for pilots who occasionally
land on them , these wheels serve
as shock absorbers on hard ground
and measure 200 x SOmm , weigh
450g and have a diameter of
3Smm . They require adaptor
sleeves to fit them to control bars.
Only $74/pair plus p&h
(Cheaper than a new upright!)

Rotor - the tiny swivel for reserve
parachutes which offers additional
safety. Helps to prevent wrapping
up the rescue system ca used by
spinning motion of gliders in
emergency situations. DHV tested ,
5,000kg breaking load, 120g light
Only $119.00 plus p&h

, ~'

Also available: CHARLY RESCUE SYSTEMS
Incotrade Australia Pty Ltd
Attn Chris Nagel
35 Boronia Ave
Holland Park OLD 4121

Tel: 07-3219 2034 Fax: 07-32 19 2035
Mobile: 0411 793 692
Email: incoa @gil.com.au
www.gil.com.au/comm/inco/fly1 .html

Here we go Again!
Another year has passed
and summer is getting closer,
so get ready for the XC adventures.
Adventure 1:
We go back to the famous flatlands for 9 days of awesome
flying. Last year, pilots flew over 250km during our trip.
12th - 20th December DeniliquiniConargo $ 1,100

Adventure 2:
By popular demand we'll travel to the spectacular Australian
Alps, for 7 days of picturesque flying. This tour will also suit
Paraglider pilots.

14th - 20th February Mt Beauty

$1,000

(Including day trips to Bright and Corryong and we will
drive up the mountain early,
pilots.)

if necessary, to suit Paraglider

All-inclusive, these XC Adventures have:

"Setting on example in "Y"n<.'''''
glowing, joyful, easy handling,

•
•
•

Tested and written by

What you pi willi APCO at . . . • 3 yeors/~ hr transferable warranty For
• 24 hr free line service
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Triple coated'top surface: High resistance to UV
Adjustable super large ergonomic bog with shoe/helmet pocket
Stuff bog, risers/shoe bog and closing belt
Speed bar, spores kit and complete manual
Free gloves
High-tech Q.~.~~[(tJi_ _~

~Wst
no rib's
increases the G
Low drag, maintenance free, hook points embedded into the sail
Split A:s for easy launch and Big Ears
Resale value guaranteed with APCO warranty
10% discount for RPG Licensed pilots only
24 hr soil repair and parachute repack se rvi~e with experienced
licensed rigger, Roochutes, Brisbane
I
Free test fly before you buy

Now available at RPG:
Santana
DHV 1/2 Acpul Standard
Sierra
DHV 1/2 Acpul Standard
Futura
DHV 3
Acpul Performance
Tigra
Acpul Competition
Futura tandem
Acpul Performance
Al so: 20 second hand gliders in stock, from
Call anytime on

$3,700
$4,100
$4,200
$4,500
$4,500
$500.
from
from
from
from
from

07 54863048 - 0418 754157 - Fax 07 54863288

All tows/ lifts up hills
Retrieval, fly as far as you can
Accommodation
Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Experienced instructor on hand
XC theory work-shops
Maps
Daily weather fax with Stuve diagram
And most importantly Fun Flying!

And much much more!
At Canberra Hang Gliding and Paragliding Centre
we specialise in helping pilots get the most out of their
flying, whether you are Novice, Intermediate or Advanced

For more information and booking contact

Tove Heaney
Canberra Hang Gliding and Paragliding Centre
Tarago Flight Park Tarago NSW 2580
E-mail: HYPERLINK
maHto: chgpgc@goulburn.net.au
chgpgc@goulburn.net.au

Ph: 02-48494516 Mobile: 0419 681212
Skysailor
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I've noticed two things in common with just about
every hang/paragliding pilot I've met. The first is a

Sometimes the most challenging part of the training process is to encourage
raptors out of their energy conserving habits. Here a mature, male wedge-tailed
eagle decides that ground effect is a much better option than the spectacular
high flight desired by its trainer.
Photo: Richard Lockhart

passion for flight, often characterised by a total
dedication to our sport. The second is a fascination
for birds of prey. Whether it be their obvious beauty or
our respect and understanding of their skill in the air,
seeing a bird of prey in flight strikes a chord in the
heart of every soaring pilot. I'm luckier than most,
enjoying not only those special airtime encounters on

An important point should be emphasised: Each of the birds that
partake in these shows cannot survive by themselves in the wild. They
are cared for in captivity, usually due to a permanent injury or lack of
appropriate hunting/breeding/living skills. To release a bird of prey in
anything less than perfect functioning order is dooming it to
starvation. Without going too far into moral justifications behind
animals in captivity, whether it be a pet dog or an injured hawk, I will
say that the importance of environmental education of the public (the
main aim of flight shows) should not be underestimated. If we as a
society do not appreciate and value the incredible gifts of nature, then
we will not fight to save them and eventually lose them. Remember,
not all people are lucky enough to experience and appreciate nature
the way we hang glider pilots do! Now, back to the article.

the weekends, but also a personal relationship with
RAPTORS
these birds in my working life.
'd like to share some of the knowledge and insight that my job
has given me, but first of all what is it that I do? I am a raptor
handler/trainer/presenter. I train birds to fly in educational flight
shows which I also present. The birds fly around free and untethered,
while I talk about their adaptations, habitat, ecology, physiology, etc.
I've worked with many birds of prey, including Nankeen kestrels,
peregrine falcons, Australian hobbies, black kites, whistling kites,
Brahminy kites, barn owls, barking owls, goshawks, white-bellied sea
eagles and wedge-tailed eagles as well as a range of non-raptors. I've
previously worked at the Australian Raptor Centre in Victoria and am
currently employed as one of a seven member team running the
Kodak Free Flight Bird Show at Taronga Zoo in NSW

I
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What exactly is a "raptor"? Put simply, a raptor is a bird of prey. I'm
continually surprised at how many people have never heard this word
before. Sometimes I start a show by asking the audience what they
think it means - at least half of them will answer, ''A dinosaur"!
The word raptor comes from the Latin 'rapere', meaning 'to seize
and carry off'. This is one of the defining characteristics of a true
raptor - they seize their prey and carry it off, typically with their feet.
Raptors have extremely large, strong feet for their body size. On the
end of each toe are long, curved, sharp talons. Thus the feet become
the main hunting tool, perfect for grasping and killing prey.
Another easily identifiable raptor characteristic is the shape of the
beak: curved downwards and ending in a sharp point. They are large
and strong, differing from species to species due to different hunting
methods and prey.

Next comes eyesight. RaptOrs have somewhat fotward facing eyes
(like humans) rather than laterally (to the side) placed eyes like most
other birds. This gives them 35-50% binocular overlap, allowing for
accurate assessment of distance and depth. Remember that vision is
the dominant sense in birds of prey, much more useful in the hunt
than sound or smell. A wedge-tailed eagle can spot a rabbit at a
distance of 1.5 km!
Now you're equipped to answer another question I often direct
at audiences: "A kookaburra catches and eats mice, lizards, insects,
etc, like many birds of prey. Why isn't it considered a raptor?"
Because it has a straight beak, not a curved one; it catches prey with
its beak, not its feet; it doesn't have highly developed vision; it doesn't
have true talons and its feet are too small and puny to squish even
a grasshopper.
There are 24 raptor species in Australia (members of a single
taxonomic order, Falconiformes). They are divided into two groups.
The six falcons (family Falconidae) range from the small Nankeen
kestrel, often seen hovering in the air over paddocks or by the side of
roads ready to drop down onto an unsuspecting mouse, to the
powerful peregrine falcon (known to reach speeds of over 200km/h
when diving down towards an unsuspecting flying bird, such as a
duck or pigeon. The other family grouping (Accipitridae) comprises
of 18 species of kites, hawks, harriers and eagles.
Australia also possesses nine owl species. Although they are
members of a different taxonomic order (Strigiformes) they are still
considered raptors due to their very similar characteristics. Owls ate
just as fascinating as the diurnal (day-active) raptors, but are not often
encountered by hang glider pilots. To keep this article brief, a little
difficult considering rap tors are my second favourite subject, I'll go
straight to the most common pilotlraptor encounter: The awesome
"I've just flown with a wedge-tailed eagle" experience.

WEDGE-TAILED EAGLES
So, you've just flown with a wedgie, have you? Sure, that makes for a
good flying story, but rather than "Hey, Bondy, I saw a wedgie!", how
about "Hey, Bondy, I saw a female wedgie, over 20 years old,
displaying typical territorial behaviour!"
It's easy. Here are a few interesting facts to really impress your
fellow pilots.
Is it a wedgie?
Just because it's a soaring or thermal ling raptor doesn't necessarily
mean it's a wedge-tailed eagle. As well as tlle Australian little eagle

AGRO EAGLES
STEVE DONOHUE
ver my 8 years as a hang glider pilot, I have heard several
stories of eagles ripping hang glider sails. I myself have
enjoyed flying close up with wedge-tails, but was never
really attacked by them. If their proximity worried me, I would
yell and scream which always seemed to keep them at bay.
Last summer at Thistle Hill (Mt Broughton near Yea in
Victoria) a number of EHGC pilots told me they had been
attacked by wedgies and I had one run-in that resulted in losing a
light thermal and a tip batten despite all my yelling and screaming.
We're now getting a bit apprehensive about flying Thistle Hill this
summer. Some pilots suggested we should go on the offensive;
others just won't go ro fly there anymore.
With this in mind I phoned Nick, the raptor handler at Healesville Sanctuary, to see if there was anything we could do to share
the sky with wedge-tail eagles on a more friendly basis. Eagles
normally get more terrirorial during late winter, spring and early
summer when they're rearing their fledglings. Nick believed our
situation had come about because the local eagles had become even
more aggressive because of an influx of other eagles into their
territory due to declining rabbit numbers furtller north in the state.
Apparently eagles aren't very smart; they act mainly on instinct.
They have a poor sense of smell, so stink bombs won't keep them
away. Also, contrary to popular pilot opinion, they can't
differentiate between bright colours; they are attuned to hues of
brown and green, so glider colours won't make much difference.
Loud noises may help to keep them away, but they don't hear
particularly well eitller. Nick said our best bet was to distract them
visually; e.g. by hanging streamers off the gliders to help disguise
their bird shape,
Nick will try to collect more ideas from the global rapror
observing community. I thought I'd try the streamer idea this
season. If any pilots have come up with other successful
~
ideas - let us hear from you.
~

O

You can reach Steve on ph: 0398733473.
~

An immature, female white-bellied sea eagle flying directly to a trainer.
Photo courtesy Rick Stevens
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An immature female black kite alig hts on the glove after an early morning
training flight.
Photo: Richard Lockhart

you use more energy than your food intake can replace, then you end
up starving to death. Eagles cope with this problem by using as little
energy as possible. Energy conservation strategies include super
efficient soaring flight and very low food requiremenrs (3-5% of body
weight per day).

Why is this wedgie attacking me?

A real bird's eye view of a mature female wedge-tailed eagle, perched calmly
on the glove.
Photo: Richard Lockhart

(not all that linle) and the white-bellied sea eagle, there are many
other kites, hawks and harriers that soar or thermal.
The wedge-tailed eagle is the largest of the Australian raptors,
with wingspans of up to 2.5m, but it's difficult to judge sizes in the
air, so look for the unique wedge shaped tail. If you're not familiar
with this particular tail shape, look up a bird identification book.

Age
An estimation of a wedgie's age can be gathered from its colour.
Young birds have quite a honey-brown or rufous appearance. With
each successive feather moult (taking approximately rwo years to fully
complete) the new feathers have a darker colour, eventually giving the
bird a sooty brown, almost black appearance. Captive wedge-tailed
eagles have been known to live up to 50 years of age. In the wild,
where you have to be fit enough to catch your own food and maintain a terrirory, the natural life span is probably more like 25-30 years.

Sex
Female eagles are larger than males. This is the case for raprors in
general, but is opposite to most other birds. A male averages around
3kg and has a wingspan of just under 2m. A female can weigh 4-5 kg,
with a wingspan of nearly 2.5m. You probably won't be able to pick
the sex next time you see a lone wedgie, but when you see a pair, take
note of the size difference and develop a feel for the different sexes.

Why do eagles soar?
For the same reason we do - it's the most efficient way to fly! A
raptor's life is a constant struggle berween energy consumption and
energy expenditure. Hunting and rearing young can be hard work; if
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The vast majority of eagles show no aggression at all, displaying only
a little curiosity or ignoring us completely, but there are those that
do attack. Why? Many pilots seem ro believe that "they think we're
another eagle". I disagree; we don't look like an eagle, sound like an
eagle or (you guessed it) fly like an eagle (sorry to spoil your
illusions!) . I think there are a number of other factors at work.
The first is simply individual temperament. I've worked with
close ro 10 different eagles, both wild born and captive bred, and
each has had a different temperament and personality. Some eagles
are just more aggressive than others. So although they don't consider
us another eagle, we're still an airborne intruder and some of them
may simply want us the hell away.
Another factor is past experiences. Raptors learn from past experiences, necessary for survival and, incidentally, allowing the sort of
'positive reinforcement' training I employ to be successful. I wouldn't
be at all surprised if regularly aggressive eagles have had bad experiences with hang gliders in the past and now hate the sight of them
(unfortunately a common malady amongst paraglider pilots as well).
Often I'm asked if colour might be a factor. It's true that raptors
see in colour and some colours hold more significance than others.
For example, bright yellow feet, legs and ceres (the fleshy part around
the base of the beak) are a sign of good health in many species, and
are an important factor in mate selection during breeding season. Also,
red - the colour of blood - on another raptor can be seen as a sign of
weakness or injury, or possible food (may be carrying dead prey). In
studies that involve marking raptors, the colour red is usually avoided.
So does the colour of you glider make a difference to your chances of
being attacked? I don't know. I've neither seen evidence indicating
one way or another. Any feedback on the matter would be welcome.
The time of year could possibly make a difference as well.
Although not known exactly (and with environmental conditions
making a difference) egg laying and early young rearing generally
takes place from July/August through to February/March. Keep in
mind that studies have shown wedge-tailed eagles to display territorial
behaviour all year round. Whether they show more territorial or
protective behaviour at times of courtship or young rearing is a
subjective question.
.

Regardless of the reasons, you might be surprised to know that
many attacking eagles do not actually intend to make contact. lr's
common amongst predators of all sorts to use bluff and other tactics
to avoid potentially harmful or fatal physical confrontations. An
eagle may use dominant positions or mock attacks to simply frighten
you off.
What do I do when a wedgie approaches me?
Enjoy! It's probably just curious and wants a closer look (pretty much
the same thoughts going through your head, right?). Remember also
that you're probably both in the same place at the same time for the
same reason: Lift! Enjoy sharing it with this awesome creature.
Some pilots advocate not flying aggressively. True, sudden
movements may frighten them. I've also been taught not to stare at a
raptor during the early stages of training, as this is often interpreted as
a sign of aggression. I can't say if this is a significant factor in the air.
Other pilots I know turn the audio off on their varios. Again, I don't
know if this is a significant factor, but it seems a polite thing to do. I
guess my general feeling is just to be considerate. Remember, we are
in the air for pleasure only. They have a lot more at stake. I'd hate to
think of any of our actions interfering with an eagle's chance of
breeding, hunting or rearing young successfully.
Though polite as we may be, there are some eagles that are going
to show aggression, whether real or mock. A sure sign of this is when
they take up a dominant posicion behind and above you - just perfect
to launch an attack. This is when sudden movements come in handy.
Dodge all you - or your leading edge - are worth! If indeed contact is
intended, they will be aiming for your leading edge because instinct
tells them that breaking your wing is the quickest way to disable you
or a bird. Leaving the wedgie's territory (no sign posts I'm afraid),
decreasing your height considerably or ploughing face first into the
cliff should lessen their aggressive actions.

What if I've never flown with a wedgie?
Then it's time you should! Definitely an experience not to be missed.
One of the best opportunities to rectifY the matter is at this
season's Corryong Cup (17-23 January 1999). A wedgie experience is
almost guaranteed. The Blue Mountains Club is currently taking
registrations. Call Richard Lockhart (club president) on (02)
94040073 or Graeme Garlick (registrations) on (02) 98640950.
I hope this article has been of interest and any knowledge
imparted adds to your enjoyment of flying with these birds.
I'm eager to hear any flying stories involving wedge-tailed eagles
or other raptors. Email me
on flyhawk@kbdnet.
net.au or post your
story c/o Blue
Mountains
Club Inc.

OPENING SOON ...
Hang Gliding and Paragliding Shop
STANWELL PARK

Saturday October 17th
Come and join us for Q sausage sizzlel
HGFA Stuff - Clothing, Caps, Videos and Memberships
Equipment - Helmets, Aussie Born Flying Suits, Woody Valley Harnesses,
Instruments, Books etc., etc ... all your flying needs.
Gliders - Agents for UP, Freex, Moyes - Call us to arrange a test fly.

Opening SPECIALS on the Ventura

Home of

Up and Away Paragliding (02) 4294

3240

and

Sydney Hang Gliding Centre (02) 4294 4294
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hile flying a site called "Le Brevent" on our previous trip to
France, an idea started: Le Brevent overlooks Chamonix, one of
the many "picture postcard" villages in the French Alps, and in
the background rose the magnificenr Monr Blanc. It had to be flown.
Discussions with our organiser, Pascal, ruled out a flight from Mt
Blanc for that year, as flying is restricted during the summer holidays.
The rescue helicopters were frequently busy picking climbers out of
crevasses, rock faces and other spots of difficulty, making flying in the
vicinity a bit risky.
The idea never left my mind though and when the next trip to
France was planned, a flight from D'Aiguille du Midi, part of the
Massiv Mt Blanc, was high on the list.
Two main launch areas are used, both are above 13,OOOft and
covered in snow and ice and both required a good nil wind take off
technique. To this end, Pascal organised an experienced instructor,
Laurenr, to hone the nil wind take off skills of our group on other less
demanding sites first.
Having got that formality out of the way, it was now up to the
weather and almost as if ordered, an ideal period of good weather
arrived. One little obstacle created a challenge: To get to the take-off
areas, a rather steep descenr was required - on ice and along a crest no
more than 50cm wide and falling away on both sides at about 45°.
This called for crampons, ice picks, harnesses and a back up of ropes.
Nerves started to tingle - flying off a sheer edge at 13,OOOft was one
thing, sliding down an icy slope pulled by a large backpack was quite
another. All surplus equipmenr was left behind to lighten the load,
including instrumenrs, water bottles and back-up chures (who needs
them anyway when you're that close to heaven). The day arrived and
the weather was almost ideal with a light breeze and blue sky.
Cable car tickets to the Aiguille du Midi were organised and the
advenrure started. A spectacular panorama is revealed progressively as
the cable car rises. The sight was awe inspiring: Sheer pinnacles rise
from the valley and glaciers fall away to the side. To the right, almost
mundanely, sits Mt Blanc, perfectly covered in a cone of snow, another
1,OOOm above the Aiguille. The view from the top of the cable car
station covered Italy, Switzerland and France, limited in distance only
by our eyesight and the curvature of the earth.

W
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Crampons, harnesses and ice picks were quickly donned and we
started rather hesitantly down the slope. The descent was every bit as
scary as anricipated with the glider pack threatening to rush ahead
and take the rest of the body with it. The air temperature was around
-10°C, but our perspiration belied that fact.
We finally arrived at the take-off. It looked ideal: A slight slope,
no obstacles and a 10,OOOft drop at the end of a 30ft run. The surface
consisted of hard snow over ice and the dilemma arose whether to keep
the crampons on to get a good grip for the run, but risk snagging the
spikes in the ice and clothes, or take the crampons off and risk a slide
down the slope. The first take off attempt with crampons laid all
doubts to rest. It was almost impossible to run with crampons. They
were quickly stowed in the backpack and our launches were perfect.
Unbelievable! Over the edge and suddenly more than 10,OOOft
above the valley with Chamonix barely distinguishable below. Sheer
enjoymenr! Conditions were smooth with slight lift. The flight took
me along the pinnacles, then between them over the back where the
glacier "Glace du Mer" snaked down the mountain. Seven peaks of
more than 4,OOOm and above all, Mt Blanc - a humbling experience.
After a most spectacular flight on the Mt Blanc side of Chamonix,
I crossed over the town, still at over 1O,OOOft, to the other side of the
valley where the Brevent was now well below. This side of the valley
was in full sun and it was possible to thermal around or just coast
along in the never-ending lift.
After an hour or so, my urge to land, reflect and celebrate arose,
but from that height, that wasn't so easy. Where was all the sink?
A half hour later, I finally arrived at the landing area - a rather
small field about the size of two basketball courts
with trees on three sides. The valley wind had
picked up considerably and some pilots
misjudged the wind strength and
landed in trees. Fortunately,
our group landed without
mishaps and the
smiles lasted
a long time.

~

AIRFOIL SAILS
To avoid delays in delivery, get your order
in early before the season begins.
We have increased stock levels in
anticipation of the growing demand
for our range of replacement sails.
Join the the many happy pilots across
Australia and the world, flying new sails
at very little outlay.
Our price of

$950.00
remains the same for all models and
sizes of XS's, SX's, CSX's and Xtralites.

Ph: 02 4341 1997
Fax: 02 4344 7105
Email: PENDLETON@bigpond.com
Airfoil

Sa/ilsJ~ty

Ltd, PO Box 219 Umina Beach NSW 2257
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Event

Date

Venue

Details & Entry Requirements

10-17 Oct 98

Canungra, SE OLD Entry fee: $100 (incl. map &3 films). Site fees: $35.

Contact

Australia
Canungra Classic & SE OLD Titles

Tim Cummings,

Registration & Calcutta 9 Oct. Open, B, C Grade, Masters PO Box 116, Canungra 4275,

Dalby HG Competition

19-23 Oct 98

Dalby, OLD

Kiewa Valley Fly-In

27 Dec 98-2 Jan 99

Mt Beauty, VIC

1st Australian Skyfloating

27-31 Dec 98

Laurieton, NSW'

29 Dec 98- 5 Jan 99

Forbes, NSW

Championships

& Ladies trophies. Requirements: Int or higher, databack ph: 0418 778422, email:
camera. GPS recommended. Closing date for entries &
tim@eis.net.au
full payment 31 Aug 98 (Late fee $30).
One of Australia's prime thermalling locations (96 SailFee payable to:
plane Nationals held here). Has a superb road network, Conondale HG Club, 13 Cottman
full of friendly local land owners, excellent airstrip on the St, Buderim OLD 4556
edge of town, great pubs,shops, motels, restaurants.
Dave Redman ph: 07 32024392,
Practice day: 18 Oct, for those pilots requiring aerotow
email: redfella@odyssey.com.au
endorsements. Reserve day: Sat 24 Oct. "Pay before ya Phil Pritchard ph: 0418 761193
tow" basis, $15 a tow. Requirements: Databack camera,
aerotow bridle & aerotow endorsement. Entries: Limited
to 40 pilots. Entry fee $80 (by 20 Sept) inc I. map & 1 film,
late fee +$30. HO & Accom. at Russell Hotel $15 pp/pn incl.
breakfast. Book early! Ph: 076 622122, fax 076 624951. We'll
have a marquee for sun protection, bring a chair & big hat.
Lots of fun, great flying, heaps of daily prizes & plenty of Jeanette McLaren 03 57544910,
socialising. Info & registration: 26 Dec, 8pm, Mt Beauty email HYPERLINK
Bakery. Meetings: 9.30am each morning to decide on themailto:jmclaren@albury.net.au
day's flying & organise cars. Entry fee: $15, payable on arrival.
If you can't make it for the whole time, come along for some of it!
Held by the Mid North Coast HG association. You must
Lee Scott ph: 0265565265, email:
have a certified open crossbar glider to enter (eg: Mars, highadv@midcoast.com.au
Buzz, Ventura). There will also be a PG section. Entry fee:
$50 & up to $5,000 in cash & prizes to be won. Requirements: Min. int rating & aerotow endorsement for HG.

Forbes Flatlands 99

All welcome! Come & fly the famous Forbes Flatlands,

Vicki Cain 02 93164644 or

site of the 98 Worlds. Entry fee: $200, inc!. 1st film & pro-

moyes@moyes.com.au

cessing, presentation dinner. Requirements: HGFA m/ship, Entries to: Forbes Flatlands 1999,
tow endorsement, databack camera, GPS recommended. 1146 Botany Rd, Botany
4 entries to secure a strip, if you don't have a team there NSW 2019
will be comp tugs available at A$15 per tow. Trophies for
Open, Women's, Racer (kingposted) & Floater classes.
Excellent range of accommodation available from camping,
caravan to mote!. Refreshments at goal, so be there!
Registration closes 20 Nov 98.
~

Corryong PG Fun Competition Dec 98

1999 Bogong Cup

7-16 (inc!.) Jan 99

Corryong , VIC
Mt Beauty, VIC

C-grade
Entry fee: $195, incl. map, all film (except back-up) & site Jeanette McLaren 03 57544910,
fees. Min. rating: Int. with inland expo AA rating, Open,

email: jmclaren@albury.net.au

Racing & Int. classes. Mt Buffalo, Tawonga Gap & Mt

Cheque/MO to: Bogong Cup

Emu launches used. If less than 90 entries have been

PO Box 313 Mt Beauty VIC 3699

received by 4 Dec, comp will be reduced to 65 pilots with Inc!: Name, address, ph no's,
all others refunded & shortened to 8 days with no cut.

existing glider 10

Accom. enquiries: Mt Beauty Information Centre
1800808277 or 0357544531 .
~

Great Ocean Road Coastal
PG Challenge

Corryong Cup HG Competition

9-10 Jan 99

Torquay , VIC

C-grade

17-23 Jan 99 (inc!.)

Corryong, VIC

Strictly 55 pilots. Requirements: Int-Adv rating with inland Steven Crosby, 22 Ridgeview Way,
exp., camera, altimeter, UHF radio, recently repacked

Cherrybrook NSW 2126, ph: 02

parachute, maps, current HGFA m/ship. Entry fee: $60,

96348727,0419264662, email:

incl. presentation night, BBO during comp, numerous

scrosby.capral@bigpond.com.au

prizes. Categories: Open (all competitors) & entry level

Cheques payable to: Blue Mountains

or Int gliders (Floater, Xl Aero, Sting etc).

HG Club, 5 Amhem PI, Will mot 2770.

Australian Hang Gliding Nationals 22-29 Jan 99

Wyalkatchem, WA Tow meet over flat open wheat country, similar to Forbes. Gordon Marshal email:

~

Bright, VIC

Victorian Open PG Competition 23-30 Jan 99

Entry fee: $250 or $220 if paid by 1 Dec.

navi@iinet.net.au

Pending confirmation of a new organiser. Reserve day:

David Mills

Sunday 31 Jan 99. Cost approx. $140. The Alpine Open
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PG Competition has been cancelled.

Event

Date

Venue

Details & Entry Requirements

Contact

Australia
Australian Open HG Championship 22-29 Jan 99

Wyalkatchem, WA Entry fee: $250 ($220 if paid by 1/12/98), map &films provid- Sam Blight 08 93363738 (day),
ed. To reserve place mail $20 deposit to Western Soarers Gordon Marshall 08 94519969 (h)
HGC, PO Box 6, Nth Fremantle, 6159. Open, B, C & ladies http://argo.netau/garyb/index1.htm
trophies. Requirements: Tow endorsement, databack
camera, UHF radio, GPS recommended. This is a flatlands
co mp, so a dolly for towing is also highly recommended.
Info pack on accom., hire of vehicles, drivers, transport
of self & glider to WA available from organisers.

Corryong Paragliding Cup

13-21 Feb 99

Corryong, NSW

AA-grade. Entry fee: $160. Rohan 's mobile 0409 678734.

1999 New Zealand PG Nationals

27 Feb-5 Mar 99

Manilla, NSW

The Kiwis are having their Nats in Manilla & everyone's

Rohan Holtcamp ph: 03 53492845.
Godfrey Wenness ph:

welcome! Entry fee : $125, inc!. films, hill transport, basic

0267856545, fax: 02 67856546.

map & presentation night dinner. 150 pilots max. Manilla
Town Hall is HQ. Registration: 26 Feb 7-9pm & 27 8.30-9am.
Possible HGFA 'B' level sanction!
1999 Austra lian PG Open

6-13 Mar99

Manilla, NSW

AA-grade. Over $2,000 in prizes for open, int, nov & female Godfrey Wenness ph:
classes plus day prizes. Registration: Manilla Town Hall HQ 0267856545, fax 02 67856546.
5 Mar 8-9.30pm & 6 Mar 8.30-9am. 150 pilots max. Require- Payments (Chq, MID) to:
ments: UHF radio, reserve, camera & adequate thermal-

'Manilla Comps': "The Mountain,

ling expo Entry fee: $160 up to 12 Feb ($180 thereafter) incl: Manilla NSW 2346", credit card
films, hill transport, basic map, prizes, trophies, T-shirt,

phl fax payments also accepted!

presentation dinner & band. Pilots must organise own retrieves. Wind techs welcome!
1999 Victorian Hang Gliding Open

7-13 Mar 99

Corryong, VIC

Women 's PG & HG Skills Clinic

15-20 Mar 99

Canungra, SE QlD Open to all female hang & para glider pilots.

Wesley Hill ema il: whill@nm.com

Wesley Hill 018305943
Barb Utech

Paragliding Fl atl ands

28 Mar-3 Apr 99

Birchip, VIC

B-grade

Rob Lithgow

23 Oct-l Nov 98

Dzumac &

Take-offs: 30 & 400km from Noumea . Pilots from French

email: avlnc@yahoo.com

Ouazengou,

Polynesia, NZ, Australia, Japan, France & other European Return pre-registration form to:

Overseas
7th New Caledonia Open
PG Championship

New Caledonia

countries welcome. Entry fee: XPF20,000 (about AUS$285), AVLNC, Box. 309, 98845 Noumea
inc!. registration only, films & developing, site maps, buses Cedex, New Caledonia, ph/fax::
to Noumea/Kaa la-Gomen (400km, return) & launch, 4 days +687249009, email: avlnc@
in the Nthn Province (b/fast, lunch, dinner & night), welcome yahoo.com
cockta ils & prizegiving ceremony.

Torrey Pines Gliderport Air Races

21-25 Apr 99

This year's event features ridge racing in a XC format

David Jebb +619

over the beautiful Torrey Pines Ocean cliffs. Each race

4529858, email:

is approx. 13 miles (20km) long. There are 2 classes: open

aircal@ix.netcom.com

& int. Awards are presented each day & a grand champion
is chosen for each class at the end of the event.
Entry fee: US$250.

I-IG-F~

merchandise

Available from the HGFA. PO Box 558. Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069 472888 or Fax: 069 474328
• $30 Polo shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy, green & white (sizes 16 to 22)

• $15 Beginning Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

• $50 Rugby top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy, green & grey (sizes 16 to 22)

• $20 Better Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

• $15 Cap with HGFA colour logo in red, blue
black, navy or green

• $10 HGFA Operations Manual*

• $6 Embroidered badge (no postage required)

• $15 HGFA Operations Manual
Binder*

• $1.50 HGFA Car sticker (no postage required)

• $5 HGFA Log Book*

• $30 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video

* Replacement Prices only - These items are
issued free with initial Full Membership

• $10 HGFA Competitions Manual
• $451998 Hang Gliding Grand Prix Series video

• $3.00 Postage and Packing
(Bulk orders sent COD.)

• $5 HGFA Pilot Training Workbooks
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Free flging

JASON TURNER

t was the practice day before the NSW State Titles
and Horse, Mollo and myself had arrived at the
western launch on Borah. The conditions
looked good and already there were at least
20 gliders set up around the take-off.
"Go team float!", was the call and
we proceeded to set up our secret
weapons amongst the other
gliders. I don't think many
pilots were taking us too
seriously as they
discovered we
intended to fly
floaters against there
high performance gear
with no handicap. Yet
not only were we serious,
we were confident that the
floatets could finish in the top
20. Why? It's simple really: If
you fly a glider that is 15kg lighter
with an extra 50& of sail it's going
to climb like a fart in a bathtub and
stay up at the end of the day when
conditions deteriorate. So when Airborne
offered me the opportunity to fly the Fun,
I was excited.
Now, I was nervous. It was 12 months
since I'd flown in thermals and after boasting
about how well the floater would go, I was not
looking forward to bombing out and being forced
to eat my own words. Anyway, it was time to go. The
inversion was starting to break, pilots in the air were
gaining height while those still on launch were getting
into their gear and jostling for a position on take-off.
A deep bre-ath, a few steps and the glider lifted me easily
as I le& the edge. The next 20 minutes were like the final
scenes from "Independence Day": There were gliders
everywhere. Up, down, diving, turning, all trying
desperately to catch a ride our of there. Every time
you scarted to turn in lift 3 to 4 noseplates were
in your fuce as hungry pilots tried to intercept
your thermal. After plenty of evasive action
and colourful language, I managed to
climb up to 5,000& asl and looked back
to see Horse and Mollo still battling with
the forces of evil below. I decided things
looked a little intense in front of take-off and
headed north along the ridge in search of a better
ride. Minutes later I regretted my decision as I got
drilled and ended up back down at ridge height, only
to hear Horse call out, "7,000ft and leaving the hill." I
was on the western side of the ridge and started freaking
out about a long retrieve when the control frame was
nearly ripped from my hands as a giant fist tried to punch
out my right wing. I wrestled the glider into the core and
wound up inside this 800ft/min boomer. Two other pilots joined
in 2,000& above me and a decent cloud was starting to form

r
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overhead. At 5,000& asl the thermal became smooth and the air noticeably cooler as I climbed through the inversion. I began to relax for
the first time in the flight and scarred to get a taste for the Fun.
190 may sound big, but it certainly didn't feel it. The pitch
pressure was light, the glider turned easily, ran on rai1s in the bank and
you could really slow it down to max out in li&. 'This is fun", I shouted
at the two high performance gliders who reluctantly moved aside to
let me through as it became apparent that the floater was climbing
much faster than they were. I reached base at 7,500& asl and was
on my way to the next thermal by the time my new friends
reached the top. Two thermals later and I was 300& off the
deck north of Barraba drifting in zeros, trying to claw my
way back up again. Horse, Mollo and various others
circled overhead offering words of encouragement
like, "What are you doing down there?" and "I'm
at 6,000&, looks like Jason's landing." Spurred on
by my comrades and their remarks, I managed
to find some broken 200 up and was
quickly joined by three others. Slowly,
bur surely, the Fun gobbled up the
other gliders and spat them our
below, allowing me to float on
down the road and join up
with the others at the scarr
of the Bingara valley. We
were all starting to
struggle between 3
and 4,000& asl
when Mollo
peeled off
and hit the
deck at the
base of the hills.
Horse made a dash
for the ridge while I
opted to glide on
(sorry, float on) down the
middle of the valley. Gravity
finally sank it's claws into me
and my flight ended after 3 1/2
hours in a paddock full of puzzled
looking sheep. Horse managed to
continue on past Bingara and landed after
5 hours, clocking up IlOkm. I flew a total
of 80km and Mollo 70km - not bad for our
practice day. That night at the pub it was easy
to SpOt the floater boys by the size of the grins on
their faces. We were definitely having fun.
The following week of competition had it all. Dust
devils, cloud streets, storm cells, 10,000& plus bases and
we flew every day. By the end of the week, I finished up
13th overall, had flown a total of 525km and 23 hours had
been added to my log. If you didn't make it to Manilla this year,
you'd better make time next year or you might be missing
out on some Big Fun!

I'd like to thank Airborne for the glider; Horse for the tips, MoDo for the
entertainment and Brian our driver for always being right there with an
esky foU ofbeer and a peanut butter sandwich.

p----------.,

ICOM
40-S UHF
The FREE battery
offer is back !!

30/31 May 98 was a big weekend for
trikes in Australia - the 1st National
Gathering, and a great success!
ver 50 trikes showed their true
colours and a colourful spectacular
it was! At registration on Saturday
morning the ordered "necessary accessories",
like tyre slime, tie down kits and official
printed polo shirts were bought, liability
waiver forms were signed (own risk, own
risk, own risk - we all should have to sign
one before getting on the roads!) , coffee, tea
and breakfast were consumed (can't fly on
an empty stomach!) amongst a whole lot
of trike and flight talk
The mood was great and it was really
a reunion of people who knew each other
along with making new friends who share
the enjoyment of flying. With everyone
bustling and ready to go, John Oliver gave
a briefing of the for's and what not's and
a quick "go around" aircraft checking was
done by the CFI's - gladly reporting all was
well! Flying competitions had been organised
for those who wanted to have a go (the main
one very well created by John Reynoldson and
involved answering puzzling questions while
completing a timed course). Before long
though, it was obvious nearly everyone just
wanted to fly for pure enjoyment. So they did!
A large group fl ew together to Mt Beauty,
about an hour's flight (well, 45min), and
returned after lunching in Doug and Esse
Strandley's new cafe. Great flying, food, atmosphere and fun! Saturday night's 3 course meal
(and alcohol) was enjoyed by 74 in all and we
Listened intently to short and interesting speeches from guest speakers including Airborne
and AOPA - our future looks bright!

O

Specials to David Axxon and his wife Toni,
the movers and shakers behind the National
SportS Aviation Centre in Wangaratta and
also to them, Kevin and Val Gleeson for the
food and drinks for all!
It turned out that a lot of "just looking"
interested people knew about this event and
had been holding out to come and see this
National Trike Gathering for themselves.
The ones we spoke to since said they had
rocked up with tlleir family ro see and meet
trikes, pilots and passengers and were very,
very impressed. They all rave about rwo
things in particular - tlle aircraft and the
people, especially aircraft presentation, safety
features, state of repair, appeal, simplicity
and technology and the people were seen
as friendly, helpful and really a great bunch.
One noticeable comment, especially from
the partners of those who have got into
trikes since the Gathering (only 3 months
ago!), has been positive about the great
bunch of people this sport attracts.
The aircraft and people at this National
Gathering were our best triking advertisement
and we're sure this will playa big role in coming years for our sport. It's proof we're good!
A lot of people have been thanking us,
The Right Altitude (Benalla) for organising
this gathering, but we want to thank everyone
for making it such a success! A National
Gathering & Murray Safari video (the best
of 4 videos taken , cut, pasted and music-ed)
is being made by Stuart Malone - it's long,
entertaining and everybody's on it (we think).
For a copy to be posted to you, send a $20
plus $5 express postage cheque or money
order to 140 C larke St, Benalla VIC 3672.
The National Gathering in 99 is planned
for May 29/30 and stay tuned for our
Murray

Buy a new "FORTY S" radio, and we will include for
No extra charge an ICOM
emergency battery pack.
It's a superb radio, with a
full 5 watts output, night
light, programmable scan,
power saver function, key lock,
ICOM sellcall and more,
2 year factory guarantee.

ONLY
$ 395
ALSO
ON SPECIAL ..
BUY AN ICOM
40GX FOR $495
and get a desktop
fast charger
(WORTH $96)
FOR FREE!!
TOP OF THE
RANGE UHF AT A
GREAT PRICE !!

Garmin GP5's !
Australian guarantee (not a grey
import) weatherproof, full moving
map display and more. Satellite

navigation at the right price!

GARMIN 12

$355

Accurately check windspeed and
temperature before you take-off !

WIN 0 WATCH

$155

Order by phone/fax, Cheque or COD OK.

NEXT DAY· DELIVERY FROM $9.90
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
BOX 182, N. BALWYN, VIC, 3104

(03) 9431 - 2131
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869

..
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Provisional FAI World Record attempts

Organiser Wanted!

Mornington Site Guide

The PG Nationals will be held
in Manilla and we are
desperately seeking an
organiser to run a comp in
Bright to give us three AA
comps next season. If you're
interested, contact Heike
Hamann, PO Box 119,
Wandiligong VIC 3744, ph:
01940241 7, email:
heikehamann@bigpond.com

A guide to HG and PG sires on
the Morningron Peninsula, VIC,
is available on-line at: http://www.

Heike Hamann

New SA Paraglider
Club "Windchasers"

ozemail com.au!~raptdesn/sitegu
ide/sites. htm
John Reynoldson

PWC Cover Posters
The cover photo of paragliders
over Bright during the PWC
Oune/]u1y Skysailor) is now available as a high quality colour inkjet poster. All funds generated will
go to rhe Australian PWC 2000.
Size: AI, $95 plus $9 P&P,

For more informarion or
visiting pilots contact Chris

Brian Webb, PO Box 238,
Bright VIC 3741. Ph: 0417
530972, email:

Evans 0417819770.

alpcomp@nerc.ner.au

Paragliders: General
1. Straight Distance: 288km
Site: Hobbs, NM (USA), 30/5/98, Will Gadd (USA)
Paraglider: Firebird Cult
Current record, 283.9km (A. Louw (SA), Apco Astra 30C, 31112/92)
2. Speed over a 100km Out and Return: 18. 68km
Site: Gnadenwald, Tirol (A), 2/6/98, Burkhard Martens (D)
Paraglider: Free-X Flair
Hang gliding: General (single)
Speed over a 100km triangle: 35.06km/h
Site: ro be confirmed, 22/7/98, Martin Henry (Can)
Hang glider: Aeros Stealth KPL 151
Current record: 29 .70km/h, 7/8/89, Christian Durif (F)
Hang gliding: Feminine (single)
1. Straight Distance: 350km
Site: to be confirmed, 19/6/98, Tiki Mashy (USA)
Current record: 335.8km, 22/7/91 , K. Castle (USA)
2. Straight Distance to a DecUzred Goal' 305km
Site: to be confirmed, 19/6/98, Tiki Mashy (USA)
Current record: 212.5km, 13/7/89, L. Mallin (Ireland)
Rigid wing hang glider: General
Straight Distance: 403km
Site: Hobbs to Texline (USA), 3/7/98, Ramy Yanetz (USA)
Hang glider: Bright Star Millennium
Current record: 230.2km, 26/6/93, W Woodruff (USA)

New Advance Sigma 4

Wi ngs of the World - The 1999 Directory

Advance paragliders of Switzerland have just released their much
awaired all new sports intermediate, the Sigma 4. The profile of the
glider is entirely new. It gives rhe glider excellent stability in pitch
while retaining the necessary energy to make a clean entrance into
strong rhermals.
The Sigma 4 carries on the rradirion of the previous models,
displaying light and direcr hanclling characterisrics - the u1rimate
thermalling machine. Wirh performance just a shade behind irs big
brother, rhe Omega 4, the new Sigma with DHV 2 safety will
appeal to intermediare and novice pilors with sufficient experience
to move up a srep.
In keeping with the current rrend of smaller/faster/more stable
gliders, the Sigma 4 is available in 3 sizes (25,27,29) for all up
weighrs covering 65-120kg.

With a worldwide sales network and aU the latest information in
German, French and English, Leisure Aviation 98/99 gives a
detailed overview on lighr flying.
On more than 200 pages the reader finds paragliders, hang gliders,
rrikes, ultralights, kit planes, gyrocopters, ultralight helicopters, light
sailplanes and rigid mono-wings, aU presented with colour photos
and rexr information. An additional overview informs on auxiliary
motor systems for paragliders, hang gliders and light sailplanes.
Each machine's technical data, certification and price are listed with
the manufacturer's contact details.
Schools are listed by airsports and countries. Technical details or
addresses are kept up-to-date on our internet homepage. For
DMI4.80, you may order the printed catalogue from:

For more information contact Godfrey Wenness, Parafunalia,
ph: 02 67856545, fax: 02 67856546.
Godfrey Wenness

Worldwide Weather Reports on the Net
This site provides worldwide weather reports, satellire images,
4 day forecasts and even a temperature converter:

http://www.intellicast.com/weatherlintU
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PPublic, Otto-Suhr-Allee 58, D-10585 Berlin, phlfax: +4930
3415296 or via emailfrom:101612.1154@compuserve.com
Willi Tacke

Nova PWC News
Even though Rob WhittaU won the 1st task in the Garmisch PWC,
Peter Luethi on X-Pert 25 came back strongly and won the overall
PWc. He demonstrated that he is this year's No 1. Congratulations!
Claire Bernier won the women's cup and Nova the constructor
cup for the 4th time. Have a look at all the results on the PWC
page, link ftom http://www.nova-wings.com
Hannes Papesh

New FAI World Records

The Australian International Airshow 99

Hang gliding: Feminine (single)
1. Speed over a 100km out and return course: 63.59km/h
Site: Eucla (Aus), 9/1/98, Nichola Hamilton (UK)
Hang glider: Moyes CSX-4
Previous record: 24.2km/h, 3117/92, A. Muller (CH)
2. Out and Return Distance: 135.9km
Site: Eucla (Aus), 9/1/98, Nichola Hamilton (UK)
Hang glider: Moyes CSX-4
Previous record: 132km, 6/7/89, T. Buas-Hansen (N)
Hang gliding: General (single)
1. Speed over 300km out and return course: 56.59km/h
Site: Eucla {Aus) , 12/2/98, Rohan Holtkamp (Aus)
Hang glider: Moyes CSX-5
Previous record: New
2. Out and Return Distance: 330.6km
Site: Eucla (Aus), 12/2/98, Rohan Holtkamp (Aus)
Hang glider: Moyes CSX-5
Previous record, 31O.3km, G. Loyns (UK) and L. Tudor (USA), 26/6/88
Rigid wing hang glider: General
1. Speed over 300km out and return course: 6 1. 53km/h
Site: Eucla (Aus), 12/2/98, James M. Neff (Can)
Hang glider: Flight Design Exxtacy-160
Previous record: New
2. Out and return distance: 330.6km
Site: Eucla (Aus), 2/2/98, James M. Neff (Can)
Hang glider: Flight Design Exxtacy-160
Previous record, 76.4km, 23/7/77, G. Worthington (USA)
3. Speed over 200km out and return course: 65 .15km/h
Site: Eucla (Aus), 15/2/98, James M. Neff (Can)
Hang glider: Flight Design Exxtacy-160
Previous record: New

Numerous aviation associations from across the nation recently
attended a workshop in preparation for the southern hemisphere's
largest aerospace showcase: the Australian International Airshow 99.
Aviation museums, vintage aircraft and restoration groups, war bird
associations, rocketry and model aircraft clubs, hang gliding
federations, helicopter associations, sport aviation groups and
numerous other non-commercial aviation organisations were invited
to participate.
For the 1999 event, Airshows Downunder has introduced "Airsport World", a major aviation theme park with its own designated
area and impressive entry ways, avenues and parades along which
sporting and recreational aviation will be showcased. Airsport World
has been created to provide an extra entertainment dimension for
visitors by presenting the organisations, their aircraft equipment and
aviation activities in a more spectacular and attractive manner.
Included for the first time will be backdrops, information boards
and use of background music for ambience. Many pilots and participants will appear in uniform appropriate to the period of their aircraft. In addition, there will be a program and ground display of
presentations throughout the Airsports World area. Each organisation
will be able to present a particular activity, topic or demonstration, for
example restoring historical aircraft, welding and woodwork for homebuilts, learning to fly, parachute packing or balloon in- and deflation.
Some of the specialist aviation associations were invited to participate in the flying displays and were asked to provide an expert
guest commentator to assist during public address commentary.
Participating organisations were also offered complementary use of
the conference rooms at Avalon during the weekend of the airshow.
To further encourage organisations to participate, new prestigious
awards have been created for the best presented ground displays and
exhibits at Airsport World and promotional material and story ideas
should be forwarded to the airshow's publicity manager to take part
in cross-promotional opportunities leading up to the airshow.
For more information please contact Rees Hughes, co-ordinator
ofDisplay Procurement, ph: 0296394984 or Ian Honnery, Chief
Executive, ph: 03 52824400.

New book on microlight flight
Trikes: The Flex- Wing Fryers by Hal McSwain and Lucian Bartosik,
is an exciting and important volume on microlight flight for trike
enthusiasts of all abilities: from beginners to flight instructors.
Packed with dozens of illustrations, this 270 page contribution
to flex-wing flight offers a unique approach not only to the art and
craft of flying trikes, but to a thorough understanding of how an
aircraft without rudder, tail section or ailerons achieves flight.
Trikes is authored by two flex-wing afficionados: Lucian
Bartosik, one of microlight's foremost authorities in the sport with
years of experience and countless hours in 3-axis, hang glider, ultralight and microlight aircraft and co-author, Hal McSwain. Hal
initiated Trikes after discovering that no comprehensive work, other
than 3-axis flight manuals, existed to supplement his own training.
Their initiative is both successful and exhaustive in scope.
Chapters include an explanation of the phenomenon of flight, a
description and history of microlight flight, effects of flight controls
in weight-shift aircraft, preparations for flight, weather, navigation,
flight, equipment and clothing, and triking activities. In addition,
Trikes contains an extensive set of appendices, exhaustive flight and
weather glossaries, and a complete index, and all weights and
measures are in both US and metric measures.
Trikes: The Flex- Wing Fryers by Hal McSwain and Lucian
Bartosik (Phoenix: H&L Press, 1998), softback, 270 pages. Price:
US$24.95 per copy, plus shipping. For bulk orders, a discounted
price may apply. Contact the authors for full details.
To order contact Hal McSwain, 11 West Kathleen Road,
Phoenix, Arizona 85023. All payments must be made in US dollars
and payable to "H&L Enterprises" by money order or bank check.
Visit our web page at http://home.sprintmaiL com/~hmcswainOOll
Hal McSwain

South Australian Open State Titles
The format will be the six best scoring rounds from the dates listed:
31 Octl1 Nov 98, 14/15 Nov 98,28/29 Nov 98, 12/13 Dec 98,
13114 Feb 99,27/28 Feb 99, 13114 Mar 99 (reserve).
Meet at 9am at the Caltex on Main South Rd (lOOm north of
Grand Junction Rd intersection). Meet at Snowtown Roadhouse on
the Sunday lOam.

Martin Sielaff

Women's Skills Clinic
Thanks to all who replied to the recent survey. As a result, the
organisers decided ro run the Skills Clinic from Sun 15-Fri 20
March 99 in Canungra. Sandwiched between the Manilla open and
the NSW HG Titles, women pilots should be encouraged to attend
the clinic. Nevertheless, clubs should be encouraged to run their own
fly-ins to encourage more women to stay in the sport and increase
their confidence and skills.
More details about the clinic will be published nearer the date.
Barb Utech & Peta Roberts

Bruce Goldsmith 1998 British PG Champion
The final of the British Championships was held in Morzine, France.
3 tasks were completed and Bruce took the lead in his Airwave XXX
on the 2nd day after a very exciting race to goal. This is the first
time that the same pilot has achieved success as both British HG
and PG Champion. Congratulations!
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Women's World HG Championships 1998 - Hungary
Individual

New Hang Gliding School in WA
Gordon Marshall and Shaun Wallace have established a new hang
gliding school based in Perth, WA. "Skysports" is now up and
running! Instruction on theory and all aspects of pilot preparation
from basic hill training ro ground towing and thermal soaring are
offered at very reasonable rates. The operation has been given the
thumbs up by the HGFA and the first students will be well
progressed in their training by the time this goes to print.
Skysports has purchased two Airborne "Fun" skyfloater type
gliders to make the learning curve as gentle as possible and Shaun
Wallace brings to the operation a wealth of experience from his
many years as an instructor.
Gordon and Shaun wish to thank all those whose assistance
and support helped make the new business possible.
For enquiries regarding pilot training and introductory tandem
trainingjlights in the west, phone Gordon on 015382767 during
work hours and 08 94519969 after hours.
Gordon Marshall

Corinna Schwiegershausen (0)

Moyes CSX 3

2

Neva Bull (Aus)

UP Speed TL

3
4

Natalia Khamlova (Rus)

Stealth 13

Niki Hamilton (GB)

Moyes CSX 4

2,540
2,504

5

Monique Werner (0)

Airwave Xtreme

2,318

6
7

Kari Castle (USA)

WW Fusion

2,220

Kathleen Rigg (GB)

Laminar ST 13

2,170

Rumour

2,112

Klassic 12

2,067

Laminar ST 13

1,986

Melinda Farkas (Hun)
8
Eva Menyhart (Hun)
9
Marie Jo Rufat (F)
10
Teams
Germany
Great Britain
2

3
7

2,612
2,576

7373
6595

Russia

5889

Australia

3168

Europeans PG Championships
Available on the web at http://www.windtech.co.ukleuropg/sham
Individual

1 Jimmy Pacher
2 Peter Luthi

CH

EDEL Proto
NOVA X-pert 25

3,986
3,980

3 Kaspar Henny

CH

AIRWAVE Proto

3,797

Teams
1 Switzerland

Australian Icaro 2000 agent

Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club

Steve B Soaring is the Australian agent for Icaro gliders and retails
their helmets and accessories.
Currently the weak Australian dollar makes the Laminar
comparatively expensive, bur it continues to be the top competition
glider Ost, 2nd and 3rd in the Pre-Worlds!). A number of Laminar
ST's are now flying in Australia and New Zealand and some stock
spares are available. A genuine Icaro upright costs $90, cheaper than
its local equivalent. Also available now is Icaro's recently released
new helmet - it's really something! Steve B Soaring is on the net at:

Once again preparations are under way for the annual Corryong
Cup HG competition. The comp has been extended for this year
to allow 7 days of competition (meaning "fun") flying. This should
allow for the usual weather related days off However, if we are
given one of those dream runs with no lost days, then rest days
are a possibility.
Jfyou would like input to the competition please contact Steven
Crosby, 22 Ridgeview ~y, Cherrybrook NSW 2126, ph: 02
9634872 or 0419264662, email·scrosby.capral@bigpond.com.au
Graeme Garlick

http://dove.mtx.net.au/~sblenk/

Also linked to this site is a Virtual Tour ofjlying in SA. It
includes pictures of the main sites, XC roures and photos taken on
some of the flights. Pilots driving through SA, to and from the
Nationals, might want to fly part of the way!
Steve Blenkinsop

New Aussie made flying suits
A new brand of basic flying suits made locally in Manilla is now
available. The MGM brand is made of windproof twill nylon and
comes in 6 combinable colours. They can be ordered with a choice
of light, heavy or no lining. Requests for custom feature options,
colour designs, pocket locations, etc, are also catered for. Priced
from $190-$250. For more information contact Godfrey Wenness,
Parafunalia, ph: 02 67856545, fax: 02 67856546.
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Melbourne's Southern HG Club revitalised
In the last couple of years, the Southern club has languished with
the loss of the old Anchor and Hope venue and after a serious (non
flying) accident suffered by president Mike Slape.
The club is now meeting at the Middle Park Hotel, 102
Canterbury Road, Middle Park, on the first Tuesday of each month
from 7:30pm onwards. Come along, meet old friends, take a look
at some of the old magazines ... paragliders are also welcome!
Inquiries to John Reynoldson on 03 95970527 or check out the
web at: http://www. ozemail com.au!~raptdesnJsouthern/southern.htm
John Reynoldson

Winter in the West
We long for days of leaving the winter woolies in the draw and
dry grass to lie on. The sheep shit seems softer as it fills the tread
of your boots on those overcast days. But what the hell - the wind
is still blowing and the wedgies are still tempting us into the skies.
So what to do on those days when it's not flyable? Well, Robin,
the farmer who owns "The Range" at Toodyay, 45 minutes west
of Perth , helped us out on such a day just gone by.
A tractor and a few keen bods were all that was needed to transport a couple of two ton pebbles to the bottom of the hill (5***, I
hope it stops before the fence!). The Range is only a small site, but
has a long history. Back in 1937, a few keen individuals built their
own glider and achieved the west's first ridge soaring flight here. The
Range has many moods and has lured many a pilot to hours of pleasure and also moments of terror. Still, there's always the lawnmower
and the wonderful wheatbelt. Wyalkatchem, site of the Nationals, and
nearby Koorda are always pleasant places on those cold winter days.
My lawnmower takes me to the clouds, the silence and cold air
occupy the senses. Boy, it's a nice day!
David Humphrey

In a Pickle
My friend, John Wilson, got into a spot of bother at Tove's Tarago
Flight Park last summer (see photo opposite page). It took us an
hour to get him and his glider down from this tree. I understand
that an accident report was filled out.
Craig Hopkins

Tour to U~A
Would like to thank Paul Marchant, Pete
Kellaway, ~eamu~ Flemming, Max Rio~
and Allan Wa~on for joining our very
~uccessful flying tour to the U~A. After
~,ooo mile~ of driving and flying, you
were all exceptional company. Ihad that
much fun Iwill be returning in July -.m.
AD the Best

Fares to WA for the 1999 Nationals
The organisers of the Australian Open HG Championships in WA,
1999 have been negotiating with the Flight Centre in Perth for the
cheapest group fares possible to WA. A quote for the following fares
has been submitted:
Airfares: Ansett (ex Canberra, return), conditions apply $559,
Ansett (ex Canberra, return), no conditions $722, glider
\"IN'lG
transport (short packed) $245 (approx). These
#
airfares applies to a group of 10 or more passengers. l~
Greyhound Coach Fares (ex Canberra, return):
'f
30 or more people group booked on the same
coach $474, 20-29 people group booked on the
same coach $504, 10-19 people group booked on
the same coach $534
Railway Fares (ex Canberra, return): $680 group
rate. These prices are a preliminary quote only to be published
within the Skysailor deadline. Prices ex Sydney and Melbourne will
follow. Check the comp website for fare price updates on
www.argo.net.au/garyb/index.htm
Quotes for bulk transport of gliders from the last comp on the
eastern seaboard to Perth have been disappointing, ranging from
$3,000 to $7,500 for collection and transport. We are still looking

for quotes that will give a reasonable price for glider transport.
Also, pilots could consider a fly/drive trip as outlined by Phil
Wainwright in his article about the journey to WA in January 1999.
The petrol for the trip to WA could be split between several pilots,
and if you have fellow pilots willing to drive over to Perth and
transport your gliders you will have a tow vehicle, glider and
perhaps a driver available for use in the competition.
'"
I was born in Perth, but lived in Sydney for many
' \ years. During that time I crossed the Nullarbor on
eight separate occasions. I have gone by car and by
Greyhound bus. The journey is always rewarding and
extremely interesting. The size of the wedge-tail eagles
you see is unbelievable!
And the view from the top of the Great Australian Bight
is breathtaking. (If you want to fly the Bight on the way over
contact Rohan Holtkamp for guidance) Enjoy the trip and we will
see you in Western Australia in 1999!
http://www.argo.net.au/garyb/nats.htm
Sam Blight, western Soarers HGC

0,
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Cairns Hang Gliding Club

Annual Mystic Pass
All pilots flying from Mystic must have a valid pass.

Annual pass
$70
(valid 1/6198 - 31/5199)
Quarterly pass
$50

10 day pass
2 day pass

$20
$10

Any competitions wishing to use NE Victorian Hang Gliding
Club sites in 98/99, please apply in writing to the C lub by
November 15. Any tours wishing to use NEYHG Club sites in
98/99, please notifY the club in writing at least one week prior to
the tour. Address: NEVHG Club, PO Box 317, Bright VIC 3741.

HG and PG HGFA comp rules 4th edition
The latest version of the HGFA Competition Manual, 4th edition is
now available on the HGFA Camps committee site. It's called a manual, but is really the rules used for HG and PG comps held in
Australia. See it at: http://users.hunterlink.net.au/-dditllhgfaccl
manver4.htm (250kb). As a bookmark use the actual comps committee
site: http://users.hunterlink.net.au/-dditllhgfacclhgfacc.htm

Craig Worth's visit was an occasion that really 'put us on the map'.
It was great to be able to share ongoing communication with Craig,
and to have him share our meeting. As a result, there is a deeper
appreciation of our common commitment to problem solving, here
and throughout Australia. Safety concerns were highlighted, with
particular reference to recent tragedies.
Craig also put us in the picture on the ongoing amalgamation
with the Gliding Federation of Australia. The changes we are
involved in are thus better understood. We can co-operate more
fully. Thank you, Craig, also for visiting local officials involved in
our sport.
At the Rex, David Anwyl did some really fine flying in his
paraglider in very light winds (see photos below). Just maintaining
height, and patiently working the lift, it was beautiful to see. Russell
Krautz made some good gains, about 800ft, on another day.
On the whole, the hang gliders did not fare so well. The
'drooping' wind allowed only a few passes followed by a glide to the
beach. Better success next time.
Kevin Gilligan's Updraft School of Hang Gliding it ticking over
most cheerfully. Students are coming on really nicely. It's a joy to
meet up with these new flyers and see them sharing with Club
members at meetings and flying sites. Good work Kevin.
Lance Keough

Ian Ladyman

Newcastle Club Comp - May 98
Saturday, 30 May, dawned with sunny conditions and great hopes
for a day at Glennies Creek. Cmac relayed the news that the track
would still be too wet for all of our 4WDs.
As a turn out of about 20 pilots arrived at Freemans, the wind
had starred to pick up from the west. Brokenback was selected, but
as we got close to Cessnock, the floaters made a wise decision to
head back to the Watagans, hoping the wind would not be quite so
strong there. We continued on, but not for long as the wind was
now 30kt from the west!
After arriving at Taylors. there was absolutely no wind to speak
of. 4 gliders had already set up and looked a little concerned as
there were few cycles and no ridge lift, making life interesting with
no bomb-out at Taylors! Keen to avoid having 15 other gliders at
the bottom of Taylors, we left Horse, Mollo and the Duncans there
and headed around to Hunter Lookout ourselves.
Perfect launch conditions at Hunter. It must be years since I
had flown here and it looked much clearer than I remember. Maybe
Al has been tidying things up a litrle?
A popular picnic spot, there were plenty of spectators. The odd
cycle came through and making goal at the George Booth/John
Renshaw Drive intersection looked optimistic. A small wedgie
maintained in some light lift to the south and Big launches, tired of
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waiting. Things look very quiet as Billo scratched hard and
maintained in front of the point to the north for a short time. Billo
had now convinced me that there must be lift near that point, but I
was greeted with very light sink when I arrived and decided to have
a good look around. The sink started to turn into zero and I maintained close to the point. After 10 minutes I started to make some
headway and climbed at about 50-100ft/min. The air was smooth
and the flying very relaxing. The thermal seemed to stop at 2,100ft
asl and I glided off to the back of NE Heaton facing the low
western sun. The glide was flat in the calm air and there was
nothing around so I continued on to Carmels house and landed.
No one else at Hunter seemed to have had any luck and
contended with some nil wind landing practice. I couldn't understand why the boys drove past without picking me up . .. Hopefully
Glennies will be dry soon and the next club day will include some
more novice pilots, keen to get a taste of hang gliding camaraderie!
PS: They did return and pick me up eventually. By the way,
Taylors had a higher success rate than Hunter. Shane and Rick
Duncan climbed to around 2,500ft and cruised over to Mulbring
and Horse landed 1km further norrll in the floater. That smile on
his face is becoming a permanent fixture! Mollo discovered a new
floater landing paddock down below.
Jeff

New approved Electronic Barographs

1998 Southern NSW Fly & Glide - Tumut NSW

Ball Graphics Comp, Software version 3.0, manufactured by
Ball Variometers, Inc. Method of case sealing: 2 tamper proof seals
over screw holes. Restrictions: 0-6,096m, -20°C to +50°C.
Aircotec Top-Navigator, Software Version: 4.02, manufactured
by Neue Aircotec GmbH. Method of case sealing: 3 tamper proof
seals over screw holes, two of which are covered by the battery.
Restrictions: 0-7,000m, -20°C to +50°C.
FAl-CIVL hereby declares that the barographs designated above
conform with the requirements put forward by the FAl-CIVL in
"Standard for Electronic Altimeters with Memory (ver 8
14/08/92)". Hence, flight record printouts made by the instrument
will be accepted as barographic evidence of flight performance in
support ofFAl record and badge claims in C lass 0 airsports (hang
gliders and paragliders) provided that the instrument was used in
accordance with the relevant sections of the FAI sporting code and
that the official observer procedure was followed.
Per Arne Soldal

31 October to 1 November, 1998
Dear NSW Pilot, on behalf of the NSW HGPA, you are personally
invited to our 1st multi discipline state fly-in.
Objectives:
• To ensure all members residing in Southern NSW and ACT have
access to the NSW state sport disability scheme;
• To provide pilot liaison and skill development activities in
accordance with the HGFA strategic plan;
• To provide oppo rtunities for interaction and contact between
participants from remote groups and existing local clubs in NSW
Desired Outcomes:
Transfer of existing incorporated structure of the Sth NSWHGA
into a Sth NSW club, embracing members in the NSW area south
of a line beginning at Batemans Bay, running NW through Goulburn to Condobolin then west to Broken Hill and the SA border.
Establishment of an annual Sth NSW fly-in. The primary focus
will be to ptovide low key, enjoyable competitive activities to develop
a wide range of skills for pilots and encourage progress toward attaining higher certificates, endorsements and progression toward national
competition standards. We would like each existing dub and all pilots
in Sth NSW to be represented . The event will be held around the
Tumut area with suitable sites for trikes, aero tow, hill and mountain
launches for hang gliders and paragliders at all levels.
Pilots registering for the fly-in would automatically become members of the new dub if they aren't already affiliated with NSWHGPA
through an existing club. Gain valuable sport promotion through
holding a slalom display followed by a public access day at Tumut
airport and aero club.
We look forward to a great get-together, with most NSW clubs
already indicating they will be well represented. Please complete the
registration form and return with payment ASAP but no later than
16 Oct 98 to ensure you are part of this season's biggest hang gliding/
paragliding/microlighting sports event.
We'd encourage clubs to return their entries as a group including
a registration form for each participant. This helps clubs ensure all
pilots have suitable transport and there are enough experienced pilots
to provide assistance to their newer pilots. We're also looking for
volunteers to help with scoring the spot landing events and to monitor
pylons during the slalom contest. Please phone Ian or Margaret on
02 69472888 at the HGFA office to put your name down for one
of these tasks. As these duties do not take all day you'll not miss out
on fl ying yourself See you there ...
Ian Jarman

Latest World Pilot Rankings
The latest World Pilot Ranking Scheme has just been issued for
hang gliding, paragliding and class 2 pilots.
In the hang gliding rankings we see competitions over 18
months old deleted for the first time (1997 Australian HG
Nationals and 1997 HG Fe-Worlds in Australia). T he new
competitions included are 1998 Pre-Worlds, Alpep Open, Wild
West Regionals (USA) and the European HG Championships.
Guido Gehrmann (525) is still in the lead bm only by 30 points
from Oleg Bondarchuk (495) who has moveCl ftom 3rd to 2nd.
These two have a strong lead ver 3rd place GerolfHeinrichs (423)
who has moved up from 9dvp ace.
New top 10 arrivals are Steve Cook, Josef Zweckmayr, Gerard
Thevenot, Jean-Fran<;:ois Gerard and Gerard Woli. T hose dropping
out of the top 10 are Tomas Suchanek, Jobst Baeumer, Kraig
Coomber, Mike Barber and Alain Ghauvet. Marie-Jo Rufat (31st
overall) leads the females from Fran<;oise Mo<;:ellin (39th) and
Natalia Khamlova (65 th .
The latest paragliding ranking includes results from the Paragliding European C hampionships, PWC Granada and Garmisch
and the USA Paragliding Nationals. After his Europeans and PWC
Granada wins Jimmy Pacher (670) I;lOW has a 34 point lead from
Ch ristian Tamegger (636 who-has moved to 2nd from 4th
followed by Stephan Stieglair (577), 3rd from 6th. Again the top
two pilots have a strong lead over the rest. New top 10 arrivals are
Peter Luethi and Kari Eisenhut. Those dropping out of the top 10
are Didier Exiga and Claude Lemaire, who is out of action for a
while after his accident at the Europeans. Claire Bernier (23rd
overall) leads the females ahead of Sandie Cochepain (44th) and
Louise C randal (73rd) .
In Class 2 there has only been one more competition, the Wild
West Regionals (USA) which was won by Brian Porter. This puts
Brian Porter, Ran1Y Yanetz and David Sharp in equal first place.
Since the last publication 32 more (total 392) paragliding pilots
have joined the ranking scheme and 23 more (total 450) hang
glider pilots.
Full information and ranking lists can be found on the CIVL
website http://www.fai.org/hang....gliding/ and the rankings only on
the British League website http://www.theleague.force9.co. uk
To be added to the CIVL World Pilot Ranking Scheme email
list, please contact Sarah Fenwick, CIVL PR Co-ordinator, email:
cloud10@zemet.co.uk or ph/fax +44 1983 523003.

Program
Final Registration at HGFA office: Fri afternoon & Sat morning
Fri 30 Oct 98: Big screen showing of the HGFA Grand Prix Series (9pm)
Sat 31 Oct 98 9:30am: Welcome & directions to sites & activities.
Microlight events: 1.5 yearly inspections (by prior arrangement only) a fee of
$25 will be charged for this service. 2. Navigation exercise
Paragliding events: 1. Spot landing (Std class, rstd & int; Open cla ss,
int & adv) 3:30-4pm. 2. XC goal (Op en class, int & adv)
Hang Gliding events: 1. Spot landing (Std cla ss, rstd & intI 3:30-4:30pm. 2. XC
goal (Open & Race class, int & adv). 3. Up to lOam speed gliding practise
(official entrants only)
Sat 31 Oct 98 7:00pm to midnight Inaugural AGM of STH-NSW HG Club & BBQ
Sun 1 Nov 98: 1st NSW HG Slalom Championships, adv pilots only (3 classes, Std,
Racing & Open) 8am-10am. Individual club programs & general skills training.
Awards & slalom presentations 12 noon. Publi c education & promotional activities
11-2-pm. Official close 3pm (ie Official Safety Officers & Duty Pilots stand down)
Pl ease note that this is 4WO territory. No transportation will be arranged or
provided by the organisers. Each pilot or club should make these
arrangements before getting to Tumut.
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J E F F B ROC K & ROD BEN eKE, reprinted from Flight Safety Australia - July 1998

Without oxygen the body cannot function. Reduced
oxygen intake can degrade mental and physical
performance - even at altitudes as low as 4,OOOft.

If you have ever felt exhausted after a prolonged flight at 8,000
or 9,000ft, wondered why you get headaches during or after these
flights, or ever caught yourself fudging navigation calculations
because your brain seemed a bit fuzzy, yo u were probably hypoxic.
So what is hypoxia, and what are its effects?

"You OK, Dave?" I was talking, but he wasn't answering. "Dave!"
Deprived tissues
It was close ro a shout. "Huh?" I'd woken him at last. "Check your
Hypoxia is a physiological state where tissues are deprived of adequate
altitude, you're climbing like a homesick angel."
oxygen and organs such as the lungs, brain, heart and the eye, are
adversely affected.
Dave was a competent pilot, bur on this day he was having some
trouble. He didn't seem focussed and he was all over the sky. We'd
Once you climb above sea level, the partial pressure of oxygen in
been flying for an hour. He was fine when we starred, bur he seemed
the ambient air decreases and you are exposed to a degree of hypoxia.
ro be having a difficult time as the flight progressed. We were going
One of the earliest effects is a subtle impairment of vision.
from Jervis Bay ro Wagga and as we climbed over the Snowy
The onset of the effects of hypoxia can therefore be very subtle.
mountains, Dave's condition worsened. He corrected the errant climb
Worse still, self-checking is normally ineffective. This is because one
of the body's initial responses ro a decrease in ambient concentration
and I returned my attention to the open chart in front of me.
Suddenly, I had this feeling that something was wrong. I looked
of oxygen is a sense of well-being or mild inroxication - you can be
up ro see trees in front of us on a 6,000ft ridge. And they appeared
quickly lulled into a false sense of well-being.
ro be coming closer. The chart flew off my lap as I grabbed the yoke.
Increase the altitude and the time of exposure and more serious
I didn't think abour stalling, I just wanted ro see sky again. I pulled
symptoms occur. General clumsiness and trembling may be noticed,
breathing becomes rapid, vision is degraded
back hard and the aircraft nosed up, a little
lower than I'd have liked, but enough. Dave
further, questions and answers may be
didn't fight me, he just let me correct him.
ignored and appreciation of aircraft attitude
Single pilots are most
"I got it Dave." The trees below rustled,
and situation may not be noted until after
at risk from hypoxia
some delay.
leaves loosened by our wake were scattered
because there is no
about. Dave let go as the windscreen went
You can expect mood changes which can
one to notice the
from green ro blue and back ro half-green and
take the form of hilarity, pugnacity or drowsy
subtle changes that
half-blue on rop. I looked over at him and he
apathy. In extreme cases and at higher
indicate its presence.
stared back at me, vacant but scared. "You
altitudes, you will lose consciollsness.
OK?", I asked. "Uh?", he answered, still
staring vacantly. I flew the rest of the way.
Eyes need oxygen
I later realised that Dave was suffering from hypoxia, a lack of
Nerve fibres
oxygen - I knew I wasn't affected, bur I should have known sooner
Ganglia
Bipolar
that Dave was in trouble.
nerve
cells
Rods
and

So what happened?
One reason Dave was affected by hypoxia and I wasn't is that Dave
smokes a packet of cigarettes a day. That means when Dave and I are
lying on the beach, he is still doing flight time. Physiologically, he's at
5,000ft, while, as a non-smoker, I'm still at sea level. Smokers absorb
far more carbon monoxide into their blood than non-smokers and
the carbon monoxide reduces the blood's ability ro carry oxygen. The
bottom line is: If you smoke you may be affected by hypoxia at a
much lower altitude than a non-smoker.
There are things other than smoking that can speed up the onset
of hypoxia, or worsen its severity. Alcohol and its lingering effects
can leave you physiologically 2,000ft higher than someone who is
not hung over. Illicit drugs, prescribed medications and even some
over-the-counter cold medications can worsen the effects of hypoxia.
If you have a chest infection, you are already starting higher than
someone else.
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passes through the nerve fibres
Rod and Cone photoreceptors
iining the eye's pigment cell layer. ---..._ - -

The photo receptors in the eye's retina - the rods and cones require extraordinary amounts of oxygen when compared with
other tissues in the body. Rods are used for night vision and are
not colour sensitive. Cones are used for day and colour vision.

CJ

How hypoxia starts

\

Vision , judgement and lung function
Because the retina uses more oxygen than other tissues, vision is the
first function to be impaired by hypoxia (especially n ight vision). A
reduction in the abi lity to see dim ly- lit objects - particularly during
twi light - can be detected as low as 4,000ft.
When you fly in twilight, you are using your mesopic vision a time when your vision receptors in the retina are working in truly
adverse circumstances - the rods for night vision, and the cones for
colour. In conditions of dim light, the retina uses the last remnants
of colour from the cones and is only beginning to utilise the rods,
which are not truly effective yet.
If you are hypoxic and flying during this twilight-time, you r
vision will be compromised. If you climb to a higher altitude, the
effects will worsen.
If you are flying at night above 4,000ft, it is wise to turn up the
intensity of the light in the cabin to help compensate for the
impairment in your visual performance. You should use supplemental
oxygen if availab le.
Afte r vision, the tissues most affected by hypoxia are those areas of
the brain associated with judgement, self-crit icism and the accurate
performance of mental tasks. This occurs at aro u nd 10,000ft in fit
people with good lungs and at a lower altitude for smokers and others
with certain medical conditions.
While 1O,000ft is the ceiling above wh ich oxygen must be used
by flight crew members in un pressu rised aircraft, some individ uals
w ith reduced lung function wi ll become hypoxic well below that level
and should conslUt their designated aviation med ical examiner about
the benefits of us ing supplemental oxygen. This includ es people w ith
chest problems such as asthma, chron ic obstructive airways disease
(emp hysema), industrial lung d isease, certain forms of anaemia,
ischaem ic heart disease or even mi ld degrees of heart fail ure.

Hypoxia affects the gaseous exchange of carbon dioxide and oxygen
the body. At sea level, healthy people may have a 97-99% oxygen
saturation in their blood haemoglobin.
The body is a little like a heat machine. Just like an engine, it
takes fuel (food) and burns it to create energy.The burning process
requires oxygen, and the correct amount of oxygen.
Oxygen from the air enters the bloodstream by passing across
the surface of the lungs. Gaseous waste products, such as carbon
dioxide, travel in the opposite direction - from blood through lungs
to the atmosphere. the passage of oxygen into the bloodstream is
governed by the partial pressure exerted by that gas in the lungs
(around 21 % atmospheric pressure). While the proportion of oxygen
in the atmosphere remains the same as one gains altitude, the total
atmospheric pressure falls.Therefore the partial pressure of oxygen
falls and so less pressure is exerted to achieve the transfer from lungs
to blood.The blood receives less oxygen, which means the body is
unable to burn its fuel properly and so starts to function less wel l.
To overcome this reduction in the partial pressure of oxygen,
fl ight crew can increase the proportion of oxygen they breathe by
the use of an appropriate oxygen system.

Prevention
If you sm o ke more than 10 cigarettes a day, you have already
re ndered your oxygen intake deficient by 10% or more. Smokers
should avoid smoking before and during flight as it may d egrade the
abi lity to absorb oxygen.
Be wary of self-medication for a cold or hayfever, as these can
aggravate the effects of hypoxia. Yo u sho uld be cau tious abou t any
medication which can induce drows iness, as this w ill be increased by
hypoxia - watch out for antihistamines and analgaesics containing a
narco ti c component (for example, codeine) .
Hypoxia is aggravated by the cold, so keep a comfortable cabin
temperature. To ward off the effects of d rowsiness, hangover or lack
of sleep, many pilots take stimulants, such as coffee, to keep awake.
Caffeine may reduce drowsiness, b ut it will not improve yo ur
tolerance to the effects of hypoxia. Su pplemental oxygen or
desce nding to a lower altitude, if it is safe to do so, are the only ways
of treating hypoxia.
CAO 108.26 was amended in January 1 to enable the use of
oxygen canula systems, which deliver oxygen through "nose prongs'
This portable system is relatively inex pensive and is very flexib le and
eco nomical. If you fly regularly on extended unpressurised flights at
or aro und 10,000ft you should seriously consider the use of
supplemental oxygen. Oxygen use also frees the p ilot from the
10,000ft altitude limitation, openi ng up the possibility of superior
weathe r avoidance, particularly in the w inter months, and offering
greater fuel efficiency and therefore greater range.
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The early (covert) cerebral features
of hypobaric hypoxia:
Visual Function

H YP o x

a

Fire danger
When using supplemental oxygen, remember that pure oxygen is a fire
danger. You need to make sure that yo ur oxygen cylinder is approved,
stowed, serviced and maintained properly. You should avoid any
sources of ign ition, such as cigarette lighters, near it. Do not use
petroleum-based ptoducts, such as vaseline or lipstick, on your face when
using supplemental oxygen as these can react adversely when in contact
with 100% oxygen. Burns to lips and mouth have been reported.
A number of unexplained accidents have occurred on long nigh t
flights which are believed to have hypoxia as a cause. T he safety
message is simple - if you have the opportun ity to use
supplemental oxygen, then use it.

Rod Beneke is a C1SA flying operations inspector, Jeff Brock is the acting
director ofaviation medicine for C1SA. Research by Sophia Kalogeropoulos.
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Light intensity perceived as reduced
Visual acuity diminished in poor illumination
Light threshold increased
Peripheral vision narrowed

...-.01..... Psychomotor

Function

• Choice reaction time impaired
• Eye-hand co-ordination impaired
..._ -.... Cognitive Function

• Memory impaired

The overt features of hypobaric hypoxia:
• Personality change
Loss of judgement
Euphoria
Mental uncoordination
• Sensory loss
Death

··

••
·
·

.. :
~

.

··
·

Lack of inSight
Loss of self-criticism
Loss of memory
Muscular uncoordination
• Semi-consciousness
Unconsciousness

·

·
··

Hyperventilation

Dizziness
Lightheadedness
Feeling of unreality
Feeling of apprehension
Neuromuscular irritability • Paraesthesia of face extremities
• Carpo-pedal spasm

Not just
ooking out to sea, I was thinking that the
breeze was an easterly, but it wasn't. In fact,
it was a north-easter which was what I was
hoping for. It was starting to look like a cracker!
' ..
Out from Crackneck, the sky was clear with
a ripple on the water, but no white caps. There
were still signs of the red algae bloom that
had been around a couple of days earlier,
but, better yet, looking towards the
Watagans, the cu's were starting to pop
off here and there. The ground temperature
was already hot and the air was starting
to warm - it looked like a case of "get
out there quick, before the seabreeze
pushes in. "
T he old Magna coughed and
sputtered her way down the freeway
toward Cooranbong. I always enjoy
the trip along the freeway, looking for
clouds, birds and anything else that
might give an indication of thermal
activity. Other drivers are a constant
source of amusement as well, but the best
part of the journey are the Watagans
themselves, as you start the steady climb
through the forests there are no traffic lights
and usually vety few people.
It is not uncommon to see goannas and a myriads
of different birds if yo u take the time to look. One day,
I think I even saw an ostrich, an escapee from a nearby farm,
I guess.

L
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The filtered light provided by the trees is cooling and pleasant
and coupled with the scents of the forest, one could forget why one
was here in the first place. Not likely! My heart was beating faster
than usual and that old determination to commit flight was taking
over. The launch site couldn't be close enough for me!
Rounding the next bend, several gliders could be seen standing
in line waiting their turn to launch. Another two were in the air,
just in front of take-off and were climbing fairly quickly. After a few
quick howdydo's and a fast set up, I was in the queue, now only one
glider in front of me. As he took off almost immediately, I was left
standing alone on launch.
The local wedgie drifted lazily by. I watched him in hope, but
he continued to glide into the distance. There was one glider in the
bomb out and no one else to be seen. Had I left my run too late?
A steady cycle was pushing up launch, so I looked over the edge
to determine the strength and direction of the thermal. It wasn't
crossing the take-off and looked to be moving the trees 80 metres
further down - great!
Picking up glider - run, run, run - nose down, wings level
- push ofF. A bit of turbulence and, yes, I'd hooked one and
right in font of take off, yo u bouler! The vertical
acceleration made me feel heavy in my harness - a very
nice sensation indeed. My Sting locked in confidently
and I climbed steadily as 1 started to relax and take
in the scenery.
There is no point in boring you with the
turning bits, so 1 won't, suffice to say, it was
nice and after a while and a real big flare
the urge was quenched until next
n
time. See you on the hill!
~

The Mitsos

Jl9v9129

Launch

B R U C EGO L D S MIT H , first published in Cross Country "Icaristics", April 1998
st spring I went to Australia for the first PWC of 1998. In Sydney
I was met by myoid friend Mark Mitsos who, like me, is a hang
glider turned paraglider pilot. Together we went flying at Stanwell Park and I was velY impressed by his effortless reverse launching
and superb control of the paraglider not only in a Strong wind, but also
in a small space between several hang gliders lyi ng flat on the ground.
Mark spent a good half hour explaining his technique to me and
on trying it out I felt like a student learning ro fly agai n. Nevertheless,
as it was for me, I am sure for most pilots it will be worth spending
the time ro get accustomed to this new technique: I call it the Mitsos
reverse launch .
Before developing his idea 5 years ago, Mark studied all the
existing variations of the reverse launch. There are 3 which I know
of; these are the British Standard reverse launch (which I use), cross
brake reverse launch and lastly the .front and rear risers with no brakes.
Since perfecting his method, Mark has successfUlly taught it in his
school, the Sydney Paragliding Centre ever since. Recencly the
H GFA has decided to standardise this as the best way of reverse
launching and the only technique taught in schools in Australia.
The main advantages of the technique are:
• Better overall control of the glider.
• Can steer the gl ider as it comes up.
• Can stop overshooting in strong winds.
• No need to release the brakes at all.

~

The M ethod
First build a good wal l by pulling on the A and C risers alternately.
@ Lean back on the risers so they are all tight, then pull gently on
the A risers to guide the glider up into the air.
@) If tile glider does not come up exactl y straight, walk sideways
towards the centre of it.
You can also use the C risers to correct the glider if it starts to go
off to one side. Don't pull down on the C risers, but move them
from side to side to steer the glider. Move the C risers from side
to side to control the lateral movement of the glider. Move the
risers towards the lower wing. For example, if the left wi ng is
lower then move the C risers to the left to correct it.
(i) If it's windy, the glider may want to shoot up violently. To stop this
just pull on the C risers to control the speed that the glider comes up.
Q) Now the glider is up, it's easy to control it overhead usi ng the C
risers or even collapse it agai n to the ground.
8 Alternatively, you can now turn and launch. As you turn, make
su re that in light winds you turn and step forward at the same
time otherwise the glider may tend to overtake you.
Gro und handle in a fl at field in smooth wind for an hour before
tJy ing this for real. In fact, several ground handling sessions will probably be needed to perfect the new technique.
For me, it felt very strange at first; moving the C riser hand towards
the lower wing felt opposite to my instincts, so be careful not to smash
the glider's nose into
the ground!
One common error
is to try steering the
glider with the A risers.
This does nO[ help at all.
Always steer the glider
by using the C risers
and walking sideways.
The key is to take
the time to build a good
wall. A good trick to
prepare the glider for
launch is to move your
C's hand left and right
as far as possible. This
will pull the tips of the
glider under and help
to keep them from rising too quickly during inflation. It's only possible
to use the C's to correct small turns, therefore if tile glider goes a long
way our of line the only way to sort it out is to collapse it back on the
ground . It also helps to be able to identi fY tile risers easily, particularly
the A and C risers. Most manufacturers mark the A risers, but to
identifY the C risers I put some red tape on the shackles of my glider.

o

e
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To start it is important to get in the correct position:

o

Face forward, away from the wing, with brakes attached to the risers.

@ Turn around to the left, allowing the right riser to pass over your head.

@) Now you should be facing the glider with the right riser on·

top of the left riser and both risers crossing.
Pass your right hand over the risers and grab hold of the right brake
handle from the outside (attached to the riser which is on top).
(i) Pass yo ur left hand under both risers and take hold of the
left brake handle.
Q) Grab the shackles at the top of the C risers (it's safer to take the C
risers before the A risers, to have more control in windy conditions)
8 With your right hand grab hold of the shackles at the top
of both A risers.
(l) C heck that you are holding the C risers which are between
the two D risers.
Now you're ready to go. (If you prefer, you can also do this
sequence the other way around by turning to the right. )

e

In Conclusion
I've seen many pilots crash as a result of ground handling and lau nching in strong winds. Some pilots seem to accept bad and dan gerous
take-offs and don't regard it as part of their flight. I have seen as man y
injuries from launch problems as accidents during flight, yet the crazy
thing is that practicing launch technique is easy as well as enjoyable,
so why don't people do it?
I strongl y recommend that all pilots not familiar with this
r::.:J
technique make the effort to practice and learn it. It could
one day save yo u from serious injury.
_
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CANUNGRA HG CLUB
CROSS COUNTRY CUP
DREW COOPER

I moved to the Gold Coast area at
the end of 1993 and Mt Tamborine
and Beechmont became my local
flying sites.
One of the first things I noticed
when on the radio with local pilots
was the lack of direction in their
XC flying. Although many of them
flew good distances, there was
an absence of forward planning.
This motivated me to donate a
yearly perpetual trophy for the XC
winner and Moyes Gliders assisted
by donating pewter mugs for 1st,
2nd and 3rd place as well as an
Encouragement Award.

From left to right: Dave Staver. Geoff Tulloch. Gordon Bieske. Jon Durand Snr and Jnr (front). Drew Cooper
and Glen McLeod celebrate at the Canungra RSL.

in the air, rather than ruin the day, you can
make the most of it by flying another (ask,
still taking turnpoint photos. You will suffer
a 10% penalty in this case, but after all, this
is not a world championship.
Your score is taken from the best 3 flights
of the year, starting at the club's Xmas party
and finishing with the presentation at the
next. The best part comes when the cup and
pewters are filled up with drinks and passed
around all night at our Xmas party, making
for one of the best rages of all time.
The results for the last 4 years were:

ur scoring system was developed
from similar XC comps run
annually in Austria and Germany.
The system can be weighted differently in
different areas to suit local flying conditions.
It starts with 1 point per kilometre for
undeclared open distance and a 10% bonus
for a photographic declaration, 1.3 pts/Ian
for a declared turnpoint or goal achieved,
1.7 pts/Ian for out and return or flat triangles
and 2 pts/Ian for FAI triangles (no leg
shorter than 28% of the total distance).
After 4 years of competition, nobody had
scored any triangles, as they are very difficult
in this area. This year we therefore changed
the values for out and return and flat triangles
to 2 points and for FAI triangles to 2.5 points.
The task is nominated on launch by writing
down your name, turn points and the date;
one photo of this gets you started. If you
decide this to be the wrong task once yo u're

O
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1994
1st
Gordon Bie ske
2nd
Glen McLeod
3rd
Dave Staver
Encouragement Award Speedy
1995
1st
Drew Cooper
2nd
Jon Durand Snr
3rd
Gordon Bi eske
Encouragement Awards Tony Giamichele
Dave Sakrewski
1996
1st
Jon Durand Snr
2nd
Gordon Bieske
3rd
Geoff Tulloch
4th & Encouragement Jon Durand Jnr
1991
1st
Jon Durand Snr
2nd
Jerry Furnell
3rd
Gordon Bieske
Encouragement Award Danny Angel

Points:

496.7

636.7

503.1

637.6

This year's current leader is Speedy with 530
points and months to go yet!
I like to think that the XC Cup has
helped improve pilots' flying in this area.
Maybe everyone was improving anyway, but
it has most definitely raised the standard has
become an inspiration and XC flying is now
the focus around here. At this stage it is still
mostly the experienced pilots taking out the
trophies, but there are more and more flyers
knocking on the door every year to keep us
old boys on our toes. There is also a perpetual
trophy for site records which gets engraved
and passed on every time the old record gets
bowled over. Originally a club idea, this really
inspires you to "go for it" on the good days.
The longest flight in the area is 251km, however, there are a number of flights over 200km.
Judy Durand (part red-Indian and medicine
woman to the club), also presents a beautifully braided feather for every first 100km or
100 mile flight flown in hang gliders. (Our
paragliding fraternity have also started an XC
Cup over the last couple of years and receive
feathers for their distance flights, but I'll leave
it to them to tell their story.)
This is a competition with prizes, but at
its heart is the idea to improve task setting,
assessing conditions, XC flying and, most
importantly, the joy of riding back to
Canungra, high from a great day's flying
with all your buddies, a few beers for the
road, lots of stories of the day's adventure n
and a few lies and laughs as well.
~

\!Cbe (!t)rber of tbe 3&aben
and making the most o f Insurance
ROBERT DEGROOT
years ago a group of us flying for Australia arrived at Grandfather Mountain in North Carolina. A seemingly unlikely
spot to fly compared ro Californian sites, but they had a prize
there - The Order of the Raven. You could become an 'elite' member
of the Order by staying in the air for more than 1 hour. The take-off
isn't high above the landing, but the mountain is the highest around Gust).
It had a strange majestic feel about it. Most of us flew for more than 2
hours on the first flight and it was magic; the locals, of course, agreed.
Because of their site's unique task, we carne to know this special place.
We joined them in their favourite challenge and our presence raised their
credibility. For the time, the meeting was important for the gradual
process of lifting our "crazy" kind of flying into a more respectable
public view. Much water has flowed beneath that bridge since then.
Recently, Steve Hocking, Hon. Secretary NSWHGPA, has continued this important trend by achjeving a status for our sport with the
NSW State Government that allows personal insurance for our pilots
on an equal basis with other mainstream SportS (see last Skysailor). A
fantastic benefit of being a collective body of pilots. Steve sees this as
having potential value in addition to provirung relief to those and their
families who might need to claim on this insurance. He would like it to
be a catalyst for reinforcing a cohesive body of pilots and for membership growth, perhaps so our sport might rise further in the public view
to the deserving status of an enlightening safe sport that develops
equanimity, courage, respect and understanding for the rhythms of
the sun, earth and sky.
It is important for those who administer the NSW Sporting Injuries
Insurance Scheme that sport groups have documented systems of practice and a network of events to legitimise the development of the sport's
safety and skills. This is, I believe, berund the eligibility reqwrement that
you participate in your sport with others - not on your own - in an
event or practicing for one. Therefore for starters, you must be a
registered member of a State club.
The Order of the Raven might show how to make the most of this
insurance. We could try local events, organised on a regular basis with
unavoidable fees and claim that we are always practicing for these events
regardless of where we might be flying. Bener still may be an event
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that's automatically "on" whenever the flying's on. If each club were to
simply describe and name, in writing, their most common, challenging,
delightful or unusual flight paths or tasks to be had from their local
sites, we would have an increruble selection of registered flying events
across the state for as long as the sun shines. Here could be a likely way
of developing more interactivity between pilots al1d their clubs. A way
of giving novice and intermediate pilots an eschalon of achievement
across the widest possible range of sites. Isn't this what safety and delight
in flying is all abom? By documenting their local flying goals, clubs
will create an encouraging reference for new pilots which can be embellished with comments by those who have achieved them; the details
of what conditions to look for, how to get there and, perhaps how to
not get there. This information could be kept as part of the club's site
gllide for visitors or as part of a welcoming letter for a new club member.
As gliders and skills improve, new flights can be added easily at any
time to keep evetyone interested. It would also be important that pilots
receive some recognition for their achievements, perhaps sew-on patches for harness or jacket. We would be participating in a continuous,
organised event of gaining more skill.
However, this remains inruvidualistic and doesn't offer new and
advancing pilots the benefits of the full scheme outlined above. There
are new skills for the advanced pilot to develop here. You might be able
ro set and adjust your own course well ahead of the field, but can you
hang back and guide a small group of pilots successfully to goal? Anyhow, it is doubly important that these local flight tasks be wrinen down
for the development of our sport's safety and skill level and for our
insurance and credibility. This scheme takes the best part of competition flying, the combined effort of flying toward a common goal, and
shifts it into free-flying withom the constraints of a comp format.
I believe the above type of organisation will help secure eligibility
under the Sporting Injuries Insurance Scheme while we participate in
our sport as we normally do. More importantly, it could give our sport
an extensive, stable network of skill development and mentor-friendship - much sought after by new and prospective pilots.
Comments would be much appreciated, either to Skysailor or
Robert deGroot (Pres. Stanwell Park HG Club), 43 The Drive,
Stanwell Park NSW 2508, ph: 02 42942173, fax: 02 42943788, n
email: rdegroot@ozemail.com.au
a.1

Get your ENTRY in early

#!Forbes
Flatlanc:ls 9 9
$200 before 20 Nov 98 • $230 thereafter
For further Details see Competitions & Events

Name :
_____ . __ .................... ... .... _.. .... __ . .. __ . _.. ' _....... _........ .
Address: .... . . . . ........ . ... .. .. .. ..... _ ... ..... . ...... . ... ... .... .. .. ...... _..... .
Glider Model : ... _. _........ . ................... . . .. .. .. . ... . ... .. ... ....... .... .. . . .
Colours: .... .. . ...................... _.. _...... _. .
_............... . _ . . ... . . .
Glider Number (if already numbered): ..... . ..... ...... _.. _... _... ___ .. __ . __ ........ .
Pilot Rating: ........ _.... . __ .. ______ .... . ... ..... .. . ..... ... ... . . . ..... ..... _...... .
HGFA Membership #: .... _ .... _ . _ ................. _ ...... . .. _ . _ ... _ ... __ . _____ ... _ ..
Send Entries to: Forbes Flatlands1999, 1146 Botany Road, Botany NSW 2019
Skysai lor 33
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* Restricted Licence Courses

* Intermediate Skills Courses
* Paramotor Endorsement Courses
* Introductory Tandem Flights
* Gift Vouchers
* Weekend Tours

contact us for all your Paragliding needs:
Tel/Fax: (02) 42949065
Mobile: (018) 864083
E-Mail: spc@ffa .com .au

. .
th Net at: www.ffa.com.au/spC
or VISit us on e

Harmony DHV 1-2, ACPUL Standard
The Perfect First Canopy

http://www.airea.de/

Session DHV 1-2
The brand-new AiREA SESSION combines above average performance with fun and
very safe flight characteristics.

Fusion DHV-2, AFNOR Standard
The New Performance Intermediate

Aspect DHV 2, ACPUL Standard

Alto Sport ACPUL Performance
Still available

For relaxed cruising in thermals to no-stress soaring in the evening breeze.

xxx DHV-3, AFNOR Competition
The SHAPE launches and flies like an Intermediate with a wide safety margin. Without
stress but with a lot of get up and go!

The new Competition Wing for 1998

Tension DHV 2-3, ACPUL Performance
The TENSION is a very special performance machine for "formula 1"
paragliding.

Fat Willie DHV 1-2, ACPUL Biplace

fI,."".'.

Fat Willie shines with launching behaviour that always offers a large safety margin,
even in adverse conditions. All of the flying characteristics are optimised for the
http://www.insinet.it/fly
special demands of tandem flying and offer a superior safety potential. Extraordinary
high load capacity (certified up to 250 kg)
~ _____ ~ _ ~,_~_

Power Jet47kg thrust, TOW 22kg

r ;IY Products are at the fore front of Paramotoring
due to the innovative design. Ongoing development
and extensive flight testing ensure that you get the
best value for money paramotor available on the
Australian market today.

Other Models Available:
- Power Plus,
- Power 130
- Power 115
- Power 95
- Power 70
- competition versions

Contact us for a video, info pack or test fly today!!

Trike Baseattaches to the
Power range of
motors, so you
can take off &
land on wheels.

Free Flying

MID NORTH COAST HG &
PG AsSOCIATION SITE GUIDE
LEE S COT T (Secretary)

T

he fo llowing guide will hel p yo u find the most diverse array of sites in Austral ia and
el iminate excuses for not contacting the local cl ub pilots and obeying the simple site
rules. Lately, a couple of sites have been under threar from selfish overseas and H GFA pilors
and we do nor wish to lose these sires because of a minori ry bWlCh.
To fl y our sites yo u'll need to contact the following pilots who are available mosr days.
You'll also need to pay a yearly fee of $ 1O. To fly all our sites you need this membership
(National Parks and council rangers will enforce the club membership).
Contacts:
Lee Scott
High Adve nture Airpark
02 6556 5265
N igel Lelean
Lake Cathie
02 6585 4723
Dale D avis
Laurieton
026559771 6
Trevor Kee
Wauchope
02 6586 4800
We welcome all pilots and yo u'll find our local pilots friendly and helpful to all forms
of flight. Transport up the hills is ve ry organised.

North Brother Mountain
Height
Direction:
Season to fly:
XC potential:
Best XC:
Average XC:
Access:
Rating:
Dangers:

Site rule:

1,600ft asl, 1,580ft agl
NE to E
All year
November - April
70km
40-50km
2-wheel drive sealed road,
15 minutes to landing area
Novice·advance
Beware if wind is from the north, bad
rotor on TO. Landing paddock has a
severe Venturi effect, when seabreeze
kicks in and produces severe turbulence
and bad penetration can be experienced.
Must have key to landing paddock,
strictly no landing in football oval.
Contact local pilots

Middle Brother Mountain
Height
Direction:
Season to fly:
XC potential:
Best XC:
Average XC:
Access:
Rating:
Dangers:

Site rule:

1,800ft asl, 1,740ft agl
East face SE, south launch SW
All year
August· April
88km
4O·50km
2 wheel drive dirt road, 10 minutes
to landing area
Novice - advance
Landing paddock has wind shadow
due to high trees. One farmer is very
aggressive towards pilots. Find out
where the LZs are!
Contact local pilots

Little Nellies
Height
Direction:
Season to fly:
XC potential:
Best XC:
Average XC:
Access:
Rating:
Dangers:
Site rule:

1700 feet ASL, 1580 agl.
SW to W, 9km soarable ridge
Winter to spring
As above
80km
40km
2-wheel drive dirt road, 30 minutes
to landing area
Novice - advance
Beware if wind is from the NW and beware of powerlines on approach to LZ.
Contact local pilots

O'Neils Hill (Long Flat)
Height

1,500ft asl, 1,100ft agl
treeless site top landing
Direction:
N, NE to E face
Season to fly: November - April
XC potential: November - March
Best XC:
50km
Average XC: 40km
Access:
4·wheel drive only, 10 minutes
to landing area
Rating:
Novice· advance
Dangers:
Beware, landing paddock has a severe
Venturi effect when seabreeze kicks in.
Landing area produces severe
turbulence and bad penetration can be
experienced. Powerline on approach.
Site rule:
Must have permission from farmer to
fly, as you have to drive past his house
to get to the top. Strictly only 4WD.
Contact local pilots

Seaview
1,500ft asl, 800ft agl, treeless site best
for paragliders, a 20m steep walk up
to launch.
Direction:
N, NWface
Season to fly: September - March
XC potential: October· March
Best XC:
80km
Average XC: 40km
Access:
2-wheel drive sealed road, 10 minutes
to landing area
Novice - advance
Rating:
Dangers:
Beware of landing area powerlines
and main road just below launch. Wait
for cars to go past before la unching.
Site rule:
Contact local pilots
Height

Diamond Head
150ft asl, 600ft asl, great coastal site,
top landings for PG & HG
Direction:
NE, E, SE and due S
Season to fly: All year
XC potential: Only when unstable SE
Best XC:
15km
Average XC: 3km
Access:
2 wheel drive dirt road, 10 minutes to
landing area
Rating:
Novice - advance
Dangers:
Beware when flying onto other faces
Height

Site rule:

that wind is the correct direction for
that face. Front cliffs have no landings.
The NE site is best suited to paragliders
due to the long walk to TO. All TOs
have good launches for PG & HG.
Contact local pilots and no dogs in
National Parks

Pilot Beach
150ft asl, launch too small for
paragliders. Great coastal ridge
Direction:
NNE to NE
Season to fly: September - May
XC potential: None
Best XC:
None
Average XC: None
Access:
2·wheel drive sealed road, 10 minutes
to landing area
Novice - advance
Rating:
Dangers:
Beware: No landing directly below
launch. Always go left of launch first.
Site rule:
Contact local pilots, no dogs in Parks.
Paragliders can launch from the Pilot
Beach training hill only when wind is
from NNE or handtow onto ridge. MUST
have key to unlock gate on ramp!
Height:

Bonny Hills
130ft asl, treeless site easy top
landings. 100m walk up to launch.
Direction:
SE
Season to fly: September· March
XC potential: None
Best XC:
None
Average XC: None
Access:
2-wheel drive sealed road, 10 minutes
to landing area
Rating:
Novice - advance
Dangers:
Don't have too much fun
Site rule:
Contact local pilots
Height

Shelly Beach
Height

150ft asl, long coastal ridge
(Port Macquarie)
N, NE face
Direction:
Season to fly: September - May
XC potential: October - March
Best XC:
20km
Average XC: 4km
Access:
2-wheel drive sealed road,
10 minutes to landing area
Rating:
Intermediate - advance
Dangers:
Beware when doing the coast
run and pay attention to wind direction
and height when
skipping from one beach to
another. Ta ke·off is sometim es difficult
when strong, as left wing
is in dead air. Paragliders should only
fly wh en light to moderate,
as houses and powerlines are directly
behind. In mid-summer
there are lots of people on
the beach!
Site rule:
Conta ct local pilots

T he above sites are all within a
20km radius from Laurieton township.
Please note: All our sites are suitable
for paragliding and hang gliding unless stated
otherwise.
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Dimbulah Tow Training

To fly or nc

LANCE KEOUGH

Holding down a job and a uni place,
Damian hasn't much time to fly at
present, but lots of time to think
about Skysailor, gliders, the
universe and everything ...
times I notice the correspondence in
Skysailor relating to the quality and
quantity of the magazine. This is a
poim of concern to some readers. Indeed, it
is a point of concern to myself Please let me
clarifY: In looking at this I have found that the
quality certainly has imptoved, of this there is
no doubt. It's a good magazine of top quality.
A credit to those who have managed it before
and now. As far as quantity (I stress that I only
make reference to this because I was under the
impression, from specific points of debate regarding the magazine becoming a six issue per
annum publication, that it would expand in
size.*), it hasn't increased by any foreseeable
amount at all (based on an average of page
numbers, not text). That is, aro und 40 pages.
In addressing this problem I have come up
with the following solution. H ere are some
words constructing some sentences (debatable)
which may be of some interest (or not) and
which may be published (Of not).
Fortunately, I am a member (though I
think I may be unfinancial at this time, oops!)
of one of the most friendly social and sporting clubs I have ever come into contact with:
The Canungra Hang Gliding C lub. Unfortunately, recently I have returned to study
at university part time and whilst holding a
full time job, doing 24hr rotational shift work
which often sees me out of town, it is difficult
to find time to fly. When time is available I
procrastinate over whether conditions are good
enough for something more than a sleddie,
as I always have some study or other work to
do. This has reduced my flying time significantly this year and, not to mention, the important social aspect has been reduced to zero
(Hi everyone!). As such I rely more and more
on Skysailor for my fix of flying fun - thus
my point of concern: I consume the
magazine in about half an hour!
Now to the guts of my ramblings I intend
on purchasing a new glider because mine is
somewhat old, though still very capable. By
all accounts it's an int/adv glide. (Foil 170B
Racer) and I am an intermediate pilot. I still

~
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eautiful sunny sight - six set-up gliders,
greeted us at the strip first thing in the
orning. Bridles were being attached
and briefing began. "I'm aiming to train
you in all the different jobs there are",
Steve Ruffles said at the outset, and from
the start, this is what he did ... Finally,
''Any questions?"
Bernie Zwahlen had done a magnificent
job updating the pay-out winch. Now driven
at a faster speed, it is capable of winding in
the released towline while it is still in the air.
An additional starter switch was mounted
on the engaging handle; an ingenious and
really effective spool-on control could now
be operated with the other hand (The
children had loaned their bike bell for the
drum turning chime). So here was Steve,
operating the brake with the new, higherpressure gauge, Lisa as tow driver, Joe Reys
in his harness - and then he was airborne.
Others to follow were David Beattie
(from Victoria), Darren Ward, Russell Krautz
and Akira. The team worked so well together
that 36 tows were carried out for the day.
And what a lot oflearning that meant!
Meanwhile the sharing of training and
abilities enabled Brod Osborne to take
some others of the team aloft in Steve's
trike. The weather was perfect again this
day. Only very slight turbulence was
n
caused by trees near the strip.
aJ

Top sequence: Russell Krautz launches
under Brad Osborne's steadying hand.
Left: Cairns club members inspect
the new improved winch.
Photos: Lance Keough
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to fly? There is no question.
DAM lEN GATES

have a problem landing in small, confined
areas, even though I generally land well and as
my flying opportuni ties regress I may not be
maintaining even these skills. The glider flies
well, is easy ro handle and has taken me XC
(Woohoo!). I want to maintain a reasonable
potential in this area with my purchase.
In considering these points, especially skill,
I am not ready to purchase an advanced glider.
So intermediate or novice it is then. Now, having read the articles on skyfloating and the
potential for fun and even competition with
these gliders, I was almost convinced this is
the way I would go. Yet alas, I know I would
long for that little extra glide and aero- and
ground towing are always on the cards whenever available. So an intermediate it will be.
Which type? Screech thump! Just hit a
brick wall. You see, I am a Big Unit - a threefigure weight range. Such criteria are gro unds
for recruitment in whar has been referred too
(and so adopted) as "Team Ugly" - other Big
Units and myself There are no new intermediates avai lable (except from the USA) which
comfortably accommodate a hook- in weight
of, say 125kg, leaving a reasonably achievable
c1imbrate, with acceptable gl ide for my tastes

DELTA SKY
m2
m
m

Lines Diameter

mm
kg
kg
kmlh
kmlh

Min. lake off weighl
Max. lake off weioht
Min . SDeed
Max. Sneed
UD
Classification
Test
Category

Ask yourself if you will get the most out of
it. Wi ll you really need the potential it has?
Will you be able to even harness that potencial?
Is the potential of performance in one area
offSet by the performance in others (like climbrate vs glide ratio). Once you find yo urself
pushing the limits of your glider then take a
step up. That's one step. I'm about to step
back. This will give me the confidence to fly
safely and be able to enjoy flying rather than
grasp for something more, which I don't
necessarily need to fulfill my desire. Who
knows what the future may bring? Maybe
one day I'll be competitive and flying a state
of the art advanced glider. Nevertheless, I
won't miss anything along the way. There's
plenty of time. As long as I can run down
a hill I can fly. Come to think of it, I don't
even need to be able to do that.
To fly or not to fly? There is no question.
It is a redundant question. It is enigma. It is
real. It is surreal. It is nothing. It is
n
everything. Fly. Just fly.
aJ

* 1 can anI] print what 1 receive. If members
aren't happy with the contents or quantity, why
not sit down and write an article? The Ed

European Quality at an affordable price

Technical data for DELTA SKY Paragllders
Flat Area
Flat Span
Max. DeDlh
ASDecl Ralio
Cell Number

and are towable, aero and ground. There is,
however, one in production , which looks like
the one I will buy when it is released.
My main point is tl1is. While pondering
all these questions, I thought about why I fly
and what I want to ach ieve from flying. I
found myself subscribing to the idea that I
needed to go higher, faster and further. T his,
in fact is what I want and intend to do. The
catch is to do it within my capabi lities and to
fulfill my expectations. They are enjoyment
with a bit of a challenge thrown in. It is as
rewarding as you make it.
After all , our learned paragliding sisters
and brothers don't fly as fast or as fur (generally),
but they go as high and have the benefit of
being able to land in more areas and stay
aloft in lighter stuff. I know they're having
just as much fun - tl1ey're always smiling.
I applaud the idea of having more
standard categories in competitions. Now I
might have to get a GPS, can1era and enter
one. Maybe even be competitive.
If you are a low hours recreational pilot
don't be ro quick to go aI1ead and buy an
advanced glider, if at all. Noth ing takes the
shine off a good flight like a bad landing.

I YANG 28 I YANG 31 I FANCY 28
28.6
9.8
3.3
3.4
32
1.5/1.7
65
85
22
38
5.3
beginner
LAA
A

31
10.6
3.3
3.6
34
1.511.7
85
105
22
38
5.5
beginner
LAA
A

I FANCY 301

aUlx 26 I aUlx 281 aUIX31 I DIVINE 27 I
27.47
12.13
2.88
5.3
63
1.111.5/1.7
75
90
23
50
8.3

kg
IHP
kg
kg

direct

Reduction
Propeller Diameter
Petrol tank ca Dacity
Propeller blades
Start. manual
Start. electric
Cage

em.
L

Contact: Jos Weemaes
RMB 1715
River Road
GOORAMADDA 3685 vic
tel. 02- 60 265658
fax. 02- 60 268658
email: jweemaes@albury.net.au
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75
4
5800
38
13
SOLO 210
70
6
2

standard
optional
fixed

DIVINE 31 IDIVINE 26 I

MAXI

29.2
12.73
2.9
5.55
66
1.111 .5/1 .7
90
105
23
50
8.4

30.93
13.33
2.9
5.74
69
1.111.5/1 .7
105
120
23
50
8.5

42.3
14
3.66
4.6
49
1.112.0
130
210
25

advanced

28
11.15
3.07
4.45
44
1.111 .511 .7
65
85
22
40
6.5

29.6
11 .68
3.07
4.61
46
1.111.511 .7
80
100
22
40
6.5

26.43
11 .11
2.83
4.67
48
1.511 .7
60
80
22
45
7.3

28
11 .83
2.84
4.9
51
1.5/1 .7
80
95
22
45
7.5

31
12.34
2.96
4.9
51
1.5/1.7
95
110
22
45
7.5

intenn.

interm.

Intenn.

interm.

interm.

advanced

LAA
A

LAA
A

LAA
B

LAA
B

LAA
B

SHY

SHY

I performance

performance

Technlcat data for DELTA SKY Para-motors L.:11=CAc::R..:.:U:.:S:...:8:;:5_ _ _.....:.:IC:::.A.::..R"'U.::.S...;.10~8,--_ _-"IC:::.A.::..R;.=.U.::.
S .=;135
Max. Pilot Weight
IMax. Power
Max. Power at RPM
Max. Thrust
Weight
Engine. 2 stroke

DIVINE 29

90
lH
6000
48
18
SOLO 210
1:2.5
100
6
4

standard
oplional
detachable

120

'0

6000
55
21
SOLO 210
1:3
120
6
4
Slandard
QEllonal
delachable

please note:
Due to exchange rate variations, the above Quoted prices can vary slightly.
Individual quotations are ex our office in Gooramadda (N.E. Victoria), include
sales tax and are firm for 30 days.
We can supply you with an ICARUS 108 video for $20.- • just send a

advanced

26.47
12.74
2.55
6.13
75
.4/.6/1 .0
75
95
25
63
9
compo

6.5
tandem

B

C

T

Pricing as per 15 August 1998
Paragllders
YANG
FANCY
aUlx
DIVINE
DIVINE 26R
MAXI

Para-motors

$
$
$
$
$
$

ICARUS 85
ICARUS 108
ICARUS 135

Opllons

ElectriC start

Harness

Sky Let-2
Sky Sprint
Sky Jet

Paragllder bag
Para glider back protector

50

2. 717
2,952
3. 422
3,657
4,103
4,126

4 .387
5.562
5.796
866

$

406
499
546

$
$

171
200

$
$

cheque to the adjacent address
25'/. deposit is required on placement of the order with the remainder before delivery.
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o PERATIONS

MANAGER'S REPORT

Napoleon said: "If I always appear prepared,
it is because before entering on an undertaking,
I have meditated for long and have foreseen
what may occur. It is not genius which reveals
to me suddenly and secretly what I should do
in circumstances unexpected by others; it is
thought and preparation."
Adapted to flying safety, Napoleon recognised
the inherent value and importance of knowledge,
thought and preparation - three key safety
tenets. Plan your actions ahead of time and
think about what you're doing. Is it safe and
sensible? If not - don't do it.

at Chelan in the USA recently. Willi was well
known to Aussie pilots, (his wife Vincene is an
ex-pat Aussie). He will be sadly missed.
Following is a precis of a report posted by
Davis Straub via his "Oz Report" web site
(available via email at: ozreport-request@
kurious.org). Davis relates the circumstances
of the accident with the aid of witnesses.
"Willi launched from Ants the Pants (Chelan).
The lift was light, Willi was flying near the hill,
and he was flying slow. Peter states that he
was flying "deep into his brakes."
Flying any paraglider slow next to the hill in
thermal conditions is taking a chance. If you
experience a coli active recovery by the pilot.
The paraglider will drop as it spins.
Willi didn't immediately throw his recovery
chute when he experienced a collapse and
spin close to the hill, but tried to get the
paraglider to start flying. He didn't have
enough altitude to accomplish this task."

HGFA Operational Recommendations

A number of pilots have asked what operational
and regulatory changes will come if the proposed merger with the GFA occurs. The answer
is none. An amalgamation will definitely lead to
changes to the administration of our sports,
but certainly not operational.
However, I would expect that there will be more
instances of HGFA and GFA aircraft operating
together as the members of the new organisation come to appreciate the many similarities
between our sports. This is already happening
in some areas.
The Regulatory Review currently being carried
out by CAS A will lead to some rationalisation
ofthe regulations of all sport aircraft, though
this has nothing to do with the GFA/HGFA
amalgamation proposal.

The HGFA Operations Manual contains many
mandatory requirements and recommendations
in regard to the operation of our aircraft and
the use of safety equipment. Legally it is a fine
line between a requirement and a recommendation. During the recent HGFA Board meeting
it was suggested that I clarify the legal ramifications of ignoring any of the HGFA recommendations. Though I am not a lawyer, I have been
advised that a pilot who ignores a recommendation could be found negligent in the event of
an injury or loss to another party as a result of
an accident related to failure to comply with a
recommendation . The ramifications ofthis are
unlikely to impact on an individual member,
though it is particularly relevant when it comes
to instruction or passenger carriage.
As an example, the wearing of helmets and
carriage of parachutes (if operating above
300ft) are HGFA recommendations (Section
6.4.1 of the Operations Manual). I have heard
of an instance where an instructor has been
conducting passenger carrying training flights
without carrying a parachute. In the event of
an accident that resulted in an injury to the
passenger (that may have been prevented
should a parachute have been carried). the
instructor would be deemed to be negligent.
Recommendations are put in place to promote
safety, to ignore such recommendations is
foolhardy.

Another International Fatality

Back-protectors

World renowned hang glider and para glider
pilot Willi Mueller was killed whilst competing

I note that back-protectors are now mandatory
for paraglider pilots flying in Austria (including

Accident Reports
I have been working over recent weeks to
update the HGFA Accident Database. In my
next report I will provide an analysis ofthe
accidents reported over recent years. The
numbers of reported accidents are down a
little -I ask that if you have not reported an
accident in recent years that you do so now.
An Accident Report Form can be found in
Appendix 3 of the HGFA Operations Manual.

GFA Amalgamation
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visiting pilots). Many other European countries
are considering similar regulations. Though the
HGFA has no similar requirement, I strongly
recommend that back-protection is used. The
number of lower back injury accidents
occurring indicate that not to use back
protection is running an unnecessary risk.

Kazakstan Report
An Aussie pilot working in Kazakstan sent me
the following report:
"I had a serious flying incident on Sunday 26
JulV Incident, not accident... well, you decide.
I broke nothing. The glider broke its left leading
edge and left upright.
Up at Ushkinur a day of flying for a large group
of Ikarus club members. I did my hang check
early because I was in another glider this time,
an older Aeros Stealth from the Ukraine. I was
using an extra hang loop to get the length right.
The loop was folded in half through the normal
hang loop and my carabiner was locked through
both ends. I didn 't bother with the reserve loop
since it was just some bits of old rope knotted
together and would break if pulled on. Oleg
laughed at me and insisted the safety should
be used. I said it wouldn 't take the weight and
shouldn 't be relied on. He just continued to open
my carabiner and looped in the old ropes. That's
where I made my mistake: I made no 2nd hang
check, assuming that Oleg couldn't get it wrong.
Like normal, I never un clip my harness from the
glider after I check the suspension. In 99% of
launches I do a 2nd hang check on launch. In
Europe and Kaz they are very slack about the
final hang check and so I've been getting
slack too.
I returned to the glider after letting off some
"ballast" and got in the harness. I pick up the
glider and stepped up to launch. I raised the
glider, levelled the wings and did a normal
launch. The glider behaved normally for the first
2m. It rose up to height where I rotate my hand
grip, but then it rose out of my grip. "/'m not
clipped in, " I said to myself, not understanding
how it had happened. I let go of the glider and
rolled unharmed further down the slope. Now
if this had been Mt Buffalo or the east face of
Cape Byron, I'd be dead or worse, seriously
injured. Luckily for me, it was a Stanwell Park
like launch with a rolling slope past the edge.
The glider continued without me and made a
short flight. I had expected to see it turn back
into the hill and not damage itself too much.
Rather, it did a right turn that developed into a
stalled sideslip, the nose rotated down, turning
into a dive which then developed into a left
sideslip and high speed dive. It went out of

view before it hit the ground. One of the locals
got it all on video tape.
I was completely unhurt. The glider sustained
a bent upright (where a sleeve had been inserted to patch a previous break) and a severely
bent nose batten. The most significant damage
was the severed left leading edge which had
broken on impact about 15cm from the nose
plate. This is where it would have hit the
ground. Judging from the sideslips and final
dive I don't think the glider was in a certifiable
configuration. I'm glad the hang loops weren't
connected. We spent the next 2 hours getting
the glider back up to the road. Quite a workout.
Next time I won't wear shorts - my legs were
badly scratched - and I swallowed so many
flies that I'm still coughing them up today. "
Comment:
The glider certainly sounds like it had some
major flight characteristic problems. It is to
avoid such problems that the HGFA recommends
that hang gliders (and paragliders) used in
Australia are certified models. We Aussies
tend to take it for granted that our hang gliders
will be pitch and roll- this assumption can not
be made of an uncertified glider model.

Accidents

reported in Europe and the USA (from the "Big
Air Paragliding Web Site" http://www.BigAir
ParaGliding.com). It is apparent that accident
causes are little different in other countries
than here in Australia .
Pilot Experience Level:
Glider:
Harness:
Helmet:

Intermediate
Intermediate
Airbag
Full Face

Description:
"I was ridge soaring in slight cross winds, along
the sand dunes/cliffs of Pacifica . I had come
close to sinking out, and was trying hard to
regain altitude by scratching the cliff and flying
at minimum sink. I made a 1800 left hand turn
and immediately upon releasing slightly on the
left brake to exit the turn, the glider stalled and
spun right. I smashed, back first into the cliff.
My airbag work as it was supposed to and I
was unhurt."
Analysis:
First, be aware oftriggering a stall. I didn'tfeel
this one coming. Second, be aware of how
rotors, even slight ones, can make the stall
itself unpredictable. Third, buy an airbag. I
have a feeling I could easily have fractured my
spine, were it not for the airbag.

No.1

Pilot:
Intermediate hang glider pilot
Experience:
75 hours
Aircraft:
High performance hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Broken arm
Aircraft Oamage:Nil
Weather:
15-18kt wind, slightly cross at
landing
Location:
Inland tow paddock
Description:
The woman pilot set up a landing into wind but
near to the ground turbulence turned her
slightly cross wind. As she flared the upwind
wing was lifted slightly and the glider nosed in.
As the nose-in occurred she had her arms fully
extended in front of her and her upper arm
was broken.
Comments:
Witnesses to this accident were surprised that
the pilot was injured - the nose-in did not
appear heavy enough to entail an injury.
Unfortunately this is a common injury type for
women hang glider pilots. It is not uncommon
for a woman's arms to "hyper" extend - that is
when the arm is pushed out straight the elbow
extends past 180 degrees. This tendency
results in it being very easy to break an upper
arm when nosing in. Ideally the arms should
be bent slightly prior to impact - easy to say!

More reports from OS
With the lesser degree of flying through winter
here in the southern hemisphere, there have
been few accidents reported. I therefore include
a several accidents that have been recently

Pilot Experience Level:
Glider:
Harness:
Helmet:

Advanced
Comp (X tra)
Apco Top Secura
with airbag
Full Face

Description:
He took off for soaring at 30km/h wind, the hill
wasn't smooth and the wind wasn't so stable.
Some parts of the lift band were really turbulent
because of trees and rocks at the bottom. He
was very close to the turbulent part of the band
and needed to push the speedbar to stay in
front of the hill. After he pushed, he had a big
asymmetrical tuck (60%). Although a very experienced pilot (8 years of flying). he couldn't
recover from the tuck and avoid the canopy
turning. It was an unrecoverable tuck. He was
nearly 20m away from the hill and as he saw
he was about to hit the hill, he weightshifted to
the other tucked side to turn more and avoid a
frontal crash. After 2 turns, he hit the hill with
his back and smashed L3 vertebra.
Analysis:
He was too close to the hill for a reserve or total
inflation of airbag, the canopy was a comp wing,
the wind was strong and turbulent, the use of
the speedbar made the situation worse. There
was only back plate to absorb the shock in his
harness. Although he seemed quite OK after the
crash, except for a little pain in his back (hadn't
seemed to have broken anything). people kept
him unmoved in his harness till the ambulance
arrived. Now, 2 months later, he manages to
stand up and has a chance to walk again.

Pilot Experience Level:
Glider:
Harness:
Helmet:

Beginner/Novice
Intermediate
Back Protection
Open Face

Description:
As I launched from the mountain top in 15km/h
winds, I started to soar smooth lift from the 700m
agl mountain face, waiting for my HG friend to
join me. The soaring band was limited to 350m
between a high voltage powerline and huge
bushes. 20min after take off, as I was about to
turn 1800 from the bushes, I noticed strong lift
and decided to continue over the bushes. A few
seconds later I was in strong turbulen ce and
as I started to turn ba ck the canopy collapsed
asymetrically. My efforts to re-inflate resulted
in a full stall. I threw my reserve and landed
safely just one second after the emergency
parachute opened.
Analysis:
The weather was cold and I was wearing thick
clothes. I could hardly connect the buckles, so
when I launched, I noticed I was swinging in
the harness. I also didn't connect my cross
straps for efficient weightshift turns, so the
glider became very sensitive to turbulence. I
believe this incident could have easily been
avoided with proper clothing, a better adjusted
harness and more active flying (I had not flown
for 6 months).
Pilot Experience Level:
Glider:
Harness:
Helmet:

Beginner/Novice
PO Eole
N/A
Full Face

Description:
After ironically uttering the first rule of paragliding, "Never make the instructor look bad," I
started my forward launch. My new Eole rose
into the 5kt wind and promptly stalled. The end
result: A six inch gash on my right knee and
multiple lacerations to my right arm. After
gathering up myself and the wing, I flew to the
bottom, where the first aid was. I was lucky,
my instrutor was coincidentally EMT certified.
With his help only the weekend was ruined .
Analysis:
My lack of experience on a brand new wing
was a major factor (I had only flown it for a
60sec sled ride) My inflation practice with it
was no match for the real deal. Another factor
was my decision to wear hot weather clothing .
Granted, one should always wear protective
clothing, but long pants and long sleeved shirts
in 90°F+ is an Eticket to Dehydration City. I
guess it's true, "Experience is what we get
only after we need it."
Fly safely,
Craig Worth
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f t~st alia Schedule of Fees

Hang Gliding Federaf

PO Box 558, Tumut NSW>2 2!l Phone: 069- 2888, Fax: 069-474328
HGFA Polo Shirt with embrOidered logo
in navy, green. white (sizes 16-22)
$30
HGFA Rugby Top with embroidered logo
in navy. green, grey (sizes 16-22)
$50
Cap with HGFA colour logo
in red. blue. black. navy. green
$15
HGFA colour logo embroidered badge
$6
HGFA logo car sticker (no postage)
$1.50
HGFA Hang Gliding Training video
123 minutes)
HGFA Competitions Manual
1998 Hang Gliding Grand Prix Series
video (140 minutes)
HGFA Pilot Training Workbooks

Compulsory Annual Fee Structure
Membership Fee
12 months (FULL) HGFA Membership

$110

plus State & Regional Development Levies
West Australia
South Australia
Victoria. Tasmania & Queensland

$25
$30
$20

ACT
$35
New South Wales
$35
New Member Joining Fee
incL 1st pilot certif. & m/ship package $30
Family Membership (12 months)
$60
(plus State & Regional Development Levy)
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$80
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
$50
FAI Sporting Licence. incL competitions
manual. FAI Badge & Records pack
$10

$30
$10
$45
$5

CertifIcate & Insui:J,ce Fees
P.owered Operations InsuraQce Levy
$20
Passenger Endorsement annual renewal$175
Instructor Certificates annual renewal $175
Combined Instructor with Passenger
Carrying Endorsement annual renewal $300
Microlight Aircraft Registration
Initial Registration. valid 5 years
$200
Microlight Aircraft Registration Renewal.
with 5 yearly inspection documentation $100
Skysailor Subscription. for non-members
only. 12 months subscription
$55
Skysailor Overseas Airmail
$35
International Pilot Proficiency Identification
IPPI Card for overseas flying
$10
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Operations Manual Binder $15
HGFA Log Book
$5

Training Facility - InspectIOn
and/or Approval lee'
$80
Microlight Instructor Examination & checkflights (payable to Microlight Examiner) $50
Level 1 Club Coach (Valid for 4 years
Issue & renewal- includes FAI
Sporting Licence. manuals. etc)
$30
Level 2 Competitions Coach (incL ACC training
course. registration & manuals. etcY
$30
Please add $3 postage & packing for all
orders. Bulk orders sent C. 0.0. Cheque,
money order, bankcard. visa and mastercard
accepted. phone orders welcome. Actual
prices may vary from those shown. Terms.
payment with order Delivery 14 days when
ex stock.
, Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus
travel expenses (max. $250 per inspection/approval).
, Includes all updated material from Levell.

Membership Application
PletlSe complete in BLOCK letters
Surname ________________________ Given Names
Address
____________________________________________________ State __________________ Postcode _ _ _ __
Birth Date ___________ Home Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Work Phone
Club _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Occupation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sex M / F

Please read and sign Membership Declaration below
PletlSe provide the following information and tick appropriate boxes:
HGFA Number (if known):

Instructor

Membership Type: New Member
Visiting Pilot Member
Discipline:
Hang Gliding

D
D
D

Renewal
Short Term Member
Paragliding

D
D
0

Re-joining Member
Subscription Only
Microlighting

D
0
0

Family Member

D

Parascending

D

Membership Declaration (must be signed to gain membership)
I, the undersigned, wish ro apply for renewal of my HGFA membership and HGFA Pilot Certificatels and Endorsements.
Please note: The constitution provides for a limitation of liability no persons such as officers, instructors, safety or duty officers and competition organisers and their
helpers to an amount which can actually be recovered under the HGFA insurance policy. If for any reason no amount is recoverable, the liability is nil.
I understand that membership entitles me

to

Pilot Certificates and Endorsements ro operate tile specified aircraft in accordance with Civil Aviation Regulations and the

HGFA Operations Manual and Third Party Liability Insurance within Australia ($1 ,000 excess).
I am aware that the HGFA is assisted by the Australian Sports Commission, and as a result understand that the HGFA Doping Policy condemns the use of performance
enhancing substances as both dangerous ro health and contrary ro the ethics and ideals of sport.
I hereby agree

to

abide by the constitution, rules and regulations of the HGFA.

Member's Signature ______________________________________________________________ Date

Payment Details
HGFA Membership fees ($ IlO Full or $55 Family, $30 Joining fee) (For family members, please provide name offoll member with whom you reside.)

$ _____

Regional Development Levy (Determined by your State/Region ofresidence - see above)

$ ______

Weightshifr Microlight Levy ($20) (For HG & PG motorised endorsement also)

$_---

Total Amount due (and enclosed)

$_- - -

I wish to pay by: C heque 0 Postal Order D Credit Card D

Card Number______ _______ /_______ / _______ Expiry Date --~/

(Visa, MasterCard. Bankcard only)
Cardholders name ___________________ Cardhol.ders Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dated_ _ _ _ _ __
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888. Fax: 069-474328
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New South Wales continued

ACT/NSW

hanRggliding"
para gliding

New South Wales continued

PLEASE CONSIDER

BYRON AIRWAVES

LAKE KEEPIT SOARING CLUB

Hang Gliding School

If, after you're soaring flight, you'd rather
land on a 5x5 tyre than your size 9 shoes -

We offer

Tarago Flight Park
TI, hours from Sydney
• Introductory Courses
• Full License Courses
• Refresher Courses
• Ground Towing Courses
• Aerotowing Courses
• Cross Country Courses
• Cross Country Tours
The last weekend of each month is an open
towing weekend. All pilots are welcome
and tow endorsements can be obtained.
Agents for Moyes and Airborne
Demo gliders available
Call Tove on 02 4849 4516 or 015 269376.
Canberra Hang Gliding and Paragliding
Centre, chgpgc@goulbum.neta
E-mail address is chgpgc@goulbum.netau

New South Wales

AIR SUPPORT
HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING

As well as training, we also offer many
ranges of gear, including custom made
AIR SUPPORT harnesses. Enquire for
brochures and price lists for new or 2nd
hand gear. Call Forrest on 02 94502674,
0412 £rHil. (Bam-8pm).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive mid-week courses
Advanced cross-country training
Australia's finest cross-country site
1,OOOkm flight achieved
SOOkm on many summer days
Optional $10 winch training flight
Hire of first class gliders
Club training on weekends
Jim Stanley - Club Manager
Phone (02) 6769 7514 Fax (02) 6769 7640
Lake Keepit State Recreation Park

.
Mar1i11~
" - ~araglidmtJ
• Manilla has more flyable days per year than
anywhere else in Australia! (3O(H. in fact!)
• Mt Borah is one of the worlds most consistent all year round sites with 4 large launches catering for nearly every wind direction.
• Paragliding license courses - a week of
quality tuition using the latest techniques &
equipment for only $850 (inc. accommodation).
• Thennalling and cross country courses all year
• HG to PG conversion courses - it's easier
than you think!
• Importer of ADVANCE paragliders, FLYTEC
instruments, HANWAG footwear and
most accessories - we sell only the best
quality European made equipment
• Mini Parag/ider Kites also available great fun for everyone.
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding,
where the person who shows you the
mountain, owns the mountain!
Phone Godfrey Wenness on: 02 6785 6545
or fax : 02 6785 6546
"The Mountain", Manilla, NSW, 2346.

• Lessons & full instruction available.
• 20 years hang gliding experience with
training all year round.
• Learn to fly safely and accurately
with all skill levels catered for.
Phone Brian and Anne on
066 290354, mobile 014615950.
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach, OLD 4581.

Victoria

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE
"Microlights"
Standing on a hill all day,
waiting on the weather?
Get a Trike . We have the largest range of
trikes in Australia and New and used aircraft in stock. We sell everything for trikes.
Call Tony Dennis CFI Pilot Examiner (0418)
574068. Fax (03) 5762fJl27. Benalla, Victoria.
Email: rightalt@benalla.netau

Wingsports
Flight Academy
• Paragliding courses
• Hang gliding courses
• Paramotor courses
• Inland and coastal
• Tandem Flights
• Towing courses
• Cross country courses
• Equipment sa les
Located in stunning holiday destination, ,on
the Great Ocean Road, 2 hours from
Melbourne's Westgate Bridge.
Leam to fly a paramotor over winter!
Wingsports, 1 Evans Court
Apollo Bay VIC 3233
Hans van Santen 03 5237 6486
Fiona Waddington 0419378 616.

Victoria continued

HANG GLIDING SCHOOL & FLIGHT PARK

~

1'/, hOurs Trom Melbourne
We offer a full range of services including:
• Restricted Licence Courses
• Introductory courses
• Tandem instructional Flights
• Towing Endorsements
• Introduction to XC Flying & tours
• Equipment Hire
We sell new and used gliders,
spare parts and accessories for:
• Moyes
• Airborne
• Aussie Born
• Briiuniger
·Icom
• Flytec
Thinking of updating?
Trade in your old glider with us.
Rohan Holtkamp
P/F 03 5349 2845 - M 014 678734

South Australia

ADELAIDE AIRSPORTS
Sales, Service and Instruction
• Hang Gliding
• Tandem Hang Gliding
• Sky Floating
• Microlights
Agents for Moyes, Airborne and Wills Wing.
Larry Jones - Judy Manning
Ph: (08) 85563030, Fax: (08) 85574113,
Mobile: 018 815094.
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SKYSAILOR CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM
Private classifieds are free to financial members, providing the membership number is
quoted. Ads appear for 1 issue only. For non-rnembers and commercial advertisers the
following rates apply:
Per standard typeset line (approx. 6 words)
$2 (minimum charge $8)
Per sma ll B/W picture or logo scanned
$10
Special typesetting
$1 per line
First few words appear automatically in bold.
These rates take effect from 1 December 1996.
Deadline is the 1st of the month, four weeks prior to the issue in which you want your
ad to appear. Payment is in advance.
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AND EQUIPMENT

New South Wales
2 x Shark 144's adv, both in EC, one has only
12 hrs airtime, priced at $3,300 and $4,000.
Aero 170 nov, GC, sell for $1,000 ana.
X2 Moyes tandem, completely set up for
aerotowing, with VG, castor wheels & false
keel with wheels, $2,000 ana. Mars 170 nov,
yellow, new wires & airframe, sell for $550.
Xl 145 int, VGC, suits new pilot, weight range
between 55-75kg, priced to sell at $2,1 00.
GTR 162 adv, VGC, sell for $500. Ph: Lee
Scott on 02 65565265.
Airborne Floater 1!Kl Fun int Sick of bombing
out, slamming in, can't top land & want to
fly 100km? This one's new, 23kg & a bargain
$3,500. Also: Sting 154 X int, brand new, test
flown, hot colours, speed bar, faired DTs,
Mylar LE, unwanted prize, ready to go, go,
go, $3,500. Sting 154 int, 60 hrs, VGC, Mylar
LE, new luff lines, speed bar, good colours,
flies straight, no flutters, $2,400.
Buu 154 nov, well used, well maintained,
flies great & straight, bargain $1,000.
Gyro 160 I nov, GC, easy flying, needs new
bag, cheap, $400. Tandem Moyes X2 210,
dbl surface with VG, 20 hrs use, EC, perfect
for aerotow, absolute bargain, $2,800,
stainless wheels & keel extension, $400.
Harnesses: new Skyline, suit slim/med 5'11,
worth $1,400, 1st caller $850. Moyes pod, M,
blue, GC, $200. Full length apron harness,
coastal cruising, $100. Moyes aerotow release $50, Apco full face helmet, new, M,
$130, Brauniger Basis varia, as new, $430.
Ph: Jason Turner 02 49408665 or 0419 997196.
Air Support Skylite harness, suit pilot
5'4/ 160cm, see photo this issue's cover,
$400. Ph: Forrest 02 94502674.
Blade 132 adv, GC, lemon/green US,
$1,500 ana. Ph: Toni or Max 02 49424637.
Blade Race 153 adv, mint/white US, GC,
flies well, 2 spare DTs, $1,900. Ph: Hugh
0260364141.
Gyro 180 nov, low airtime, new Mylar
inserts, sail in perf. cond., well maintained,
beaut flyer, suit beginner or fun coastal
pilot, $900. Ph/fax: 0242943004.
Mission 170 int, GC, flies beautifully, manual
& batten profile incl., new carry bag &
harness, $1,000. Ph: Steve 018 284791 or
0296293749 (h).
Moyes Max 157 int, harness with reserve
parachute, full face Reflex helmet, UV bag,
as new cond., only 10 hrs use, selling due
to illness, $4,500. Ph: 0412354384.
Moyes Xl 145 int, blue LE, fl. green &
white sail, Moyes pod harness & chute,
Uvex helmet, all in as new cond., suit
pilot around 170cm/75kg, $3,300 ana.
Ph: Greg 0295454307.
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Moyes Xtreme harness, suit pilot around 6',
great cond., extra pockets, lots of storage
room, adj. slider, streamline with a side mounted chute pocket, black with fl. yellow sides,
$800 abo. Ph: Steven 0296348727 (h), 0419
264662, email: crosby.capral@bigpond.com.au
Shark 144 adv, white with fl. It green rear
US, as new, going a/seas, $3,900 ana.
Ph: Dave Bolliger 02 91304749 or Bruce
Daniels 02 42673190.
Shark 144 adv, white/yellow US, GC, $2,500
ana. Ph: Paul 0292373853 (w), 02 95217931 (h).
Shark 156 adv, purple/red US, 130 hrs,
VGC, $3,000 ana; Solarwings Edge harness
(similar to D. Scott Stealth), chest mounted
chute, suit adv pilot 175cm/80-85kg, $350
ana; Garmin 38 GPS, as new, $200 getting too fat, need bigger glider. Ph:
Phil 02 60560109, 014 942634.
Skyfloater Falcon 195 nov, put the fun back
into your flying! New glider at a 2nd hand
price, great colours, super light handling &
a sink rate to get you to the top of the
stack. Great for any type of flying from
dunes to cloud base. can ship if necessary,
$2,500. Ph : Alan 0249449222 (Newcastle).
Sky Systems pod, sky blue with rainbow
webbing, suit pilot 5'7-6'1, incl. parachute,
$450 ana. Also: Aircotec GPS integrated
top navigator flight computer, nearly new,
going a/seas, save hundreds, $1,950. Ph :
Dave Bolliger 02 91304749 or 0419 494715.
Stealth HG harness by Danny Scott, suit
pilot 5'9-6', High Energy parachute, recently
professionally re-packed, new cond.,
$1,000 ana. Lazer large full face helmet,
used once, with mike & speaker, $160.
Ph: 02 42342081 .
Sting 118 int, 20 hrs airtime, needs a good
home, ideal for weight range 45-60kg,
$1,350 ana. Ph: 02 44460302.
Sting 154 int, 25 hrs only, immac., speedbar,
spare DT, Mylar magenta LE, It blue/lilac
US, very attractive glider, $2,000. Also:
Wingtech tow release MK2, $30. Ph:
Geoff 02 43285092 (Gosford).
Sting 154 int, red & white, GC, $2,000. Also:
Foil16OB adv, orange & white, $700; Danny
Scott Wedgie harness with front mounted
parachute, suit 5'6-5'9, $700; Sjiistriim
varia, $300. Ph: John 0265689060 (w) or
0265695498 (h).
SX4 adv, suit new buyer, $4,750. Also:
Ball instruments, need service, $150.
Ph: Clive 0249434900.
Wills Wing HP-AT 158 adv, high perf.
hang glider, built 94, EC, never crashed,
white sail, pink LE, great glider, must sell,
$1,250 ana. Ph: Mike 02 99992696 (w).
Xact harness, fl. yellow/black, fl. orange
pockets, suit 180cm, 70-75kg pilot, 280 hrs
of use, incl. PA reserve with fresh repack
for new owner, harness incl. Stubai
carabiner & high gain UHF antenna built in,
$850, good buy! SWAP my trusty XS 155
adv, fl. orange, with MKII conversion, 205.8
hrs total airtime, only flown on Sundays, all
new flying wires about 60 hrs ago, black/fl.
yellow US, UV protected with "303",look
for yourself, it works! Will swap for int or
nov glider to suit girlfriend of 55kg (must
be in as GC as girlfriend). Need a spare
XS155 DT? Then buy mine for $50. Ph:
Terry 02 48221989 (Goulburn).

Oueensland
2 x Xl Prol65; Xl Pro145; 3 x Mission 170;
3 x Twister harnesses; 4 x pods; 3 x parachutes; ICDM IC4O's; tow bridles and much
more. Make an offer! Can also deliver in
NSW. Ph: Sue 07 55462079.
Foil Combat 152 C adv, flared, front entry
harness suit 175-182cm, Moyes pod
harness suit 165-178cm, reserve parachute,
Brauniger Basis-SP varia, hook knife, aerotow release cable, 19cm wheels, video,
map holder, etc. Ph: James 07 55387617 or
ozscan@hotmail.com
Moyes Mars 170 nov, yellow/white, 20 hrs, GC,
$650. Also: Moyes pod, black/pink, 2 hrs, new
cond., $450; Free Fall reserve, $250 unpacked,
$320 repacked. Ph: David Jenkins 07 32645638.
Moyes Xl 165 int, EC, Iow hrs, very good
looking & colourful, $2.400 ana. Also: Moyes
XTE (same as XC). pod harness & radio, all in
EC, $1,700. Father & son leaving sport Ph: 07
41254626 or 015 628200.

SX5 adv, EC, white & black with orange
Moyes logos on sail, 70 hrs, $3,750; reserve
parachute, GO Security USA, with owner's
manual, $350; XS 155 adv, GC, white/orange,
Power rib 40z cloth, $1,100. Ph/fax: Trevor
03 59786388.

Bargain comp outfit Moyes XS2 155 adv,
EC $600; Moyes Xtreme harness, suit
178cm med build, EC with average condo
chute (never used) $400; Flytec varia 3005si
with probe $350; Icom 40GX UHF handheld
with headset, full face helmet & mike $350.
All you'll need to punch holes in the sky
with the best of them! Ph: 0417 205260
24hrs a day.
Gyro 145 nov, blue/white/pink, EC, less than
12 hrs airtime, make an offer. Ph: Susan
Martin 02 62415544 (w) or 02 62369000 (h).

South Australia

Reserve parachute, 20 gore panel, never
used, repacked once, almost new, $400.
Ph: 07 32000882 anytime.

Electrophone TX475, handheld UHF CB with
accessories $250. Ph: Chris Charters 08
83252624.

SX3137 adv, 50 hrs, white Mylar, orange/
purple US, $3,500 ana. Ph: Helen 07 55987797.

Western Australia

Xtralite 147 adv, GC, $1,800, test fly at the
Classic. Ph: Andrew 0411 422926.

Victoria

Moyes Xl 145 Pro int, EC, 15 hrs, wheels,
aeroDT & king post, tow bridle, Moyes
Xtreme pod, 7 hrs & Flytec 3010 varia,
$2,800. Ph : Simon Longworth 089 3391016
or Steve Ca rlsson 089 2773879.

Aussie Skins pod harness, suit 5'8-6', EC,
$400. Also: Stanwell Soaring Centre pod,
suit 5'8-6', GC, $100; reserve parachute, EC,
$400. Ph: Trent 03 97546622 or 018 392333.

Moyes Max 157 int, fl. orange, fl. yellow,
hologram LE, new, never flown, save $1,000
- $3,800. Ph: 08 92733407, email:
masonhawes@hotmail.com

Blade 132 adv, white with yellow US, 60 hrs
airtime, EC with extra DT. perfect int/adv
glider. This glider has been loved, $2,000.
Ph: Carol 0417 311360.

Moyes X2 210 Tandem glider, 3 yrs old,
used privately, EC, dk blue LE, white MS,
with pod harness, helmet & 12" wheels,
ideal as 'fat boy's' int glider, 2 spare DTs,
$1,900 or will separate. Owner going a/seas.
Ph: Ken 08 93394643 in WA or 02 49424637
in Newcastle, NSW, over Xmas.

Blitz 146 adv, VGC, white Mylar LE, grey/
orange US, easy handling, high perf. glider,
$800. Also: Xl 165 int, blue scrim LE, green
US, speedbar, low hrs, GC, $2,200 abo;
Moyes Xtreme harness, black with magenta
print, side mounted chute, suit pilot 187cm
with solid built, 10 hrs, EC, $900 abo; Roochutes parachute, 28', 3 yrs old, EC, $500 abo;
full face helmet with built in mike & earpiece,
EC, $140. Ph: Frank 02 60595988 (Wodonga).
Flytec 3030 instruments, barograph, 20
flight memory, dual altimeter, averager,
flight time, PC cable, manual, $500. Also:
Blitz 137 adv, GC, white TS, yellow LE, mint
green/mid blue US, $700. Ph : Mark Pike
0392080566 (w), 0418132700, email:
mpike@baea.com.au
Foil Combat 152-2 adv, with Moyes pod
harness, EC, $700. Ph: Andrew 0357751365.
Moyes Flex harness, suit pilot 5'10-6'2,
dk blue/silver, hardly been used $600.
Ph: Ed 0397874574.
Moyes Mission 170 int, blue, new large pod
harness, $1,200 ana. Ph: Eric 03 93545323.
Moyes pod harness, red, suit 170cm, fair
cond ., $150. Ph: Phil 03 57544247.
Shark 132 adv, white with fl. orange stripe
on US, spare DT, 38 hrs, VGC, beautiful
to fly, finds its own thermals, can deliver
to Canungra camp, $3,200. Ph : Jiirj
03 92766261 or 0418 336369.

PARAGLIDERS
~$.d Please note: All paragliders
1;'
offered for sale must state their
DHV or Acpul certification standard,
otherwise they will be labelled with 'No
Certification Information Supplied (NCIS)'.

r:i

New South Wales
Airwave Alto 30 NCIS, in EC, suits up &
coming int pilot, trim tabs, lagoon green
colour, no tears or patches, suit pilot
weight between 80-1OOkg, sell for $2,800.
Ph: Lee Scott on 02 65565265.
Edel Apollo 30 DHV1, GC, only 70 hrs
airtime, weight range 9O-120kg, $1,300 ana.
Ph: 02 45671139.
Edel Saber S DHV2,Iilac, 30 hrs, EC, $3,000.
Edel Saber M DHV2,Iilac, 50 hrs, VGC, $3,000.
Edel Saber XL DHV2, yellow, 50 hrs, VGC,
$3,000; no trees - selling to make room for
new wings. Ph: James or Andy 02 62359060.
Flight Design A5 Sport 30m' NCIS,
blue/white, t-o weight 96-125kg, pilot
weight 86-115kg, int sports perf., as
new, UV treated, 45 hrs only, $2,300. Also:
Nova Axon 28m' NCIS t-o weight 95-130kg,
pilot weight 85-120kg, int perf.,near new

cond .• 55 hrs only, $2,500. Also: Air Support
top of the range XL harness, heaps of
pockets & incl. storage for ba ll ast, reserve
& carbon/kevlar backplate, $400 ono. Ph:
Giulio Leschi 02 99771 508 or 0411 83865 1.
Graffity M Perche DHVl-2, pink/yellow, EC,
12 hrs airtime only, $2,200 ono. Also: Sensor
M Perc he DHV2, green/white custum sail,
EC, 26 hrs airtime, $2,400 ono; Swing Zenith
DHV2, yellow/purple, fair cond., $800 ono;
harness with reserve, $500 ono; Moskito RX
harness, black/purple, EC, integral reserve
(new), $1,000 ono. Ph: Ole 02 65597762.
Sphinx 12511 A, l B, VGC, purple & white,
launch weight 80-95kg, $2,500. Also: Perch!!
Tigra harness, VGC, purple/black, $250.
Perch!! Columbus reserve, 100kg max load,
$450. Swing Axis 123 12A, purple/red/yellow/
white, $1,000 ono. Edel Secura Max
reserve, size 30, $200. Scorpio harness with
airbag insert protection, $250. Ph: Lindsey
02 69472075.

Queensland
Paratech P50 27m' Acpul stand., 80-104kg,
GC, no tears, fabric still bright & reasonably
crisp, purple with white US, suit good nov
or int PG pilot, c/w large backpack, $1,600.
Also: Sitting Bull harness with kevlar backplate and carabiners, VGC, $250; pulled
apex reserve chute in perf. condowith new
swivel, recently checked & professionally
repacked, $400. Ph: Tony 07 38314524.
Pro Design Pro Feel 35 SHV int, 85-105kg,
100 hrs, stable, nice canopy in VGC, gift at
$2,000. Ph/fax: Ivan 07 557975, email:
sphere@fan.net.au

Victoria
Edel Quantum S NCIS, 55-75kg, lilac!yellow,
20 hrs, EC, c/w Edel harness, $2,900. Also:
6 mth old reserve, wi ll sell separately, $500.
Other gear also available. Ph: Andrew
03 95604760.
Firebird Navajo 28 lOA 1B 1C, very low hrs,
EC, adv glider, ideal for powered PG, purple/
white, best offer. Also: Firebird Sitting
Bull harness, very comfortable, incl.
Kevlar backplate with crumple zone, $500
& Firebird RS2 reserve, never used, $500.
Can also deliver in VIC. Also : Swing Minoa
28 DHV3, white, speed system & trimmers,
GC, int/adv canopy, 53km/h top speed, no
porosity or tears, $1,800. Ph: Suzy or
Richard 03 51498326.

_

TRIKES

~~ Please note: All powered hang
. . . gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be accepted for publication.

New South Wales
Airborne Edge wing T2-2547, EC, $3,700.
Ph: Richard 02 65505789.
Airborne Wizard 582 wc T2-2918, electr.
start, aerotow equipped, full instr., only 55
hrs flight time, in EC, retail price $24,000,
will sell for $20,500. For extra $500 with
trailer. Ph: Lee Scott 02 65565265.
Edge Executive 582wc T-2658 with new
wizard wing, blue, felttrailer, full instr.,
electr. start, aerotow equipped, after
silencer, intake silencer, engine completely
overhauled, always hangared & never
crashed, sell for $15,500. Ph: Lee Scott
02 65565265.
Edge Executive 582 T2-2675, 85 hrs, electr.
start, full instr., quiet kit, trailer, custom
paint & covers, Icom radio, Comunica
helmets, headsets & intercom, flying suit,
$18,500. Ph: 0416 033301 .
Edge Executive 582 T2-2740, electr. start,
Brolga prop, 87 hrs, new Wizard wing,
$17,500. Ph: 02 63441600 after 7pm.
Pegasus XL T2-2592, Rotex 462, blue, 144
hrs, always hangared, full instr., intercom &
helmets, $12,000. Ph: Ted 02 63414656 (h) or
02 63401734 (wI.
Quantum 462 trike T2-2766, A1 cond., high
power Rotax 462, comms & helmets, $15,995,
will sell without engine. Ph: Don Woodward
0417 696461 (mob), 02 60363042 (messagebank or fa x/ph).

Victoria
Airborne Edge Executive 503 T2-2791 ,
immac. cond., always hangared, new 2/96,
230 hrs IT. 3.471 gearbox, electr. start, quiet
kit, console, altimeter incl. QNH subscale,
ASI, CHT, tacho & hrmeter, 3-blade Brolga
prop, strobe, colours: blue/fl. yellow
wing/pod, $14,500 ono, first to see will buy!
Ph: 03 57551535, leave message for Ian.
Pegasus Q 462 T2-2590, 232 hrs n , ASI, Alt,
water temp., tacho, compass, white f/gla ss,
blue seat & sides, wing hot pink LE, royal
blue US, 3 blade Arplast with spinner,
custom trai ler with wing rack & storage
lockers, $11 ,000 neg. Ph: Wayne 03
53363259 or 0414 392060.

South Australia
Edge 582 T2-2622, engine overhaul. 70 hrs,
intercomms, new radiator, always
hangared, $13,900 ono, VGC. Ph: Matthew
0885763493 or 015 601129.
Unfinished Chaser trike, all major components, cost $5,000, will sell as is for $4,000
or sail for $2,000. Ph: Chris Charters
08 83252624.

Western Australia
Edge Executive 582 T2-2686, fu ll instr.,
electr. start, E-type gearbox, 3-blade Brolg a
prop, custom trailer with wing carrier, trike
covers, Icom radio & headsets, plus extras,
$20,000 neg. Ph: 08 91 751247.

Wanted
Edel Orion 24, must be green in colour, price
& condo negotiable. Ph: Andy 0419 867005.

Queensland
Subscriptions
Airborne Edge 582 T2-2630, training bars,
electr. start, 2 helmets, radio & intercam
system, 2 flying suits, 139 hrs, 3 blade Ivo
prop, always hangared, trailer, EC, $16,000.
Ph: Mike 07 49782496.

Cross Country Magazine subscriptions
hang, para and micro flying videos.
Conta ct Carol Binder 0417311360.

Employment Wanted
Instructor seeks work. I am a British Hang
glider pilot of 11 years standing. I have had
2 years of fu ll time instructing experience &
I hold a BHPA instructor rating. I am also a
BHPA rated tandem pilot with at least 20
hrs of tandem experience on a variety of
glider types. I hold a flexwing microlight
licence & have some aerotow experience
at both ends of the rope . Fina lly I have
around 70 hrs of paragliding time, but no
instructor rating in that discipline.
I am planning to compete in the Australian
HG Nationals in WA in January '99 & I'm
looking for work till around April to help me
stay on for a while (seems a shame to
come straight home in the middle of our
winter). Of course, it would mean giving up
the secure, well paid job I have at the
moment... Any offers out there? Ph: Toby
Quantrill +441483418478, email:
TQuantrill@wwfnet.org, address: 16 Hall
Close, Farn combe, Surrey GU7 3PW, UK

Other Products
Wooden Propellers manufactured
custom designed for optimum
performance & quiet operation.
Contact Michael Ell inas,
HELIPTERA,
Ph: (03) 9363 8085 VIC

CLASSIFIEDS PHONE SERVICE:
Phone in your classifieds
(deadline still applies) to the
HGFA office on 02 6947 2888.
NEW SKYSAILOR ADDRESS
AND PH/FAX NUMBERS:
RMB 5326, Mawleys Road,
Cobains VIC 3851
Ph/lax: 03 51498326
(strictly 9am-5pm only!)
Email: skysail@ozemail.com.au

Paratech P50 27m' DHV2/12A,
easy to launch & fly int glider
with V-rib design. Responds well
with light brake pressures. Suit
65-90kg pilot (80-104kg all up).
In excellent condition with only
30-35hrs. Selling because I need
a larger glider. Bargain at $1,600.
Ph: lilo 03 59622272.
Skyline paraglider harness, EC, black/pink,
$280. Also: Beginner apron para harness,
EC, black/grey, $150 & para glider reserve,
around 20m', brand new, $450. Ph: Carol
0417 311360.
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~ All correspondence, including
't .
. changes of address, membership
.'.':": . renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent to:

@

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
Administration: Margaret Steinhardt
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
ph: 02 69472888, fax: 02 69474328,
email: hgfa@tpgi.com.au
President: Rohan Grant
188 Bathurst St, Hobart TAS 7000, ph: 03 6233
7638 (w), 03 62311112 (h), 0419 344011, fax: 03
62333311 , email: rohan .grant@ccd.tas.gov.au
Treasurer: Robert Woodward
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035, ph: 08
82325405 (w), 08 82977532 (h), fax: 08 8223
7345, email: benchpos@dove.net.au
Secretary: lim Cummings
252 Kidston St, Canungra OLD 4275, ph: 07
55435093 (hl. 0418 778422, fax: 07 55434493,
email: tim@eis.net.au
Vice-President: Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, Sth Perth WA 6151 , ph:
0893679066 (wl. 08 93673479 (h), fax:
0894741202, email: keith.lush@hds.com.au
Board Members:
Shaun Keane
12 Majura PI, Jerrabomberra NSW 2619,
ph/fax: 0262998792 (h), 0411 722574, email:
actpara@netspeed.com.au
Lee Scott
High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Hwy Johns
River NSW 2443, ph/fax: 02 65565265, 0419
844961 , email: highadV@midcoast.com.au
Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla
VIC3373, ph/fax: 03 53492845, 014 678734.
Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, South Perth WA 6151,
ph: 08 93679066 (wl. 08 93673479 (hl.
fax: 08 94741202.
Michael Zupanc (CIVL Delegate)
3 Surch Court, Southport OLD 4215, ph:
0755325895 (h), 018 662328; email: zupy@
ozemaiLcom.au
Peta Roberts
PO Box 256, Helensburgh NSW 2508, ph/fax:
0242943941, email: epicon@ozemaiLcom.au
Operations Manager: Craig Wolth
(Safety & Operations Committee, Pilot
Development& Training Committee)
PO Box 71 , Hallidays Point NSW 2430,
Ph/fax: 02 6559271 3, 0418 65741 9, email:
hgfaops@midcoast.com.au
Microlight Public Relations: Paul Haines
Ph/fax: 02 42941031.
For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state associations region or club.

States & Regions

Victorian Hang Gliding & Paragliding
Association PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181 ;
Pres: Phillip Campbell 03 53343034; Sec:
Nicole Matthews 03 57501884, 018 450626,
email: nicolematthews@hotmaiLcom,
SSD: Jeremy Torr 03 97705770.
ACT Hang Gliding & Paragliding
Association POBox 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;
Pres: Michael Porter 02 62573099 (w), 02
62496434 (h); Sec: Lisa Kelly; Trs: Stephen
Young 02 62882657 (w), 02 62883330 (h), SSD:
Peter Dall; Meetings: 1stTue/month 7:30pm,
"Sky Lounge" Yamba Sports Club, Phillip.
Tasmanian Hang Gliding Association
PO Box 163, South Hobart TAS 7004;
Pres: Brett Tooker 03 62316367; Sec/Trs:
Hugh Glenn; State Co-ord: Mick Calvert.
South Australian Hang Gliding Association
1 Sturt St Adelaide SA 5000; ph: 08 84101391 ,
fax: 08 82117115. Pres: Stuart McClure 08
82973452; Sec: Mark Tyminski 08 83766117;
Trs: Gary Stockton 08 82702910.
Hang Gliding Association of Western
Australia PO Box 82, South Perth WA 6151 ;
Admin: Graeme Wishart 08 94449505; PG
Rep: Julian McPherson 08 93881584 &
David Humphrey 0418 9541 76; HG Rep:
Michael Derry 08 92840750 (h) & Keith Lush
0893673479 (h), 08 93679066 (w); Trike Rep:
Graham McDonald 08 93649226 (h), 0418
910841 ; Trs: Phil Wainwright 08 92424483.

Clubs
NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Richard Lockhart 02 94040073, 0418
130354, email: flyhawk@kbdnet.net.au; Sec:
Alan Bond 0298995351 , 9 Finch ley PI, Glenhaven NSW 2353; Trs: Dolores Sempreboni,
SSD: David Middleton 02 96236961 ; Newsletter: Glen Tomlinson, ph: 02 95468028,
email: glen_tomlinson@orix.com.au
Meetings: Last Tue/month 7:30pm, Sportsman Hotel. Kildare Rd, Blacktown.
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Brian Rushton 02 66290354; Sec: Chris
Gavaghan 02 66882213; SSO: Brian Rushton
0266290354,014615950; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month 7pm, Banga low Bowling Club.
Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Skillen 018 404254; Se c:
Mark Steele 02 43321277; Trs: Mick Hoipo
0243282871 ; SSD: Ian Duffy 018 439612;
Meetings: 2nd Wed/month 7:30pm,
The Entrance RSL Club.
Central West Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Len Paton 02 68537220;
Sec: Jenny Ganderton 0268514148;
Trs: Mark Madden 02 63622927.
lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: George Barrie 02 42855567; Sec:
Warwick Kelly 02 42261707; SSD: James
Nathaniel 02 46810641; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month, Mountain Top Cafe, Mt Keira.
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Pres: Roger Lilford 06 2815404 (h); Sec: Lisa
Ryrie 06 2359120, 06 2359060; SSD: Heinz
Gloor 02 64576019 (w), 02 64567171 (h).

North Oueensland Hang Gliding Association
12 Van Eld ik Ave, Andergrove OLD 4740;
Pres: Gerry Gerus 041 2617935 (w),
0740577473 (h), ema il: gerus@iig.com.au
or gerry@cairns. net.au; Sec/Trs: Ron
Huxhagen 079 552913, fax: 079 555133.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc
http://gri.une. edu.au/mss
Pres: Brian Sheph erd 02 67852182;
Sec/Trs: Felix Bu rkha rd 02 67751050,
mai lto://fe lixb@xyon.com.au; SSD (HG):
Patrick Lenders 02 67783484; SSD (PG):
Godfrey Wenness 02 67856545.

New South Wales Hang Gliding Association
Sec: Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood Gdns,
Dou ble Bay NSW 2028, ph/fax: 0293274025,
ema il: nswhga@s054.aone.net.au

Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association
Pres: Lee Scott 02 65565265; SSD: Dale
Davis 02 6559771 6.

44 SkysaiiDr

Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc
Sec: Darryl Ashlin 0263742536;
SSD: Bruce Barcham 02 63742092.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Tascha McLellan 02 49278867 (h), 1800
653935 (wl. email: tascha.conrad@hunterlink.
netau; V-Pres: Jason Turner 02 49408665 (h),
015636384; Sec: Paul Green 02 49771 708,
email: gree147@ibm.net;Trs:Tony O'Connor
02495291 46, SSO: Coasta l - Jason Turner
0249408665 (h), 015 636384, Inland - AI Giles
0249430674, John D'Donoghue 02 49549084.
Meetings: Last Wed/month, Souths
Leagues Club.
Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: John Clark 02 99972842 (h); Sec: Mike
Warn er 02 94521217 (h), 02 95573188 (w);
SSO: Mike Eggleton 02 94517127, Forrest Park
0294502674, Glenn Salmon 0299180091 .
Stanwell Park Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508;
Sec: Gavin Hanlon; Trs: Karen Lederer
02 42942273 or 0411 362273.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dick Heffer 02 93872613; Sec: John
Trude 02 98873371 ; Trs: Greg Wilkinson
0298184704; Meetings: 2nd Mon/month,
Moyes Factory Loft.
Sydney Paragliding Club
Pres: Rob Fakes 02 42942273 (h); Sec: Duncan
Cross, 48 Cormiston Ave, Concord NSW 2137,
0297435128; Trs: Dave Worthington 029665
1465; SSO: Mark Mitsos 02 42949065,
Meetings: 1st Mon/month, St George
Leagues Club, Kogarah.
University of NSW Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Daniel Faber 02 93150727, email:
dfaber@kensocoll .unsw.edu.au;
Sec: Jon Ingles 02 93150571 , email:
jingles@kensocoILunsw.edu.au; www page:
www.vision.netau/"gbeng/Hang_Gliding.html
QUEENSLAND
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Krautz 070 541085; Trs:
Kasanda Brease 070 558559;
Sec: Lance Keough 070 91211 7,
31 Holm Street, Atherton OLD 4883.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Shuana Purser 02 66793404; V-Pres:
Andrew Horchner 0412 807516,
afactor@giLcom.au; Sec: Richard Glassock
07 55450643, richardg@ qldnet.com.au, PO
Box 41 Canungra 4275; Trs: Fran Ning 07
55773260, ning@ausinfo.com.au; SSD: Glen
McLeod (HG) 07 55435716, John Botting
(PG) 07 33002049.
Capricorn Skyriders Club Inc
Pres: Brian Hampson 079 226527;
Sec: Geoff Craig 079 923137;
Brian Smith 079287958.
Conondale XC Flyers Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim OLD 4556,
Fax: 07 54451897.
Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Cairn cross St, Gladstone OLD 4690;
Pres: Pat Purcell 07 49793414;
Sec: Sandy Gemmel 07 49750232;
PR: Paul Barry 0749922865.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum OLD 4573; Pres:
Michael Powell 07 54742249, 01 8 166320;
Vice-Pres: Mal Price 07 54480038;
Sec/Trs: Cathy Edmunds 07 54463421 ;
SSO: Dave Cookman 07 54498573.
Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc
Pres: Gary Rogers 077 538565 (w),
077 79264511 (h); Vice-Pres: Peter Scarle
077 721766 (wl. 077 212666 (h); Sec/Trs:
Bra d Coo per 077 792853 (h), fax 077 815230;
SSD: Graeme Etherton 077 724467.

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Nash 07 49531817; Sec: Ron
Huxhagen 07 49552913, Fax: 07 49555122,
email: sitework@mackay.net.au
VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Hannah 03 52632335; Sec:
Tony Hughes 03 52612415; Trs: Rod Trevor
0352811209; SSD: Ted Remeika 015 841 107;
Rob van der Klooster 03 52223019;
PR: Warwick Spratt 03 52531096.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, Anglesea Hotel,
Great Ocean Rd, Anglesea .
Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Geoff Tozer 03 97583250 (h); Se c:
Andrew Medew 03 98227861 , 16125-29
Brougham St. Box Hill VIC 3128; SSO:
Harry Summons 03 59646055 (h), Lance
Sheppard 0359623570 (hl. M/ship: Mark
Jeffree 03 59689015 (h). Meetings: 3rd
Wed/mth, Montrose Town Centre Meeting
Room, Cnr Swansea Rd & Mt Dandenong
Tourist Rd, Montrose.
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jeanette McLaren 03 57544910;
Trs: Bill Graham 03 57501828; SSD: Geoff
White 03 57501244; Meetings: 1stThu/
month 7.30pm, Pinewood Hotel, Bright.
www.home.aone.net.au/gilbert/nevhc.htm
Sky High Paragliding Club
Pres: Adam Nienkemper 0394811122 (w);
Vice-Pres: Phil Savory 03 959772537 (h);
Sec: Jeremy Torr 03 97702775 (h), 03
97705770 (w); Meetings: 1st Wed/month
8pm, Grapevine Hotel, 59 Wellington St,
Collingwood.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Gary Clarkson 0419 319948; Vice Pres: Alister Johnson 0418 323692; Sec:
Nicole Matthews 03 57501884, 018 450626,
email: nicolematthews@hotmaiLcom
Meetings: Last Wed/month.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Phillip Campbell 03 53343034;
Vice-Pres: Tony Lowry 03 53356194;
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp 03 53492845;
Sec: Meg Ba il ey 03 53356194; SSO: Rohan
Holtkamp 03 53492845; Meetings: Last
Sat/month, The Golden Age Hotel Beaufort.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Drabble, 08 93071816, wescoast
@iinet.net.au; Vice-Pres: Rob Stevenson 08
9221 1338; Sec: Stephen Hoeffs08 95275782;
Trs: Michael Derry 08 92840750.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc
Pres: David Humphry 08 92453317; Sec: Liz
Kendall 08 94590445. Meetings: 1st Wed/
mth, 8pm at the Windsor Hotel, Sth Perth.
Geralton & Midwest Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Darren Nichol 08 99644457; Sec/Trs:
Des Hill 08 99216219, 231 Third Street,
Geralton WA 6530.
South West Microlight Club, Bunbury
Pres: Brian Watts 0412 552363; V-Pres: Don
Wilson 08 97641007; CFI: Brendan Watts
015389417; Sec: Paul Coffey 08 9725116.
Western Soarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Sam Blight 08 93363738; Trs: Nav
Brennan 08 93397991; Comp coordinators:
Gordon Marshall 08 94519969, Nav Brennan.
The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Sa llie 091 798487 (h);
Sec: Joe Langford 091 798655 (h).

SHARK

Geoff Dosettor takes out 1st place (Shark 156) at the 98 Canadian Speed Gliding Championships
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